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Chapter 1
Introduction
This introduction provides an overview of the thesis problem area and main issues, briefly
describes the approach, and presents the organization of the remaining chapters.
1.1 Overview of Thesis
This thesis investigates the problem of making Quality of Service (QoS) guarantees over
Frame Relay (FR) networks using Weighted Round Robin queueing. This research is mo-
tivated by the problem of maintaining voice QoS in the presence of competing LAN data
traffic over FR network equipment manufactured by Hughes Network Systems (HNS). Much
of the work in this thesis was performed at HNS as part of the MIT VI-A Internship Pro-
gram.
Frame Relay and Quality of Service Guarantees
Consider a circuit-switched voice network in which a 64 kilobit per second (Kbps) physical
circuit is dedicated for each call. The dedicated circuit allows voice to get through with
a quality and with delays acceptable for an interactive telephone conversation. Thus with
every telephone call, there is an implicitly guaranteed Quality of Service.
Now consider packet-switched communication. All transmitted data will get to its des-
tination if there is sufficient buffering and an end-to-end flow control mechanism such as
the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) is used. The guaranteed QoS in this case is a
loss-less guarantee, however, typically there are no guarantees on bandwidth or delay. For
example, if we use the World-Wide Web, text and images are transferred error-free (assum-
ing the web server is reachable), however there is no way to predict how long the images
will take to be transmitted. In fact, if the network is really congested, the web browser may
'stall' indefinitely, indicating that there is not enough bandwidth available to transmit the
requested web object.
Problem Discussion
With packetized voice, we have to deal with the issues of using packet switched networks
to carry data traditionally carried over circuit switched networks. This means that we
encounter scenarios where voice and other types of data are mixed together on the same
transmission links. Without the proper mechanisms in place, voice data may become con-
gested within the network, resulting in unpredictable delays and ultimately, poor quality
voice output at the receiving end.
This is the case in traditional Frame Relay networks, where First-In First-Out (FIFO)
queueing often is used and many types of traffic compete for a single buffered output link.
One way around the problem is to use a prioritized scheme where high priority traffic is
served before the low priority. With this scheme, a network can be designed to accommodate
the service requirements of the highest-priority (mission-critical) traffic. If the characteris-
tics of traffic are known beforehand, the network can be properly designed and provisioned
with adequate resources (buffers, bandwidth etc.) to meet service quality requirements,
assuming no network failures.
In the prioritized scheme, lower priority traffic can make use of any bandwidth not
used by the high priority. This lower priority traffic class is often termed "best-effort" or
"available bit-rate" service, since it is never certain when excess bandwidth would become
available for it. Essentially, no guarantees are made for this service class. This of course is
one disadvantage of this scheme, as it is often desirable to make some guarantees on these
other service classes.
One alternative scheme is time division multiplexing (TDM) or frequency division multi-
plexing (FDM), where fixed portions of bandwidth are allocated to each service class. Each
channel provides a separate guaranteed amount of bandwidth, thus facilitating service class
distinction. The disadvantage of these schemes however, is that bandwidth allocation is
fixed and active channels cannot utilize idle bandwidth on other channels.
Weighted Round Robin (WRR) Service
Another alternative scheme is called Weighted Round Robin (WRR) service. With WRR,
bandwidth can be allocated to service classes (as in the TDM scheme) yet during idle
periods of one service class, its bandwidth can be utilized by the other service classes. WRR
provides the benefits of guaranteed service for high priority traffic classes and more than
"best-effort" service for lower priority traffic. In addition, WRR does not lock bandwidth
into time-slots or pre-allocated frequencies. Thus bandwidth on idle channels can be used
by other channels needing it.
Proposed Solution
In this thesis, we investigate how voice and voice-type data can be combined with data traffic
in a Frame Relay network while maintaining acceptable QoS for all users. Our investigation
studies the capability of the Weighted Round Robin service scheme, a mechanism which
can be adopted for Quality of Service support in Frame Relay switch devices.
The Approach
In order to perform our investigation, the following approach was adopted. Models for voice
and data traffic were defined, then QoS requirements for both were specified. Next, a simple
network topology was chosen over which we could investigate the effects of combining the
two traffic types.
We consider first a model where the switching in the network is based on a Time Division
Multiplexing (TDM) model with pre-allocated bandwidth, then we proceed to analyze the
maximum number of voice and data connections which could be supported under this
scheme. TDM provides a baseline reference for showing the tradeoff between the maximum
number of voice circuits versus the maximum number of data data circuits when there is
no statistical multiplexing of different traffic classes. Next, we explore a priority scheme
with voice as the highest priority. Finally, we consider a scheme in which voice and data
are statistically multiplexed over the same link and WRR is used as the service scheme.
A significant portion of this investigation was performed through simulation using OP-
NET Modeler simulation software package, from Mil3 Corporation [8]. Models for Frame
Relay network devices with support for QoS were developed, as well as traffic models for
voice and data. The simulations were used to determine which parameters are critical to
ensuring that Quality of Service is met. Simulations were performed with varying quantities
of both voice and data traffic.
Additionally, mathematical analysis is done to help validate and bound the results ob-
tained from simulation. Based on our voice traffic model, we analyze the maximum number
of voice circuits which can be supported over a given bandwidth, without allowing the queue
length to exceed the length corresponding to the maximum delay threshold for voice. We
also analyze the delay incurred by voice frames in relation to the configuration of the WRR
server and the maximum frame length.
1.2 Chapter Organization
The remaining chapters of this thesis are organized as follows:
* Chapter 2: Problem Definition & Objectives - Defines the problem in detail,
presents the approach to a solution, and states the objectives of the thesis.
* Chapter 3: Framework for Analysis - Discusses the method of approach. De-
scribes the steps which are taken in the thesis to attain the objectives of the thesis.
Discusses the models used for simulation and comparative analysis.
* Chapter 4: Analysis - Presents mathematical analysis showing expected values for
certain models as well as determine bounds for other criteria.
* Chapter 5: Simulations & Results - Outlines the OPNET simulation used in our
investigation and presents the results.
* Chapter 6: Conclusion - Evaluations and conclusions based on the work performed
in this thesis. Also includes suggestions for future work.
* Appendix A: OPNET Frame Relay Models - Report the frame relay models
developed in OPNET.
* Appendix B: Simulation Data Points - Tabulates data from the OPNET simula-
tions.
Chapter 2
Problem Definition & Objectives
This chapter defines our problem (section 2.1), presents the solution approach (sections 2.2
and 2.3), and states the objectives of the thesis (section 2.4). To provide background related
to the problem area, a general discussion of Quality of Service is presented in section 2.5,
and relevant fundamentals of Frame Relay technology are discussed in section 2.6.
2.1 Motivation
Frame Relay has established itself as a cost-effective means of transporting LAN-type data
over links with bandwidths in the range of 64Kbps to 2Mbps. Up until recently, Frame
Relay technology had not supported Quality of Service guarantees. As a result, real-time
interactive services such as voice and video could not be readily offered over a Frame Relay
network due to the inherent problem of combining this real-time traffic with the LAN-
data traffic. The problem occurs where frames carrying voice traffic become backed-up
behind long data frames. These voice frames arrive at the receiving voice terminal with
large variances in the delay. The end result is output speech which is choppy or slurred.
Figure 2-1 illustrates such a scenario in which voice frames incur large delays as they become
back-logged behind long data frames sharing the same output link buffer.
Although there exist techniques for compensating for delay variance (or jitter), there
must still be some maximum end-to-end delay guarantee for voice to have adequate perfor-
mance. Moreover, the network must be able to support guarantees on not only delays, but
also on other connection parameters such as bandwidth and loss. While voice frames may
arrive at the receiver within a delay bound, voice quality may not be adequate if half of
these frames do not arrive at all. Achieving QoS guarantees for voice and data traffic over
Frame Relay networks is the problem addressed in this thesis.
Widely Interspersed Voice Frames
Voice
LAN Data LAN Data
S Frame Relay Switch
LAN Data




Our proposed approach is to use the Weighted Round Robin (WRR) as the service discipline
in Frame Relay as a means of supporting Quality of Service guarantees. The WRR service
scheme is detailed in section 2.3.
The thesis investigates the viability of this proposed solution. The method of approach
is as follows:
1. Model Definition: We define a model of a Frame Relay network multiplexing voice
and data traffic over a single link. Our model consists of the following components:
(a) Network Model - the topology of the Frame Relay network
(b) Traffic Models - the traffic generation models for voice and data
(c) QoS Requirements - the QoS parameters for voice and data traffic classes
(d) Service Schemes - Service schemes we compare in terms of their capability to
support the QoS requirements
2. Analysis: We perform a predictive analysis of the response of the network for various
traffic patterns (using queueing theory and available research).
3. Simulation: Next we simulate traffic over the network using various scenarios in
order to determine the QoS-compliant admission region.
4. Evaluation: Finally we examine how well our analysis predicted actual simulation
behavior, then we discussed the relative merits and/or drawbacks of the WRR scheme.
2.2.2 Other Proposed Methods for QoS Support
Several proposals for Frame Relay QoS support have emerged. Various companies [11, 15]
have proposed Frame Relay products which offer real-time classes of service in addition to
support for traditional LAN traffic. For example, four QoS classes have been proposed [11]
for Frame Relay, along with possible service algorithms, as outlined in table 2.1.
Table 2.1: An example of Frame Relay QoS classes and possible service algorithm.
Service Class QoS Parameters Service Algorithm
CFR Delay, Delay Variation, Head-of-Line (HOL) highest
(constant Frame Loss (minimum) priority traffic. Always
frame-rate) served if data present.
rt-VFR Delay, Delay Variation, Weighted Round Robin
(real-time Frame Loss (higher values (WRR) with nrt-VFR
variable) than CFR)
nrt-VFR Loss Ratio (only guaranteed
(non-real-time if source reacts to FR flow WRR with rt-VFR
variable) control mechanisms)
AFR/UFR HOL. Serviced only when
(available or none other queues are empty.
unspecified)
In addition, the Frame Relay Forum has produced a White Paper [4] discussing the
issues of voice over Frame Relay. Some participants of the Frame Relay Forum are lobbying
for an Absolute QoS implementation standard on Frame Relay [2]. Their basic argument is
that end users will demand quantifiable and measurable performance from their purchased
network service, provisionable only by an Absolute Quality of Service implementation. We
will discuss this further in section 2.5
2.3 Weighted Round Robin
In this section, we describe the Weighted Round-Robin (WRR) service scheme which we
evaluate later in this thesis in terms of its capability to support QoS.
The Weighted Round Robin scheme was identified as a good candidate for queue servic-
ing because it provides features which are applicable to our problem. These features: min-
imum bandwidth guarantees, isolation and work conservation are outlined in section 2.3.2.
2.3.1 WRR Service Algorithm
WRR rotates service between a number of subqueues, rather than from a single output
queue with First-In First-Out queueing. At each output port of the switch, there are a N
subqueues corresponding to N separate service classes e.g. voice -+ subqueue 1, data --
subqueue 2. Each subqueue i is assigned a credit limit, Wi. In some implementations the
credit limits are specified in bytes, in others they are specified in frames. A byte-by-byte
credit scheme is used in our work because in Frame Relay, frames can be of variable length.
A frame-by-frame accounting scheme would unfairly favor traffic classes which present larger
frames.
Credits are deducted for each byte serviced from the subqueue. Service proceeds in a
Round Robin manner, i.e. subqueue 1, then subqueue 2, and so on, up to subqueue N,
at which point the service cycle is completed and we repeat the process. At the beginning
of each service cycle the credits for subqueue i are incremented by Wi. Each subqueue







Figure 2-2: Weighted Round Robin service scheduling
In "strict" WRR the service provided to a subqueue may cause a frame to be cut in
half. This occurs when the last frame serviced was of length L bytes, but there were only
c < L credits remaining in the bucket, (c > 0). Our policy will be to proceed with servicing
the last frame and to keep track of the amount by which the subqueue overran its limit. To
facilitate this policy, the number of credits is permitted to fall below zero. The number of
credits for subqueue i is never allowed to exceed Wi. Thus, the queue will be serviced in
the subsequent cycle, only if the credit debt was less than the credit limit.
This scheme ensures that even though a subqueue may be serviced beyond its quota a
particular cycle, it will be denied service appropriately in subsequent cycles. In the long
run, it will be allocated only its fair share of bandwidth.
The proposed WRR service algorithm1 is detailed in pseudo-code in figure 2-3. For this
work we are considering only two classes of traffic (voice and data), thus our WRR scheme
will involve only two subqueues, i.e. N = 2.
2.3.2 Features of WRR
WRR offers three features which can be exploited for supporting multiclass QoS:
1. Minimum Bandwidth Guarantees
2. Traffic Class Isolation
3. Work Conservation
A related scheme, Generalized Processor Sharing, allows for similar guarantees [9].
Minimum Bandwidth Guarantees
With WRR, minimum bandwidth guarantees can be made for delay-sensitive traffic classes
so that transmission can continue despite the presence of long bursts of data from other
traffic classes. This would address the problem of delay-sensitive frames becoming back-
logged behind a series of long LAN-data frames, assuming that all frames can be limited in
size (as we discuss later on). In figure 2-4, we show a scenario where a long burst of data
has preceded a series of voice frames. With Weighted Round Robin, voice frames can be
more fairly interspersed amongst the less delay-sensitive data frames.
When the network is heavily utilized, the minimum bandwidth guaranteed to each traffic
class in WRR is the fraction W, of the total bandwidth on the link.
1This algorithm was proposed by Louis King (Hughes Network Systems) and modified in consultation
with Steven Finn (MIT).
/*** Queue Service Algorithm for ***/
/*** Weighted Round Robin ***/
/* Four Subqueues, numbered i = 0, 1, 2 and 3
**
** Bucket[i] will maintain the number of byte-credits available to queue
** number i. Credit_Limit[i] is a predefined constant for each queue,
** specifying the maximum number of credits which will be added to the
** queue on each cycle.
**
** It is always true that:
** Bucket[i] <= Credit_Limit[i] for i 0, 1, 2, 3
*/
/* Initialize buckets [0..3] to empty */
Bucket [0] = Bucket[1] = Bucket[2] = Bucket[3] = 0;
/* Begin service with queue 0 */
i=O;
while (1)
/* Loop Forever */
/* Each loop constitutes one service cycle */
{
/* Credit bucket on each cycle... */
Bucket[i] += Credit_Limit[i];
/* ... but only up to the corresponding bucket size */
if (Bucket[i] > Credit_Limit[i]) {
Bucket[i] = Credit_Limit[i];
}
/* Serve queue while credits available */





/* Move onto next queue */
i = (i+l) mod 4;
Figure 2-3: WRR Service Algorithm
LAN Data Frames Voice Frames
FIFO
WRR
First Service Order Last
Figure 2-4: Voice frames scheduled ahead of data: an advantage of WRR over FIFO
Traffic Class Isolation
Isolation means that if a particular traffic class is exceeding its bandwidth specifications,
then it will not affect the QoS of other traffic classes. For example, in a traditional Frame
Relay scenario, if an excessive amount of traffic from one particular source suddenly arrived
at an output queue, other traffic classes using that output queue can be starved of ser-
vice. With WRR traffic class isolation, a misbehaving class would jeopardize only its own
performance, and other classes would obtain at least the minimum amount of bandwidth
allocated to them.
Work Conservation
While minimum bandwidth guarantees can be made by using service schemes such as Time
Division Multiplexing (TDM) or Frequency Division Multiplexing (FDM), the disadvantage
of these schemes is that they allocate a fixed proportion of the bandwidth to each traffic
class. The result of this is that if some traffic classes are inactive for a period of time, their
idle bandwidth cannot be utilized by other classes, resulting in an inefficient use of the
link's bandwidth for bursty traffic. WRR addresses this problem by allowing all backlogged
traffic classes to efficiently share the full capacity of the link. Figure 2-5 illustrates a
scenario where idle TDM slots must be processed before the awaiting voice frames can be
transmitted. Idle slots waste bandwidth, whereas in WRR, voice frames can proceed with
transmission, thereby decreasing end-to-end voice delay.
The WRR algorithm is work conserving because the output link is never idle while there
is work to be done i. e. a frame to be transmitted.
idle slots voice idle voice
TDM
WRR
voice idle slack removed
First Service Order Last
Figure 2-5: Work conservation with WRR: whereas TDM idles while voice present in queue
2.3.3 Segmentation with WRR
Segmentation is the repackaging of the contents of large Frame Relay frames into smaller
frames. The process is analogous to "fragmentation" in the Internet Protocol (IP).
With WRR, during each service cycle, each traffic class sees a period of no service
corresponding to the time while the other subqueues are being serviced. This "time-out"
can introduce an unwanted level of jitter into the traffic stream. The "time-out" experienced
by traffic class i can last as long as C , where LN is the length of the longest frame
in traffic class j, and C is the service rate.
Segmentation limits the level of jitter introduced by large frames by forcing them to
be split into smaller segments. With smaller maximum frame sizes (MFS), less jitter is
introduced. However segmentation can also introduce more overhead, because while the
frames are smaller, the frame headers remain the same size.
It should be noted that in the CCITT Frame Relay recommendation Q.922 [6], Ap-
pendix IV the Maximum Frame Size can be no less than 262 bytes.
2.4 Objectives
Having detailed the problem and outlined a proposed solution approach, we now present
the objectives of this investigation.
Our objective is to find the admission region for the simple network depicted in figure 2-
6, where voice and data are multiplexed over a single Frame Relay link, and Weighted
Round Robin is used as the service discipline.
We approach this objective through
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Figure 2-6: Voice and Data Traffic being multiplexed over a Frame Relay link
1. Analysis using:
* Time Division Multiplexing (TDM) as a lower bound
* the Mean Bit Rate (MBR) as an upper bound, and
* an estimate of the Non-Preemptive Priority (NPP) admission region
2. Simulation in order to:
* Test our NPP admission region estimate obtained from analysis, and
* Evaluate the WRR performance with the goals of
(a) coming close to NPP in terms of its voice performance while achieving better
data performance
(b) coming as close as possible to the MBR upper bound in order to maximize
bandwidth utilization.
2.5 Quality of Service
2.5.1 Definition of QoS
In addition to the ability to transmit data at faster and faster rates, networks are now
capable of supporting a wider range of services. In particular, users can request that the
network guarantee a certain minimum Quality of Service. Quality of Service is a specification
of service requested by a user (or application) and guaranteed by the network for a traffic
with specified characteristics. Quality of Service may be specified in one of two broad ways:
Voice Traffic Voice Traffic
* Absolute Quality of Service - where we may have quantitative service specifica-
tions such as "maximum delay of 150 ms, maximum loss of 0.1%"
* Relative Quality of Service - where we may have a qualitative specification such
as "minimum possible delay, medium loss tolerance"
A more complete discussion of how QoS is negotiated between a user and the network
is given in section 2.5.3.
2.5.2 Objectives of a Good QoS Scheme
The primary objective of supporting Quality of Service is to meet the specified service
agreement for each user. In addition to this, a secondary objective is to ensure that network
resources are optimally utilized.
While a QoS scheme must achieve the primary goal, the secondary objective may be met
to varying extents. Some schemes may be inexpensive to implement but sub-optimally use
network resources. For example, the Plain-Old Telephone Service (POTS) network ensures
that once a call is connected, it receives a dedicated 64 Kbps circuit which is sufficient for
good voice quality. However this scheme does not allow callers to take advantage of unused
bandwidth during periods of silence on other calls, and this is inefficient for bursty traffic.
Evaluating QoS Schemes
The "goodness" of any particular QoS scheme should be evaluated by how well it meets the
second objective - efficient utilization of network resources. An ideal QoS scheme would
be one in which the maximum overall utility is delivered to the network's users. This can
only be achieved if the QoS scheme optimally utilizes the network. Shenker [14] describes
a network utility function (Efficacy) which is maximized when this goal is achieved.
In this thesis, we focus on QoS schemes which allow more users to share the network.
2.5.3 The General Quality of Service Negotiation Scheme
We discuss the general scheme by which Quality of Service is negotiated, outlining the
mechanisms necessary for implementing a network which supports QoS. This discussion
follows from [10][section 9.3.2].
Flowspec (User Requirements)
In order for a network to guarantee service, it must know about the characteristics of the
user's traffic flow. Therefore, the first requirement in QoS negotiation is a mechanism which
allows the user to tell the network about the type of service required as well as its traffic
characteristics.
Two components must be specified:
* the Rspec - a specification of the QoS requirements
* the Tspec - a description of the traffic characteristics
The Rspec can be expressed in either absolute or relative terms.
* Absolute Quality of Service - the service level must be specified in terms of 'hard'
or absolute parameters. For example, a voice connection may be set up between two
network endpoints, and the voice application may quantitatively specify values for
the connection's parameters such as the delay, the delay variance and the maximum
tolerable loss ratio.
In the ATM world, the ATM Traffic Management Specification [12] states that the
Rspec for each connection is to be specified with absolute parameters. In ATM, these
parameters are Maximum Cell Transfer Delay, peak-to-peak Cell Delay Variation and
Cell Loss Ratio. As proposed by the Frame Relay Forum [2], the corresponding QoS
parameters for Frame Relay are: nominal Frame Transfer Delay (FTD), Frame Delay
Variance (FDV) and nominal Frame Loss Ratio (FLR).
* Relative Quality of Service - specified qualitatively (e.g. by the type of data stream
such as voice or data, and possibly with a relative priority). A typical scenario would
involve voice connections operating with the highest priority and data connections
making use of the remaining available bandwidth on a best-effort service basis. This
scheme follows an implicit QoS model where the network would choose an appropriate
type of service suitable for supporting the specified traffic type. Here, the set of
available QoS levels is pre-determined by, and limited to, the relative QoS levels which
the network supports. We also refer to this as a best/better-effort scheme which only
allows for making limited QoS guarantees.
The Tspec must be specified along with the Rspec. The Tspec gives the network some
information about the actual traffic which will be injected. This is important since traffic
with different characteristics may require different amounts of the network's resources. For
example, we know that bursty traffic often requires more buffer resources than constant
rate traffic.
The combined specification of an Rspec and a Tspec will be referred to as the flowspec.
Admission Control
The next required mechanism in QoS negotiation is the process by which the network decides
whether or not an additional user can in fact be admitted for service. This mechanism is
known as admission control. Admission control is important because there may be times
when the network is already loaded to the point where supporting an additional user may
not be possible without violating previous service guarantees to existing users. In this case,
admission control must reject the new request. In addition, the network must obtain the
information needed for the admission control scheme to make its decision. This information
includes the delay, buffering and available bandwidth along a route through the network.
Resource Reservation
Once a user is admitted to the network, a third QoS negotiation mechanism is required
for resource reservation. The network must send the appropriate messages to the switches
along the desired route in order to reserve particular amounts of bandwidth and buffering
at each. The network then establishes the connection. This is referred to as signalling in
the ATM world.
Packet Scheduling
The final mechanism comes into play once a requested service has been granted and the
connection has been established. There must be a means of enforcing the scheduling and
rate of packet transmission along the route of each flow. The mechanism which performs
this is known as packet scheduling.
2.6 Frame Relay
In this section, we present background material on Frame Relay and we also identify the
QoS support mechanisms which currently already exist in Frame Relay.
The core aspects of Frame Relay are specified in [6, Annex A]. The flowspec parameters
used in Frame Relay [7] include:
Committed Information Rate (CIR) - the rate at which the network agrees to transfer
data under normal conditions. The rate is averaged over a minimum increment of time,
Tc. CIR is negotiated at call set-up.
Committed Burst Size (Bc) - the maximum committed amount of data a user may
offer to the network during a time interval Tc. Bc is also negotiated at call set-up.
Excess Burst Size (Be) - the maximum allowed amount of data by which a user can
exceed Bc during a time interval Tc. This data is delivered, in general, with a lower
probability than Bc data. Be is also negotiated at call set-up.
Committed Rate Measurement Interval (Tc) - the time interval during which
the user is allowed to send only the committed amount of data (Bc) and the ex-
cess amount of data (Be). Tc is calculated as Bc/CIR if Bc > 0, otherwise Tc =
Be/LineAccessRate.
The CIR/Bc/Be scheme is the mechanism on Frame Relay which allows traffic scheduling
at the ingress of the network. It acts as a means of specifying the characteristics of traffic
on a per-user basis.
On Frame Relay, Virtual Circuits (VCs) can be setup in much the same way as telephone
circuits in POTS thereby granting a dedicated bandwidth stream to each user. For QoS,
there must be some admission control scheme in place which determines whether or not a
new VC can be established or not. Presently, there is no standard admission control scheme
over Frame Relay.
In most cases of FR, the role of admission control is subsumed by network planning, in
which the network management operator pre-determines traffic requirements and plans the
network accordingly; and a pseudo-CAC algorithm, which is some scheme that only admits
new connections on the basis that the usage limits specified by the network operator are
adhered to.
VC-overloading is a technique used in Frame Relay networks which allows VCs to be
setup in such a way that the total allocated bandwidth to all VCs is greater than the network
capacity. This technique is a short-cut for achieving statistical multiplexing of several traffic
flows. This goes against the philosophy of having an admission control scheme, but the
technique has been adopted in scenarios where actual usage has been observed below CIR
for each VC. Clearly, this is not a recommended technique.
Currently there is no standard means of allocating network resources on the interior of a
Frame Relay Network i.e. at the all Frame Relay switch ports not including the ingress and
egress ports. This introduces issues such as fairness and congestion control. For example,
if the traffic load due to a particular class suddenly jumps above an expected level, interior
nodes along the path of this class may become overloaded. In addition to dropping the
frames of the misbehaving traffic class, the network will be forced to drop frames of other
traffic classes using one of these overloaded nodes. The result is that one misbehaving traffic
stream can unfairly cause deterioration of QoS for all classes.
While, this is typically due to poor network planning or poor traffic policing, there should
be some means of distinguishing service classes within the network, thereby insulating each
from traffic anomalies in other classes. The CIR/Bc/Be scheme facilitates traffic policing
at the ingress port where traffic enters the network. However, it cannot facilitate control
over frame scheduling within the interior of the network. This is where the relevance of
Weighted Round Robin Queueing is introduced as a means of isolating such cases of unfair
network usage.
Chapter 3
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Figure 3-1: Frame Relay Network Model
The model used to investigate the interaction of voice and data traffic is shown in
figure 3-1. Both voice and data are channelled across a single link from one side of the
network to the other. The source voice Frame Relay Access Device (vFRAD), on the top
left of the diagram, is used to simulate the source of multiplexed voice connections. The
voice data from the source vFRAD flows through the two Frame Relay switches and to the
destination vFRAD, at the upper-right, where the voice is demultiplexed. Similarly the
source data FRAD (dFRAD) on the lower-left multiplexes data bound for the destination
dFRAD on the lower-right.
Each of the five links in the network is modeled as a T1 link with transmission capacity
of 1.536 Mbps. We assume that the propagation delays for each of these links is negligible.
3.2 Traffic Models
In this section we present the models used for the two types of traffic we investigated, voice
and data. In doing this, we describe the traffic characteristics for both, thereby defining the
Tspec's. In addition, we introduce a parameter, -y, that is used to characterize the fraction
of total traffic which is voice.
3.2.1 On-Off Voice Traffic Model
Our voice traffic model is an on-off model [1, 13] where the transmitter alternates between
an on-state where data is transmitted at the peak rate of R, bits/second for some random
duration, and an off-state where no data is transmitted for some other random time. The





Figure 3-2: Markov Process for on-off voice model
The following parameters characterize the on-off voice model:
* R, [bits per second] - peak traffic rate during the "on" period.
* 1/O, [seconds] - average time in "off" state
* 1/v [seconds] - average time in "on" state
* p, = ,V/( +f ,) - source activity, or fraction of time in "on" state.
This source can be represented by the continuous-time Markov chain in figure 3-2, and
its traffic characteristics are depicted in figure 3-3 [13].




Figure 3-3: Traffic characteristics generated by an on-off voice model
3.2.2 Data Traffic
For our data traffic, we adopt a Poisson model with the following parameters:
* Ad - Message arrival rate [messages/second]
* Ld - Expected message length [bytes] - message lengths are chosen from an exponen-
tial distribution with this mean.
* Bd - Data Buffer Size [bytes]
3.2.3 Traffic Composition
In order to characterize the composition of traffic on our network, we define the following:
* Nv - the total number of voice circuits meeting QoS requirements
* Nd - the total number of data circuits meeting QoS requirements
* I,= R,p, [bits/second] - the average information rate for a voice circuit
* Id = AdLd [bits/second] - the average information rate for a data circuit




i.e. -y represents the fraction of the aggregate bandwidth which is comprised of voice
traffic. Clearly 0 < -y < 1, where low values of -y represent low voice activity and high values
of -y represent a high component of voice on the network.
3.3 QoS Requirements
3.3.1 Voice QoS Requirements
For our voice traffic, our required Quality of Service (Rspec) parameters are:
* Maximum Voice Delay, Dmax 150 milliseconds.
* Frame Loss Ratio, FLR, - no more than 0.1% of voice frames can be lost. Additionally,
a frame is considered lost if its delay exceeds Dmax.
3.3.2 Data QoS Requirements
For acceptable data performance, we define the following Rspec:
* Frame Loss Ratio, FLRd - no more than 0.1% of data frames can be lost
3.4 Service Schemes
In this section, we discuss the following Service Schemes for supporting QoS guarantees:
* Time-Division Multiplexing (TDM)
* Non-Preemptive Priority Queueing (NPP)
* Weighted Round Robin Queueing (WRR)
In this subsection, we will describe the service schemes we have considered. In the
following chapter, we will analyze how our QoS objectives are met using each scheme.
3.4.1 Time Division Multiplexing (TDM)
This scheme is used as a straightforward base model and we obtain a simple QoS admission
region for voice and data traffic. We do not assume that the underlying technology used is
Frame Relay, for it can be any data transmission technology which supports a TDM model.
In TDM each connection is allocated a time-slot for transmission. For connections
requiring more than the bandwidth of a single time-slot, multiple time-slots can be combined
to accommodate the bandwidth requirements. We allocate each voice circuit to a single
time-slot. Each time-slot provides the bandwidth equivalent to the peak voice rate, R,.
There is no contention for bandwidth for any voice circuit. This is essentially the same as
dedicating a switched circuit to each voice connection. The remaining time-slots will be
allocated to the aggregate data traffic stream. We use a finite input buffer of size Bd bytes
to accommodate the burstiness of the aggregate data stream. As bursts can be arbitrarily
large with a Poisson arrival model, there is some amount of loss due to buffer overflow.
We estimate this loss and bound it below the required threshold, FLRd, by limiting the
number of data circuits, Nd, admitted to the network, and/or by increasing the number of
time-slots allocated to data transmission.
The adjustable parameters in the TDM scheme are:
* 7 - the size of each time-slot in milliseconds. (Equivalently, this could be represented
in bits since we use T1 links.)
* N, - the total number of time-slots in the system.
* Bd - the data buffer size [bytes]
3.4.2 Non-Preemptive Priority (NPP)
Non-Preemptive Priority is a straightforward implementation of a priority scheme - the
algorithm serves the highest priority non-empty queue next (i.e. once the current frame-
in-transmission has been completed). A drawback of NPP is that high priority traffic may
incur a delay penalty due to large low priority frames already in service. In addition, low
priority traffic may be denied service by high priority traffic. Consider that in prioritized
Frame Relay, the high priority traffic classes are typically reserved for delay sensitive traffic
such as voice while the low priority traffic classes are often used for the less delay-sensitive
traffic. Voice frames are typically small to minimize latency, while data frames are typically
larger to minimize overhead. Thus we have the possibility of a large data frame causing
a long "time-out" in voice service. NPP by itself may not provide adequate voice delay
performance in the presence of long data frames. Therefore, we consider the use of frame
segmentation.
We will examine the behavior of NPP both with segmentation of data frames into smaller
frames. Each frame will include a fixed sized header of 8 bytes.
The adjustable parameters in the NPP scheme are:
* Bd - the data buffer size.
* Maximum Frame Size
3.4.3 Weighted Round-Robin (WRR)
For Weighted Round Robin, we use the scheme described in section 2.3, with voice traffic
assigned to class 1, and data traffic to class 2. The buffer size for voice traffic will be
limited to the maximum size which can be served within the delay threshold, Dmax. The
Bd parameter is the buffer size for the data traffic. The frame header size will be a constant
8 bytes.
The traffic model has the same parameters as the NPP scheme. In addition, the WRR
model includes subqueue credit limits, Wi's.
Thus, the adjustable parameters for WRR are:
* Ed
* Maximum Frame Size
* W1 and W 2 - the credit limit for each of the two subqueues. Values may be different
at each of the two switches.
3.5 Admission Control Scheme
The final piece of our framework is an Admission Control Scheme which will be necessary
for achieving the QoS objectives.
We adopt an admission control algorithm which limits the number of connections, N,
and Nd, to values within a particular admission region. The admission region will be
determined by the service scheme employed as well as the pre-planned usage of the network.
Some form of network management and planning system is assumed to be in place to allow
a network manager to configure the network for certain pre-planned usage patterns.
For example, one such requirement may be that a given network should support at least
50 voice circuits, and as many data circuits as admissible under the given QoS criteria. Then
let us suppose that with the given configuration of the network can support at most 30 data
circuits. Admission control would then admit no more than 30 data circuits, otherwise,
there would be the possibility that it would not be able to support the 50 voice circuits
should the need suddenly arise. Alternatively, admission control may admit more than 50




In this chapter, we analyze how the service schemes described in the previous chapter can
be used to achieve the required QoS objectives. In addition, we define a simple upper bound
on the admission region based on the average bit rate of each traffic class. While general
parameterized models were presented in the previous chapter, in this chapter, we solidify
our models with specific values for the models' parameters1 . The QoS service schemes we
analyze here are:
1. Time Division Multiplexing (TDM) using voice peak rate channels
2. Non-Preemptive Priority (NPP) on Frame Relay
3. Weighted Round Robin (WRR) on Frame Relay
4.1 Mean Bit Rate (MBR) Bound
A simple upper bound on the admission region can be obtained using the mean bit rates of
the aggregate voice and data traffic streams, I, and 'd respectively. The equation for this
region is:
N, I + NdId _ C (4.1)
where N,, Nd > 0 and the link capacity, C = 1.536 Mbps.
1The parameters used here were proposed in consultation with Lou King (HNS) for the evaluation of our
WRR Frame Relay model. Results can be extended to other values.
Note that, in the sections below, the values of I, and Id vary depending upon the
particular service scheme. For TDM, there is no Frame Relay overhead and we designate this
bound as MBR(TDM). For both NPP and WRR, Frame Relay overhead of 8 bytes/frame
is assumed. When we use MFS = X bytes for data frames, we designate the mean bit rate
bound as MBR(X).
4.2 Time Division Multiplexing (TDM) using Peak Rate
To determine a baseline against which other service schemes can be compared, we start
with an analysis of the TDM scheme.
4.2.1 Parameters Values (TDM)
We assume:
* 32000 bps required by each voice and data circuit
* Link capacity, C = 1.536 Mbps
* Voice will be generated as fixed-size frames every 30ms i.e. 100/3 frames per second
(fps). Frame length, Lv = 120 bytes. (No framing overhead is assumed in the TDM
scheme.)
* 1 time-slot allocated to each voice circuit
* remaining slots multiplexed for data
* The length of each time-slot, 7 = Lv/C.
* Total number of time-slots, N, = 30ms/T = 48.
4.2.2 QoS Delivered: Voice Traffic (TDM)
Voice frames are generated at a rate of Lv/Rv = 100/3 frames per second (fps). We assume
a synchronized system where the designated time-slot becomes available as soon as the
voice frame is ready to be transmitted at the source voice FRAD. We assume that at both
Switch 1 and Switch 2, the data from a time-slot begins transmission on an out-going slot
immediately after it is received i.e. there is queueing for only one frame, and thus there is
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Figure 4-1: Timing diagram for voice frames in the TDM scheme
Latency of voice
The resulting end-to-end transmission delay will be duration of three time-slots, 3AT =
1.875ms. As the maximum amount of data which would be encoded in each voice frame
is 30ms worth of voice, the voice latency due to framing is not more than 30ms, otherwise
portions of voice will remain unencoded. Therefore, the total end-to-end latency of voice,
between coding and transmission, will be less than 32ms with this scheme, clearly well
within our voice QoS requirement of Dmax < 150 ms.
No Loss of voice
As the scheme provides a dedicated 32000 bps TDM channel for each voice circuit, there
will be no loss of voice frames due to either queue overflows or network congestion.
Voice Admission Restrictions
In this scheme, each voice connection is mapped to one of 48 time-slots in the system. While















number of voice circuits which this scheme can support i.e. N, < 48.
4.2.3 QoS Delivered: Data Traffic (TDM)
We model the QoS delivered to the data traffic in this TDM scheme, by performing a loss
probability analysis using an M/M/1/K model. The effective interswitch trunk service rate
for the data is approximated by the link bandwidth allocated to the data timeslots. Recall
that our data traffic follows a Poisson model. We specify the following parameter values for
data traffic2 :
* mean message arrival rate, Ad = 2 messages/second
* mean message length, Ld = 2, 000 bytes
* Id = AdLd = 32000 bps
* Aggregate data buffer size, Bd = 128 Kbytes
The bandwidth allocated to voice traffic is NR, bps, while the bandwidth available to
data traffic = C - NR, bps. (This assumes a processor sharing service approximation.)
Using the processor sharing approximation for the effective service seen by the data
traffic, the effective data traffic load, Pd = c-gR"
We estimate how often an arriving data message is lost by using the blocking probability
for a simple M/M/1/K queue model where the maximum buffer size (in messages) is K =
Bd/Ld. With this model, the loss probability, PL is the probability that a message arrives
and finds K messages already in the queue.
PL = (1 pd)p (4.2)
1 - pK+I
With our chosen values of Bd = 128 Kbytes and L, = 2, 000 bytes, we obtain K =
[128KB/2000BJ = 65. Using this value for K, we plot PL versus the data utilization
factor, Pd in figure 4-2.
Using equation 4.2 with K = 65 and upperbounding it with our QoS loss requirement
of 1/1000, we calculate that Pd must be less than 0.9383. We can also see this result in
figure 4-2
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Figure 4-2: Probability of Loss vs. pd for K=65
4.2.4 Admission Region (TDM)
Based on our analysis of the QoS delivered with the TDM scheme, we can now determine
the admission region. We see that there is a step-wise linear tradeoff between the number of
data circuits and the available bandwidth for data i.e. the remaining bandwidth not used
by voice circuits.
This leads to the following equation for the frontier of the TDM admission region:
Nd = [0.938 x (48 - Nv)] (4.3)
which is plotted in figure 4-3 along with the MBR(TDM) upper bound. The area below
and including all points on the line constitutes the admission region within which QoS is
supported under the TDM scheme.
4.3 Non-Preemptive Priority
NPP supports QoS by giving highest priority to voice traffic. Except for the residual time
encountered while a lower priority data frame is in service, the high priority voice traffic
experiences only queueing and transmission delay. This means that if we assume that
voice is the only traffic in the queue and we analyze the maximum number of voice circuits
which could be supported, then this should serve as an upper-bound for the non-preemptive
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Figure 4-3: Admission region for TDM
priority scheme.
To determine the bound on NPP, we first determine the maximum number of homoge-
neous on-off voice sources which can be multiplexed over a single-server buffered link of a
given capacity. We assume that this bound will translate directly onto our NPP scheme,
since data traffic will be second priority and with segmentation, should not significantly
affect the service of the voice traffic. To estimate this bound, we use a formula for effective
capacity described below.
4.3.1 Parameter Values (NPP)
In the NPP scheme, we assume:
* Link capacity, C = 1.536 Mbps
* Voice will be generated as fixed-size frames every 30ms i.e. 100/3 fps. Frame length,
L, = 120 bytes plus 8 bytes of frame header = 128 bytes. This results in a peak voice
traffic rate, R, = 32, 000 x = 102400 [bps]
* 1/a, = 5 seconds
* 1/P, = 3 seconds
* Pv = cr,/(av + ,) = 3/8
4.3.2 Effective Capacity
We define Effective Capacity, Ce of a traffic source as the minimum capacity required at an
access buffer to service the source and meet its QoS requirements. This property is additive,
allowing estimation of the total bandwidth required to serve several sources, each of whose
effective capacity is known. This concept, also known as Equivalent Bandwidth, is discussed
in [5, 3].
The effective capacity, Cv, of an on-off voice source will be greater than the average
information rate but less than the peak rate i.e. I, < C' < Rv, thus allowing for statistical
gain over the TDM scheme.
4.3.3 Admission Region using Effective Capacity (NPP)
We use the following formula developed by Guerin et al. [3, 13] to calculate the effective
capacity for multiple homogeneous on-off sources multiplexed into a shared buffer:
Ce 2 + k)2 + kpv )RvNv (4.4)
with the parameter k defined as
k = vBv/R(1 - pv) In (1/PL) (4.5)
The variables, Rv, ac, fy, p, are as given in section 4.3.1, Nv is the number of voice
circuits, and PL is the threshold for the probability of loss. The formula determines the
minimum capacity, Ce, required to bound the probability of buffer overflow to less than PL.
With our QoS loss requirement, we use PL = 1/1000.
We use a buffer size Bv equivalent to the amount of data which can be serviced by the
effective capacity within the QoS voice delay requirement, 150 ms:
B, = Cve x 0.150 seconds (4.6)
We first apply the formula to estimate the maximum number of voice circuits (i.e.
with no data traffic), which we will call N m"a. We let Cgv = C = 1,536,000 [bps]. Thus
B, = C x 0.150s = 230400 bits, and required loss threshold, PL = 1/1000. With these
values, the formula yields Nvm ax = 60 voice circuits.
We proceed to estimate the admission region. For the range of values of N, between 0
and N m a", we apply the parametric equations given in 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6 to determine C e,
the effective bandwidth required to serve the N, on-off voice sources.
Computing the effective bandwidth for voice, we then determine the remaining band-
width available for data traffic, C - C e . Using the same M/M/1/K approach as in the
TDM scheme, we estimate the maximum value of Nd which can be supported under this
scheme. Unlike with the TDM scheme which used no framing overhead, we use 262 byte
data frames, of which 8 bytes are frame header overhead. Thus the average rate of data
traffic now becomes, Rd = 32, 000 x Z [bps].
The Matlab script in figure 4-4 was used to perform the calculation described here and
plot the resulting admission region.
In figure 4-5 we plot the predicted admission regions for this Non-Preemptive Priority
scheme. The plot suggests a fairly linear trade-off between the number of voice circuits to
the number of data circuits, but with a wider admission region than the TDM scheme when
there is more voice (N, > 25). In the next chapter we will determine how closely these
theoretical bounds predict admission regions attained through NPP and WRR simulations.
4.4 Comparing Weighted Round Robin (WRR) to NPP
We have no direct analytic results for WRR, but we qualitatively consider the QoS support
capabilities of WRR compared to those of NPP. By setting the credit limit for the highest
priority subqueue to infinity (or a very large practical value), WRR emulates NPP service.
Therefore, for a given number of voice circuits, we expect that WRR will support at least
as many data circuits as NPP and likely more. Thus any point within the NPP admission
region should also attainable with the WRR scheme. Also, with all other model parameters
equal, the performance of both schemes should be identical for single-class traffic i.e. either
only voice traffic, or only data traffic. In the next chapter we compare the admission regions
generated through simulation for both the NPP and WRR.
The expected comparison of admission regions between Weighted Round Robin and
Non-Preemptive Priority is depicted in figure 4-6.
%% Matlab script for computing admission region using an effective
.U capacity formula for Nv on-off voice sources
%% multiplexed into a single buffer. The M/M/1/K formula
%% for buffer overflow is used to compute the maximum










Nv_max=floor(C/Rv/((l-k)/2 + sqrt(((l-k)/2)^2 + k*p_v)))




Cv=Nv.*Rv.*((l-k)/2 + sqrt(((l-k)/2).^2 + k*p_v));
Cv_last = linspace(0,0,Nv_max+l);
% begin iterations here




Cv=Nv.*Rv.*((1-k)/2 + sqrt(((1-k)/2).^2 + k*p_v));
end
X calculate bandwidth available for data
Cd=C-Cv;
% estimate number of voice circuits which this will support
Rd=32000*262/254;
thresh_d=0.938; % M/M/1/K overflow threshold
Nd = floor((thresh_d*Cd)/Rd);
plot(Nv,Nd);
Figure 4-4: Matlab script for calculating effective capacity admission region
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Figure 4-5: Estimated Admission Region for NPP using Effective Capacity to determine
bandwidth required to support voice QoS and an M/M/1/K loss probability model to
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In this chapter, we describe the simulations conducted and the results obtained. We compare
simulation results to our analyses in chapter 4. All simulation points recorded are listed in
Appendix B.
5.1 Simulation Plan
In all simulations, voice traffic was assigned to class 1 and data traffic to class 2. The Frame
Relay CIR/Bc/Be settings at the voice and data FRADs were:
* CIR/Bc/Be for class 1 (voice) = [1.536Mbps, 256Kb, 128Kb]
* CIR/Bc/Be for class 2 (data) = [1.536Mbps, 256Kb, 256Kb]
The following simulations were performed with OPNET:
1. Default Settings: WRR without Segmentation, MFS=4032 bytes: Initial
configuration based on default values for our model parameters. This simulation
was carried out to investigate the admission region generated when no segmentation
is used. The parameters used and results obtained are presented and discussed in
section 5.2 below.
2. WRR with Segmentation, MFS=262 bytes: To investigate the effect of seg-
mentation, we decreased MFS to the minimum allowable, 262 bytes, keeping all other
parameters the same as in the no-segmentation simulations. These results are pre-
sented and discussed in section 5.3 below.
3. Non-Preemptive Priority: By setting the credit limit for the voice queue (W1 )
to a very high value relative to that of the data queue, we emulate Non-Preemptive
Priority service, thus allowing us to determine a simulated admission region. The
results of this scheme are presented in section 5.4.
4. 'Optimized' Weighted Round Robin: We attempt to find Nv/Nd points sup-
portable by the general WRR scheme which could not be supported under NPP by
adjusting credit limits for voice and data. The results of this scheme are presented in
section 5.5.
5.2 Default Settings without Segmentation
5.2.1 Settings
* MFS = 4032 bytes1
* On FR Switch 1: Wi = 10,000 bytes, W 2 = 5, 000 bytes1
5.2.2 Approach
The goal of this series of simulations was to determine the admission region supported by
WRR for the default parameter values listed above. The admission region is the set of all
values of N, and Nd which support QoS.
It would have been ideal to be able to investigate the entire N,/Nd-space, however
simulation time was a factor. A simulation of 80 seconds of traffic with many voice circuits
(high -y) required approximately 10-30 minutes of actual time. Thus it was not time-wise
feasible to perform simulations for all of the (approximately 3000) simulations. Hence the
following approach was used.
First we obtained the best values at the extremities i.e. data traffic only (-y = 0.0)
and voice traffic only (y = 1.0). Then we "walked" the frontier, guessing which Nv/Nd
scenarios would fall on the QoS supportable frontier and using the simulations to test a
range of nearby points. In some cases, it was necessary to probe a column of points in order
to determine the maximum supportable point. This gives rise to the series vertical probe
1Test values agreed upon with HNS.
spots characteristic in the results. For this series of simulations, approximately 340 data
points were recorded. These are listed in appendix B.2.
Simulated Admission Region for WRR, MFS=4032
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Figure 5-1: Admission region for Weighted Round Robin using the default maximum frame
size (MFS) of 4032 bytes. Clear boxes indicate points where QoS was met and 'X'-boxes
indicate points where QoS was not supported.
5.2.3 Discussion of Simulation Results
Figure 5-1, shows the results of the non-segmented default setting simulation. We also
include the mean bit rate bound, obtained from using Rd = 32000 bps and R, = 12000 x
12= 12800 bps, as well as the TDM and Estimated NPP admission regions.
For low values of y, we see an approximately linear tradeoff between the number of voice
and data circuits supportable. However, as N, approaches 70 and above, the frontier takes
an uncharacteristic dip, and eventually tapering to an N,ma' value of 100 voice circuits. We
see that the admission region approaches the mean bit rate upperbound more closely for
low values than for high values of y.
We also see that the admission region estimates for TDM and NPP obtained in chapter 4
are conservative. The WRR admission region is closer to the mean bit rate bound than to
either of the two estimates. We expected the TDM scheme to be a conservative estimate
because there was no statistical multiplexing of voice. Even though the NPP estimate was
based on a formula (equation 4.4) for on-off sources multiplex into a single buffer, it has
been observed that it does not perform well for a large number of sources [13, 3]. The
formula uses the average number of bits generated by a source during the average burst
interval, R,/,. This burst size is used to account for the probability that a particular burst
from a single source exceeds the buffer size [13]. Therefore, in scenarios such as ours where
the burst size and the buffer size are comparable, the formula predicts a higher likelihood of
overflow, and thus a more conservative value for the effective capacity. The result is also a
conservative prediction of the admission region. For our chosen values, the maximum value
of B, is 230400 bits, and an average burst is R,I/, = 102400 bits, almost half the buffer
size. If the burst size were smaller, or the voice delay time constraint were longer, the NPP
estimate would likely be better.
5.3 Default Settings with Segmentation
5.3.1 Settings
* MFS = 262 bytes
* W and W 2 : same as in section 5.2
5.3.2 Approach
In order to determine the admission region with segmentation in use, we simulate columns
of points for values of N, = 0, 20, 40, 60, 80, 90, 100 and 101. This approach used fewer
simulation runs than in section 5.2. These data points are listed in appendix B.3.
5.3.3 Discussion of Simulation Results
In figure 5-2, we show the simulated admission region for WRR with segmentation of large
data frames into frames no longer than 262 bytes. Also shown are the admission region
without segmentation and the mean bit rate bounds for MFS=262 and MFS=4032.
As is turns out, the maximum number of voice circuits under this scheme remains 100.
This effect is expected because there is no data traffic. With no voice traffic, the maximum
number of data circuits fell to about 40. This was attributed to the higher overhead imposed
by the smaller data frame sizes. With frames of size 4000 bytes, an 8 byte header imposes
a negligible 0.2% overhead, whereas for 262 byte frames, the headers constitute 3% of the
bandwidth. Thus the penalty for shorter frames is an increase in the network overhead and
a decrease in the number of QoS supportable data circuits.
5.3.4 Comparison of Segmented and Non-Segmented schemes
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Figure 5-2: Comparison of Default Settings WRR results with and without segmentation.
Triangles signify simulated results, however interpolating lines are used to associate related
points but not necessarily depict the exact admission region.
We see in figure 5-2 that segmentation has almost no impact on the admission region,
apart from the decrease in supportable data circuits at low y. We conclude that the use of
a higher level of segmentation alone does not extend the admission region.
However while the admission region was not broadened, we noticed that there was a
decrease in the voice delays when segmentation was used. Without segmentation, we found
end-to-end voice delays as high as 50 milliseconds. However with segmentation, we saw
no end-to-end voice delays greater than 30 milliseconds. These maximum delay values
observed are explained by the equation Maximum Service Timeout experienced by voice =
E15? c . as stated in section 2.3.3. With W 2 = 5000 bytes, MFS = 4032 bytes and
C = 192000 bytes/second, we see here that the maximum timeout = 5000+4032 50 ms,192000
while with MFS = 262 bytes, maximum timeout = 5000+262 30 ms.192000
While the different maximum delays did not result in different admission region curves,
there could be implications in multi-hop networks, which were not investigated in this thesis.
With Dmax < 150 ms maximum delays of 50ms imply a limit of 3 hops, whereas for 30ms,
the limit would be 5 hops.
5.4 Non-Preemptive Priority
5.4.1 Settings
* On Switch 1: W1 = 19, 200, 000 bytes, W 2 = 262 bytes. (W 1  105 x W 2.)
* MFS = 262 bytes
5.4.2 Approach
This series of simulations was done in order to have an NPP admission region against which
we could compare the WRR admission region. We used a value for the credit limit in
the voice queue, large enough to emulate an NPP server. As the length of "time-outs"
experienced by voice in NPP is minimized for small data frames, we set MFS = 262 bytes.
As with the simulations done in section 5.3, we tested columns of points for chosen values
of N,. These data points are listed in appendix B.4.
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Figure 5-3: Admission region for Non-Preemptive Priority based on simulations
5.4.3 Discussion of Simulation Results
In figure 5-3, we show the admission region produced from the NPP simulations. We observe
that the theoretical estimate proposed in the analysis is very conservative and seems to be
insufficient for predicting the actual NPP admission region. In fact, the admission region
under the NPP scheme seems to be fairly close to the mean bit rate bound, implying that
QoS requirements are met even while the queue is heavily utilized. The utilization for these
points are given in table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Maximum utilization points in NPP
N, 00 02 10 20 30 40 50 56
Nd 41 43 40 36 31 28 23 20
p 0.881 0.947 0.943 0.940 0.916 0.935 0.911 0.900
Nv 70 80 90 95 99 100 101
Nd 15 10 07 06 01 01 00
p 0.906 0.882 0.900 0.921 0.847 0.855 0.842
In figure 5-4, the NPP results are compared to results obtained in section 5.3. We
see that the NPP admission region extends beyond the WRR region, particularly for large
values of N,. We know WRR can perform as good as, or better than NPP since WRR
can emulate NPP (section 4.4). Therefore we see that WRR can do worse than NPP if the
credit limits are configured poorly, such as with the original settings of W1 = 10, 000 bytes
Comparing Simulated Admission Regions for NPP and WRR
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Figure 5-4: Simulated admission region for Non-Preemptive Priority and Optimized
Weighted Round Robin compared to the other admission regions. 'O's and 'X's signify
simulated results, however interpolating lines are used to associate related points and not
necessarily depict the exact admission region.
and W 2 = 5, 000 bytes. In the following section, we explore better settings for W1 and W 2 .
5.5 'Optimized' Weighted Round Robin
5.5.1 Settings
* W1 and W2 varied to maximize QoS performance
* MFS = 262 bytes
53
5.5.2 Approach
The goal of this final series of simulations was to find QoS-compliant points outside the
NPP admission region (from section 5.4), but supportable with some configuration of WRR
credit limits. For the same N, values used in the NPP simulations, we chose points with
higher Nd values (by one), and searched for credit limit settings to achieve the required
QoS. The data points and the credit limits which were explored are listed in appendix B.5.
5.5.3 Discussion of Simulation Results
We were unable to find any W 1 and W 2 values which could support more data circuits under
WRR than under NPP with our QoS requirements satisfied. We found that by decreasing
credit limits for voice and increasing them for data, we achieved either less loss on the data
or more delay on the voice, up to the delay threshold. However, neither effect was sufficient
to extend the admission region beyond NPP to incorporate any of the "new" points.
In section 4.4 we had suggested that compared to NPP, WRR would support at least as
many data circuits, and likely more, for a given number of voice circuits. Our results show
that for the chosen network and traffic models, WRR supports the same admission region
as the NPP scheme. Thus, the NPP curve in figure 5-4 also charts the 'optimal' admission
region for Weighted Round Robin.
Chapter 6
Conclusion
In this thesis, we constructed simulation models of Frame Relay network devices to de-
termine a QoS-compliant admission region for simultaneous voice and data traffic under
Non-Preemptive Priority and Weighted Round Robin service schemes. Since WRR is a
'superset' of NPP for a two-class traffic system, we expected to find results indicating that
the admission region under WRR would be larger than under NPP for the systems under
investigation. However, we were unable to find a broader admission region under WRR
than NPP.
NPP supported voice with lower maximum and average delays than WRR. Since both
NPP and WRR are work conserving, we conclude that in WRR, a higher delay on voice
traffic implies a lower delay for data traffic. However, we observed no significant difference
between NPP and WRR in the frame loss ratio for data (FLRd).
We were able to develop neither an analysis of the WRR system nor an accurate analyti-
cal model for the NPP system. Therefore, we were unable to find a good means of predicting
the admission region for a given set of system parameter values. However, through simu-
lation, we were able to determine NPP and WRR admission regions and found that they
approached 85-95% of the mean bit rate bound, suggesting a possible admission strategy
based on that bound. TDM is showed, as expected, to be an inefficient QoS scheme at less
than 50% utilization when the traffic is all voice.
We conjectured that limiting the maximum frame size (MFS) would improve the net-
work's capability to deliver QoS for delay-sensitive traffic. For the given network and traffic
models we studied, our simulations indicated that the admission region was not significantly
altered by reducing the MFS from 4032 bytes to 262 bytes. However, we observed that
in decreasing MFS, average and maximum voice traffic delays were decreased, suggesting
that segmentation might be helpful in other networks, possibly in those networks requiring
multiple hops for voice.
Our overall conclusion is that Weighted Round Robin can be used as a mechanism to
support Quality of Service across a single link in Frame Relay networks, however for the
two-class voice and data traffic model studied here, Non-Preemptive Priority appears to
perform just as well.
6.1 Future Work
Comparing WRR to NPP
We found no advantage of WRR over NPP for our two-class traffic model. This may have
been a result specific to the network and traffic models studied here. It will be useful to
determine the scenarios where the WRR admission region is significantly larger than that
of NPP.
More complex networks
It should be noted that only a simple network model was investigated and evaluated in this
thesis. While this was done in order to simplify the model being studied, the work may be
extended to more complex networks, possibly those involving multiple hops from the voice
source to its destination, or with more than two traffic streams converging into a single link.
Effective Capacity for on-off sources
The popular on-off voice model [1] used in this thesis was chosen because it was simple to
implement and an analytical effective bandwidth formula existed for this model. We made
use of this formula for determining the effective capacity of traffic from multiple on-off
sources converging into a single buffered link. However the formula proved to be poor for
predicting the admission region for multiple voice traffic sources. Work done in this area
should be extended to develop of effective capacity formulas which provide better bounds
for multiple on-off sources. A more generalized formula, dealing with multiple traffic types
and possibly multiple queue-hops would be useful.
Appendix A
OPNET Frame Relay Models
This appendix presents the details of the OPNET simulations and models used to investigate
the behavior of WRR queueing for QoS support over Frame Relay.
A.1 Overview of OPNET
OPNET is a comprehensive software environment for modeling, simulating, and analyz-
ing the performance of communications networks, computer systems and applications, and
distributed systems [8].
The package facilitates a multi-tiered approach to modeling. A network editor is used
to specify a network comprised of various node and link components. Typically each node
represents some device on the network, such as a router, switch, terminal, workstation or
server. A node editor is used to define the functionality of these devices. In the node editor,
various types of process models, receivers and transmitters can be interconnected to form
the schematic representing the processing performed by the node. One tier deeper than
node models, process models can be any arbitrary unit of processing, or can also be one
of several supplied models such as first-in first-out or priority queues. The process models
themselves are specified with state diagrams and C-code in a development environment
called the process editor.
Apart from developing the network model and its various sub-components, OPNET also
facilitates specification of probe points along the network at which data can be gathered
and later analyzed graphically. And of course, a series of simulations can be set up to
investigate the performance of the network model.
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The specific version used for this thesis was OPNET Modeler 3.0B. In particular, the
models constructed were based on generic Frame Relay device models supplied with the
standard models package.
In the next section, we go on to describe these specific Frame Relay models which were
implemented for this thesis.
A.2 Implementation Overview
The following figure depicts the relationship between the components of the Frame Relay
network which were modeled in OPNET.
Figure A-1: OPNET Models for FR network with WRR queueing
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A.3 Description of Frame Relay Models Constructed
In this section, we describe the various aspects of the standard Frame Relay models supplied
with OPNET and discuss how these were modified in order to support our Frame Relay
system with the Weighted Round Robin service scheme1 .
A.3.1 Overview
A Frame Relay network can be viewed as being comprised of various peripheral or "edge"
devices interconnected via an interior network "cloud", as depicted in figure A-2. FR
switches take frames from input ports and send them out appropriate output ports, thereby
routing them along a particular source to destination path within the network interior. In
traditional Frame Relay, all frames are queued in a single FIFO buffer at each output port.
In our model, we use multiple subqueues at each output port, thereby permitting service
separation between the various traffic classes. This aspect of our system is described further
in subsection A.3.2 below.
/
Figure A-2: A Frame Relay "cloud" interconnecting various "edge" devices
1This model is loosely based on the HNS IX Frame Relay Concentrator Switch (FRCS) implementation.
However, no inference should be made from this thesis about the actual HNS product.
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An Edge Device is typically any device which is capable of interfacing with the interior
Frame Relay network cloud. These devices can be workstations, servers, routers or gateways
to other networks. As such devices can be viewed as having "access" to the interior of the
FR cloud, they are generally referred to as Frame Relay Access Devices (FRADs). In our
network, we create devices which represent FRADs for voice and LAN-data sources. As
described in subsection A.3.3, our source voice FRAD will mimic a device which multiplexes
several packetized voice sources over the FR network, allowing them to be demultiplexed
by a destination voice FRAD at the other end. Similarly we also construct source and
destination FRADs for LAN-data sources.
Edge devices communicate with each via the Frame Relay switching cloud. Before
communication between edge points can proceed, a Permanent Virtual Circuit (PVC) must
be established via some static means, such as pre-planned network configuration. (Switched
Virtual Circuits [SVCs] are more convenient alternatives to PVCs, having the capability of
being established on-the-fly. However, SVCs are not implemented in this system.) We
implemented traffic (priority) classes on a per-PVC basis. Subsection A.3.4 discusses the
relevant changes to the supplied PVC establishment scheme.
So far we have presented an overview of the major portions of the standard Frame Relay
system which we modified. In addition to these, there were minor modifications which are
presented in subsection A.3.5.
A.3.2 FR Switch with WRR Queueing
In order to add support for Weighted Round Robin queueing in the FR switch model
provided, the following models were developed:
Table A.1: Models for FR Switch with WRR Queueing
New Model Derived from Type Report
ixfr8_switch_base frmsfr8_switch_base Node Section A.4.1
Page A-9
ix_fr_switch frmsswitch Process Section A.4.2
Page A-16
ixfr_trans frms_trans Process Section A.4.3
Page A-27
The original frmsfr8_switch base model provided a Frame Relay switch with 8 input
and 8 output ports. Service discipline was FIFO queueing. For our investigation, modified
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this to support Weighted Round Robin queueing, with traffic separation for up to 4 classes.
This was achieved by first increasing the number of output queues from 1 per port to 4
per port. Next, we modified the service algorithm to implement WRR service. Since the
implementation of service in the model is event-based, we had to modify our algorithm
given in section 2.3.1 to suit.
Note that in the node and process reports in sections A.4.1 and A.4.2 respectively, there
are other model parameters such as "Action on Discard" and "Priority Start ..." and "
Stop Discard" fields for the four traffic classes. These are remnants of parameters initially
scoped for investigation on the HNS IX FRCS product. For the purpose of this thesis, these
model parameters can be ignored. Also the CreditLimit variable described in the algorithm
in section 2.3.1 is actually called Cycle Length Priority in the actual model.
A.3.3 Voice and Data FRADs
Altogether, four FRADs node models were implemented: a client and server FRAD for both
voice for data. Additionally, we modified the Generic Network Application (GNA) process
models to provide voice and data traffic generators used within the FRAD node models.
These are all tabulated in table A.2.
Table A.2: Models for voice and data FRADs
New Model Derived from Type Report
ix_fr4vfrad_base fr4_wkstn_base Node Section A.4.4
Page A-32
ix_fr4_vsrv_base fr4_serverbase Node Section A.4.5
Page A-36
ixfr4_dfrad_base fr4wkstn_base Node Section A.4.6
Page A-39
ixfr4_dsrv_base fr4_server_base Node Section A.4.7
Page A-43
ix_net_app_mgr net_app_mgr Process Section A.4.8
Page A-46
ix_net_appserv netapp_serv Process Section A.4.9
Page A-57
gnacli gna_cli Process Section A.4.10
Page A-64
GNA (Generic Network Application) is a simple, general model of client-server network
applications. Its behavior can be modified through parameters and configuration attributes
in order to make it act like a wide variety of network applications, including text or graphical
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virtual terminal sessions, database applications, and file transfer utilities. It does not model
in detail the behavior of any particular application. For the purpose of creating voice
and data traffic generators, the GNA models were sufficient starting points. We modified
the Remote Login application into a generator for Packetized Voice based on the on-off
voice model defined in section 3.2.1, and we also modified the File Transfer Protocol (FTP)
application to generate traffic according to the data model in section 3.2.2.
A.3.4 Traffic classes on PVCs
PVCs must be established between endpoints in order to enable communication over the
FR network. A PVC is physically set up by sending out administrative packets which
configure each switch along the desired path so that frames are routed appropriately. In
addition to the path through the network, a PVC is specified with the CIR, Bc and Be
parameters. In the simulation, this configuration information is broadcast to the respective
nodes within the network, thereby establishing the PVCs. From this point onwards, the
switches will properly route traffic according to the designated PVCs, and communication
between FRADs can begin.
In order to designate particular PVCs as carrying a specific class of traffic, we modified
this scheme to also include the (priority) class of the PVC's traffic. In our new model,
therefore, the traffic class must be specified along with the PVC path (source and destination
FRADs), CIR, Bc and Be parameters.
The process models which handle the PVC setup scheme are tabulated below in ta-
ble A.3.
Table A.3: PVC setup process models
New Model Derived from Type Report
ixfrad_mgr frmsfrad_mgr Process Section A.4.11
Page A-75
ix_frad_conn frms_fradconn Process Section A.4.12
Page A-87
A.3.5 Other Modifications
In addition to the models modified above, there were other OPNET models which were
needed to support the features and functionality implemented.
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Briefly, there were modifications to:
* the Frame Relay frame formats (normal and administrative) - addition of service class
fields
* configuration of the link to support the new frame formats
* header files for the Frame Relay Model Suite (frms) as well
reports).
as the GNA suite (see
These other modifications are also summarized in table A.4.
Table A.4: Other associated models
New Model Derived from Type Report
ix_frmsframe_fmt frms_frame_fmt Packet Format Section A.4.13
Page A-95
ix_frmsadminframe frmsadminframe Packet Format Section A.4.14
Page A-96
IX_FR_link_base FR_link_base Link Model Section A.4.15
Page A-97
ix-frmsinterfaces.h frmsinterfaces.h '.h' File Section A.4.16
Page A-99




This section presents the OPNET Modeler reports for all models developed for the IX Frame























A.4.1 Node Model: ix-fr8 _switchbase
Noe Model Reon ix wlts baIch Mon Fe 02m13 49 01 199 P 1o27
Node Model Comments
General Node Functions
The Xfr8 swlcn base is denved from
the Ira sWltCMbirase node model This
model represents aFrame Relay switch
that is used in a Frame Relay network to
connect two Frame Relay deaces (eloner
another Frame Relay switch or a Frame
Relay Acess Devea (FRAD)( The
Ixfre switch oase model may be used to
support up to eight Frame Relay physica
connections The model was modifiled to
support the Weighted Round Robin queue
service dlscpline of the Hugries Network
Systems IX Frame Relay Concentrator
Switch
Protocols
Frame Relay IANSI Ti 606 ANSI T1 617
ANSI Tj 618 ANSI T1 606a ANSI T1 513,
ANSI Ti 606b ANSI Ti 617a)
Interconnections
Eight Frame Relay senal line connections
at selectabte data rates The eight
Frame Relay connections have selectable
data rates
Attnbutes
Burer Capaaty (per port) speaftes
lie percentage of bits that can be stored
in each port of the switch
'Network Action on DE Frames* If
enabled frames which have their DE
(Discard Enable) bit st ewil be
discarded when the networx is congested
Start Congestion Status Threshold'
speoiles the percentage of buffer
capacity above which the buter is said
to be congested The buffer wll remain
congested until ithe percentage of buffer
capacity falls below the End Congestion
Status Threshold* atnrbute value The




Supported Protocols Frame Relay
Port Interface Descnption










Node Model Interae Attnbutes
Annbute Action on Pnonty propertes
Property Value lnl'd ,
Old Names N/A
FR switch Ponty Queueing
Assign Status promoted
Default Value enabled YES
Data Type toggle N/A
Annobute Descrption Private N/A
Symbol Map NONE YES



















0 0 ndulusve YES
YES
Buffer capacay of the switch
NodeM Repo rre lX-to h. MonFb02 13401 1998 i Pa a2of 27
'Start Discarding Al Frames Threshold
speofies O percentage of buttfer
capacity above which all frames will be
discarded Al frame wrl continue to
be discarded until the percentage of
buffer cpacity fals below the value of
the Stop Oscardlig Al Frames
Threshold'
'Stan Discerding DE Frames Threshold'
speifes tre percentage of buffer
capacity above which all frames wi thle
Discard Enable Wt set wi be discamrded
All frames with ie Discard Enablde bt
set wll contnue to be discarded until
the percentage of buffer capacty fails
below the value of the 'Stop Discarding
AllJI Frames Threshold*
Stop Congestion Status Threshold'
speaes the percentage of buffer
capaiory below which the buffer is said
to be uncongested The congested status
is tracked by local and global
statstlcs
*Stop Discarding All Frames Threshold'
speaies the percentage of buffer
capacity below whichl discarding (If
occrrnng) of all frames will cease
'Stop Discarding DE Frames Threshold'
speofies the percentage of buffer
capacity belOw which dtscardlng (it
occurming) of frames with the Discard
Enable bit set
Anibutes Added
*Actio n on Priory speolles whether
queueing wl be pnonty based (WRR)or
non-pnonty FIFO
-Cycle Length Pioriy 1 4'
specalfies the maximum number of bytes
which will be served from each pinonity
queueon each serce cycle
Node Model Report IrM etllWh bise M Feb 02 13 49 02 1998 Page 4of 27
node The total number of bets
stored In any single subqueue
must not exceed this value
Symool Map YES
Symbol Suppressed Value
1,024,000 NO 1 024 000
Altlw other values YES





FRswmtch Cycle Length Pnonty 1
Assign Status set
Initial Value 10000 N/A
Default Value 10000 YES
Data Type integer N/A
Attnbut Description Private N/A
Units bytes YES
Symbol Map NONE YES
Attrbute Cycle Length Priority 2 propermes
Pronerny Value Innent
Old Names N/A
FRswtch Cycle Length Pnonty 2
Assign Status set
Intlal Value 5000 N/A
Default Value 5000 YES
Data Type Integer N/A
Attribute Descption Private WA
Unmts bytes YES
Symbor Map NONE YES
Attlbute Cycle Length PaIony 3 proerties
Proopery Value Inherit
Old Names N/A
FR swtch Cycle Length Prionty 3
Assrgn Status set
rbal Value 1000 N/A
Default Value 1000 YES
Data Type integer N/A
Attnbute D scnption Pnvate N/A
Units bytes YES
Symbol Map NONE YES
Annbute Cycle Lnmth Priority 4 propees
Proerty Value Inherit
Old Names N/A
FR swild Cycle Length Pnonty 4
Assign Status set
Inital Value 100 N/A
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Node Model: ixfr8_switch base (cont'd)
Node Model Relxa I_ frlMswb .i Mon FC 02 13 49 02 99 1 P of 27
Default Value 100 YES
Data Type Integer NA
Attbute Descnpuon Private N/A
Units bytes YES
Symbol Map NONE YES
Attnbuta ..wth Pnonty 1 Stop Discard properties
Poer Value Inhert
Old Names N/A
FR swtch Pnonty 1 Stop Discard
Assign Status promoted
Detault Value 025 YES
Data Type double N/A
Attnrbute Descnption Pnvate N/A
Units of the discard-DE-only range YES
Symbol Map NONE YES
Attnbute jtch Paonty 2 Start Dlscard properties
Property Value Intent
Old Names N/A
FR switch Pronty 2 Stan Discard
Assign Status promoted
Default Value 025 YES
Data Type double N/A
Attnbute Oescnpiton Private N/A
Units of the dscard-DE-only range YES
Symbol Map NONE YES
Attbute witch Pnonh 2 Stop Discard properties
Value nhert
FR_switm Pnonty 2 Stop Discard
Assign Status promoted
Default Value 05 YES
Data Type double N/A
Attnbute Descnption Pnvate NWA
Units of the discard-DE-only range YES
Symbol Map NONE YES
Attnbut itch Pnonty 3 Start Discard propertes
Old Names WA
FR switch Pnonty 3 Start Discard
Assign Status promoted
Default Value 05 YES
Data Type double N/A
Annbute Descnption Private NA
Units of the discard-DE-only range YES
Symbol Map NONE YES
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Old Names N/A
FRswltch Enable congestion status
Assign Status set
Initial Value 07 N/A
Default Value 07 YES
Data Type double N/A
Attnbute Descnpton Prnvate N/A
Units of the buffer apaoty YES
Low Range 0 0 incusive YES
High Range 10 ndcusive YES
Comments NO
This double type annbute
defines the buffer caoacity
above wlch the buffer will
be said to be congested
The buffer wilt remain
congested until the buffer
capaoty faIls baelw the






Allow other values YES


















of the buffer capacity
0 0 icsuve
1 0 ndusve
This double type attribute
descnbes the buffer
capacity above which all
frames will be discarded
AlI frames will continue to
be discarded until the
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AtMbute ..wtl.Poly 3 Stop Discat propemes
Prna;y Va/ue Intent
Old Names N/A
FR switch Prionty 3 Stop Discard
Assgn Status promoted
Default Value 075 YES
Data Type double N/A
Attribute Desonphon Prvate N/A
Unts of the discard-DE-only range YES
Symbol Map NONE YES
Attribute ...flth.Priorty 4 Start Discard properties
Propert Value Innert
Old Names N/A
FR swltcl Pronty 4 Start Discard
Assign Status promoted
Default Value 075 YES
Data Type double N/A
Attnbute Desnpbon Pnrivate N/A
Units of the dlscard-DE-only range YES
Symbol Map NONE YES
Attnbut FRswitc.Priodrty Discardnmg properties
Proerty Value Inhent
Assign Status promoted
Default Value enabled YES
Data Type toggle N/A
Attrbute Descnption Pnvate N/A
Symbol Map NONE YES
Attnbute Network Actir on DE Fremes properties
Prperty Value nhnt
Old Names N/A
FR switch Network action on DE bit
Assign Status set
Initial Value enabled N/A
Default Value enabled YES
Data Type toggle N/A
Artnbute Descrpton Pnvate N/A
Comments YES
Determines if the switch node
should perform the discard
eihgibllty lest It enabled and
the network is congested. all
receed frames that have the DE
bit set are discarded
Symbol Map NONE YES
Atrtbute tCongestion Status Threshold properties
Property Value inhent
buffer capacity falls below
the value of the 'Stop
Discarding All Frames
Threshold' attnbute
SymolvMap YESSymbol Suppressed Value
09 NO 09
Allow other values YES
Attribute ... sacarding DE Frames Threshold properties
Proety Value InhentOld Names N/A
FR switch Start discarding DE frames
Assign Status set
Inital Value 0 a N/A
Default Value 0 8 YES
Data Type double N/A
Attnbute Descnphon Pnvale N/A
Units of te buffer capacity YES
Low Range 00 indusive YES
High Range 1 0 Indusive YES
Comments NO
This double type attribute
descnbes the buffer
capacty above which frames
wailm the discard enable bit
set wl be discarded
Frames with the dIscard
enable bit set wll continue
to be discarded until the
buffer capacity falls below






Allow other vaues YES
Attribute Stop Congestion Stats Threshold propertes
Property Value nhernt
Old Names N/A
FRswtch Disable congestion status
Ass4gn Status set
Initial Value 05 N/A
Default Value 0 5 YES
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Node Model: ixfr8_switch_base (cont'd)
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Data Type double N/A
AtMbute Descnpton Pmate N/A
Units of the buffer capably YES
Low Range 0 0 incduse YES
Hlgn Range 1 0 midusve YES
Comments YES
Uncongeston threshold
Percentage of buffer usage beow
which the buffer is uncongested
The ouffer remains uncongested
untl its usage nses above the





Alow other values YES
Attlbute .. sadlng All Frames Threshold propertaes
PrDoerty Value Inhent
Old Names N/A
FR_swltch Stop discarding all frames
Assln Status set
nitial Vaue 0 7 N/A
Delault Value 07 YES
Data Type double N/A
Affnbute Descnption Pnvate N/A
Unts of the buffer capacty YES
Low Range 0 0 indusve YES
High Range 1 0 idusive YES
Comments YES
Stop discarding threshold When
buffer usage falls below this





Allow other values YES
Atnbute iscardng OE Frames Threshold properties
Property Val IN/A
Old Names N/A
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FRs slteC Stop discardng DE frames
Asign Status set
Inbtal Value 06 N/A
Default Value 06 YES
Data Type double N/A
Attnbute Descnptlon Pnvate N/A
Untts. of the buffer capably YES
Low Range 0 0 mOduve YES
High Range 1 0 Incluswe YES
Comments YES
Stop discarding DE frames
threshold. When buffer usage
falls below this value, the





Allow other values YES





Inltal Value 5.,00 N/A
Default Value 5O000 YES
Data Type double N/A
Attnbute Descnption Pnvate N/A
Units frameslsec YES
Low Range 0 0 nclusive YES
Comments YES
Number of incoming frames that
can be forwarded Administratve
frames are forwarded to the
management entity, data frames





Allow other values YES
Anntbutue properties
Proetty Value Inhnt i
Assgn Status hidden
Initlal Value 00 N/A
Default Value 00 YES
Data Type double N/A
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Atffnbute usr td properties
Property Value Inhent
Assign Status hidden
Initial Value 0 N/A
Default Value 0 YES
Data Type integer N/A
Antnbute Descnpton Pnate N/A
Comments YES
This attbute is an integer which is provided for
user-speoic Identlrcaton purposes
Symbol Map NONE YES
rocelle" FR mati1
attnbiute valu "a default value
name FRmgmt stnng p
process model Irms mgmt typed file srik
icon name processor aon processor
begsim intrpt enabled toggle disabled
endmm Intt disabled toggle disabled
failure intrts disabled enumerated disabled
intrpt interval disabled toggle double disabled
pnonty 0 Integer 0
recovery Intrpts disabled enumerated disabled
super pnonty disabled toggle dhsabed
ovchet firesis FR miat farc streamn 1l1 -> FR swilch fidest stream f TI
attriute value t default value
name strm 14 stnng strm
src stream src stream [0 enumerated sre stream [0
deal stream del st ream [1] enumerated deet stream ([0
ntrpt method scheduled integer scheduled
delay 0 0 double 0 0
color RGB023 color RGB030
..... FR t nn
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Atnbute Descnptlon Pnrivate N/A
Comments YES
This attnbute represents the alstance of a
satellite
from sea-Ievel on the surface of the earth




Initial Value enabled N/A
Default Value enabled YES
Data Type toggle N/A
Annbute Descnption Pnvate N/A
Comments YES
This attnbute represents the operational status of a
node





Inital Value 00 N/A
Default Value 00 YES
Data Type double N/A
Attnbute Descnptlon Pnvate N/A
Units sac YES
Comments YES
This antbute suppons the tranlaton in time
of a satellte's orbit





Default Value 0 YES
Data Type integer N/A
Annttbute Descnptlon Prate N/A
Low Range 0 iclndusive YES
High Range 32000 inclusie YES
Comments YES
This attnbute represents a node's prionty
When multiple events are scheduled for the same simulation time,
those for a higher pronty node wdil be executed fint
Symbol Map NONE YES
1
Node Model: ix-fr8_switch_base (cont'd)
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pnontv 0 integer 0
recovery intrpts disabled enumerated dlabled
super pnonty disabled toggle disabled
['eue FR nnsuu
iranbute FAv e dethe ecoos
count 8 integer 0
list (Sen below ) oblect list
bit FR taUnsa y insutig ue [01
I artnute value tone defaul valu
bit capaaty inflety double inh nty
pk capaoty infinity double inlinity
Ianbure value tne detaut value
brtcapauty intlely double nhnltyit aoty nfinI  ble i inlty
pk capaaty inity double infnity
S FR trans.3ueiueu III
b t capacty infiny uble nfinity
pk capacty infinity double infinity
ist FR trns su ueu f31I a0nbute vatle toe elault val e
bt capacly infnity double infinity
pk capacty infinity double infinity
t FR tan subqueue [41
SatnOuta value type default value
bit capacy ntlrity double infinity
pk cpacty finnity double infinity
lu pi
R 
ty snhiyduule in1 i
I attnbute value 00 defaul value
bit capacty infinity double infinity
pk capacity infnity double iMnty
1 4# FR ttlns.g ueue [61
atnbfre value type gefault value
bit cpaoty inhninity double Inhnilty
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Pronty 3 Stop Discard promoted
Pnonty 4 Start Discard promoted
Pnonty Discarding promoted
Pnonty Queueing promoted
Stan discarding DE frames promoted
Stat dIscarding all frames promoted
Stop discarding DE frames promoted
Stop discarding all frames promoted
begalm n~rpt enabled
endm int nrt disabled
fallure lntrpts disabled
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pk capacity sfinity double infinity
ut FR britnas ,oue f1
afrbute =,c roe deut yAe
bit capac intty dOUble infinty
pk capacity mfiniy double infinity
Ske strem FR tmns ram strum M1 -> FR sitch |east swam roT1
atn#uvae lue twoe defaut value
name sm_6 stnng strm
src stream sc stream [0] enumerated src stream {0]
dest stream dest stream [01 enumerated dest stream [01
intrpt method scheduled mteger scheduled
delay 00 double 00
color RG300 color RGBO30
paac stmrem FR trent [r stream (fI1 ->FR momt ea t stinim 011
attiute value hope default value
name strm 13 stnng strm
src stream arc stream [1] enumerated src stream (0]
dest stream deat stream [0] enumerated dest stream 0]1
introt method scheduled Integer scheduled
delay 00 double 00
color RGB3W color RGBO30
name FR swtch stnng p
process model a_fr .dtc typed file pc ftfo
sugqueue (See below) compound
icon name queue con queue
Capaty (for each subqueue) promoted double 1.024 000
Cycle Length Pnonty 1 promoted integer 10000
Cycle Length Pnonty 2 promoted integer 5000
Cycle Length Pnonty 3 promoted integer 1000
Cycle Length Pnoty 4 promoted Integer 100
Disable congestion status promoted double 0 5
Enable congesuon status promoted double 0 7
Nerworh acton on DE bit promoted toggle enabled
PrFonty 1 Stop Discard promoted double 025
Pionty 2 Stan 0sard promoted double 025
Pnonty 2 Stop Discard promoted double 0 5
Pnonty 3 Stan Discard promoted double 0 5
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pk capaty ilnlty double infinlty
infinity double hnfinity
infinity double nfinity























ale twe default vaiue atnbute
nly double nfinity name




a ue oe0 defaud value color
lfinly double nfinity
rnlty double infinity
Aft FR swltl.subouuee [11attnhufe v
bit capacty =s
pk capacity It
Jut FR 5witch~liubauetue r2]















enumerated src stream ([0




attnbute 011ue tie defaul value
name strn e stMng strn
default value src stream src stream [2] enumerated sc stream ([0
nfiny dest stream dest sream (0 enumerated desal stream (0]
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Node Model: ixfr8_switch_base (cont'd)























enumerated src stream (0]





enumerated sr0 stream [0]


























enumerated src stream i0]
enumerated dest stream (0]
integer scheduleddouble 0 0
color RGB030
m01
ge defaut uvaue !
stnng strm
enumerated src stream [0




t' e default value '
stnng strm
enumerated src stream [0]
enumerated dest stream [0)
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wo-pv receiver Qr I
aftnbute valu type efauit vaue
name pr_ stnng pr
channel (See below ) compound
ec threshold 00 double 00
icon name pt_rx con ptl
channel or 1,channe0
atntute value tpe qfautt lue
count 1 integer 0
list (See below ) object list
lir or I channel [01
atnbute val type de/ta value
data rate unspeclied double 1,024
packet formats Irms_admlnframe t stnng all formaned
nackr stream or 1 src stream fO1-> FR trans dest stream 111
attnbute value =0 default value
name strml stnng strm
src stream se stream [0] enumerated src stream [0]
deal stream dest stream (1 enumerated dest stream (01
intpt method scheduled Integer shedule d
delay 00 double 00


































enumerated sm stream (0]
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mtt method scheduled integer scheduled
delay 00 double 00
color RG8 023 color RGB030
[ eeker Iu e FR switch far srem 1711 -> ot 7 [dest atrn r0o
a vlue type diaul vIe
name strm_22 itnng sUm
src stream src stream M enumerated arc stream [0]
det stream de stream [0] enumerated de stream [0]
Intrpt method scheduled integer scheduled
delay 00 double 00
color RGB023 color RGB030
r r 2 value two delaut val..
name pr2 stnng pr
c nnel (See below ) cmpound
0cc tireshold 00 double 00
icon name ptrx con ptrx
Oratute like e de/aut value
count integer 0
list (See below ) object list
Lyt or 2.chnne roi
aItndute v1l 9 deflault value
data rate unspeated double 1,024
packet formats Insrm_admlnframe, f stnng ad formatted,
o=kd striam or 2 larc stream T011-> FR trans rdest sam [2n
amp uto kvlue twe default vaue
name strm_2 stng strm
src stream src stream (0] enumerated src stream (0]
dest stream dest stream [2] enumerated dest stream [0]
intrpt method scheduled integer scheduled
delay 00 double 00
color RGB300 color RGB030
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packet formats frms admmnframe, I stnng al formatted,
kt srem or 0 fir trem 101 -> FR tans Idet stream f011
attribue value np de value
name strm 0 snng srm
src stream arc stream 0] enumerated src stream (01
dest stream dest stream [0] enumerated dest stream (01
intrpt method scheduled minteer scheduled
delay 00 double 00
coor RGB300 color RGB030
gttow recover Dr 3
attriute value p defaut value
name pr_3 stng pr
channei (See below ) compound
cc mthreshold 00 double 00
1con name ptrx ion ptrx
chanel or 3chenl
I attriute value tpe defaut vaue
count 1 Integer 0
list (See below ) obect list
b" or 3Ichannel 'f0 I
attnoute uzu to dplaul va1ue
data rate unspeifled double 1 024





Node Model: ixfr8_switch_base (cont'd)
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Spr6 string pr
channel (See below) compound
aec threshold 00 double 00
oion name pt_rx lcon ptrx
ianbute va/u te delaut vlue
count 1 integer 0
list (See below ) object list
hst pr 6 channel [O ,
atibute value tu'e da401t value
data rate unspeafted doule 1,024
packet formats Irms admmiframe. f stng all formatted
ackeream pr 6 [sr etream 011 - FR tans [det stream [
name strm17 snng st9m
sr stream src stream (0] enumerated src stream f0)
dest stream dest stream ([6 enumerated dest stream [01
mtrit method scheduled integer scheduled
delay 00 douole 00
color AGB300 color RGB030
Iq-U eureru8r 5r 4
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or-- receiver or 7
name pr 7 stnng pr
channel (See below ) compound
ecc threshold 0 0 double 00
con name ptrx con pLtrx
channel or 7 channie
rtnbute value 10 defau value
count 1 nteger o
list (See below ) object list
tnb0 7 t hqnu vlue re default value
data rate unspeied double 1,024
packet formats Irms admlnframe, t stnng aH formatted.
packe tream or 7 rsrc stream 1011 FR trans dest stream TI
'rn to ve two ditar value
name srm 18 string strm
sm stream src stream [01 enumerated src stream [0]
dest stream dest stream 0 enumerated detal stream [01
mnrpt method scheduled integer scheduled
delay 0 0 double 00
















Irmsadmn frame. I stnng all formated.
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pacet formats Ifrmsadmm fm e I al omane. d,
Dockd 'mrsas ofr fal stresm f011 FR trans [dest tream (511
name at r 16 stg strm
am stream sc stream [0] enumerated src stream 101
deal stream dest stream [5] enumerated det stream [0]
intrpt method scheduled t1eger scheduled
delay 00 double 00





















rms_admn frame f string
1.024
all formated,
oake wen or 4 [arc stream ran -> FR trns Ideat stream 1411
atlnuta uetyP default value
name strm_15 stnng strm
src stream arc stream [0) enumerated src stream [0]
dest stream dest stream [41 enumerated dest stream [0]
intrpt method scheduled nteger sc uleduled
delay 0 0 double 0 0
color RGB300 color RGB030
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name ptl stnng pt
channel (See below) compound
icon name pl_tx ion pttx
I cantel t 11hann1
!2VO yalua two default Yalue
ount 1 Integer 0
list (See blow ) object list
hst at 1 ohannel f11
atinbute t/uo 100 Oetault vaue
data rate unspted dooe 1 024
&=- A xrger ot apacket 10r1010 .rma m tame, ,tnog at 0ts.a.8d,
name pt_0O stnng pt
channel (See beow ) compound
icon name pt Icon pL
[ chanl at 0.chanrdm
aI ttnpbute va/u re default value
count 1 nteger 0
list (See below) object list
lot at 0.Channel (01
a ttrbut1 value 1004 default value
data rat unspecied double 1,024




Node Model: ixfr8_switchbase (cont'd)
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name pt_3 string pt
channel (See below) ompound
ion name pttX an pt_
rhannen gt 3 channel
attntcuti mie twe 0defit vtwe
count 1 integer 0
list (See below ) object list
ft ot3 channel rol
attnbte val u ne deflt value
data rate unspefled double 1,024
packet fonrmats frms_admm_frame f sting all formatted,
attibut e default value
name ptI stnng pt
channel (See below ) compound
icon name ptrx icon ptltx
chnel pt 6 channel
a oUmfa vlue e riaeuf value
count 1 integer 0
lat (See below) object list
fia ot 6.channel [01
attnbute valuq ,, e dau vaue
data rate unspeafied doue 1.024
packet formats fIns admn mrame, f stnng all fonmatted,
, mmer pt 5
cnceuty vaaur t defaut alue
name p_5 string pt
channel (See below ) compound
Icon name pt_tx acon pt _E
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lu ot 7 channel [01
9nar voice e defait value
data rate unspfled dOuble 1,024
packet formats frms_admin frame, f stnng all formatted,
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I a Itntae haM s defaut mice
count 1 integer 0
list (See beow) object list
tI tl 5$,channel 101i
data rate unsafed double t 024
packet formats frms_nadmm frame, f string all formatted,
-Eewapr trmeraier ot 4
atiblte Yal~hetwe efault value
name pt_4 stnng pt
channel (See below) compound
icon name pttx ian pt tn
diahtnei ot 4.calranl
attnbute valu tie fault value
count 1 integer 0
hst (See below) obedct list
In et 4 hnnel r01
I atn/n/e vaiue ri#efault vaue
data rate unseafied double 1,024
packet formats Inrms admminfame, f stnng all formatted,
p. o-=i w mier ot 7
name pt_7 snng pt
channel (See below) compound
icon name pttx caon pt_tx
atnriute vmiue tyc defiault value
ount 1 nteger 0
last (See below ) object list
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A.4.2 Process Model: ixfr_switch
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external file set link delay ty file
Pr ss Model Commentl
General Descnpon
The x_fr switch process model was denved from frms switch This process
model switches incoming frames to an appropnate output port It also
partiopates in me congestion control mechanism by setting me FECN
andlor BECN noufcaton bits in incoming the frames
ICI nterfaces
The 'frmsrstrmindx ICI is used by the FR tIras module to convey the
incoming stream ndex nformaton to the FR switcn module It contains an
intger held ('stream index in') which is used by me FR-swtch module in
Conjuncton with the input OLCI number for switching the incoming frame
Packet Formats
This process model uses the "xfrms framelmt" packet format. which is
the frame relay frame used to send frame relay data and control
information This process model also uses the ix frms admin frame" packet
format, which is used to setup aPVC from the source FRAD module to the
destinaon FRAD module it cames information eeded to set up




1 Published Annbutes NONE
2 Expeced Annoutes NONE
Resrctnlons
This process model must be contained within a queue module
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High Range 10 Indcusive
Comments Discard DE frames threshold When
buffer usage nses above this
value, the buffer discards frames
wth the discard enable (DE) bit
set Such frames are discarded
until the buffer usage fails
below the value of the 'Stop
discarding DE frames" attnnbute
Symbol Map Symbol Value
08 08
Allow other values YES





Auto assign value FALSE
Units of the buffer capaaty
Low Range 0 0 ndusve
High Range 1 0 indusive
Comments Discard threshold When buffer
usage nses above this value tie
buffer discards all frames All
frames are dscarded until the
buffer usage falls below the
value of he Stop discarding all
frames attnbute
Symbol Map Symbol Value09 09
Allow other values YES














of the buffer capacity
0 0 clndusive
1S incdusive
Stop discarding threshold When
Proess - - - -
Low Range 0 0 induesve
Comments Buffer capacty of the swtch
node The total number of itd
stored in any single SubUOeU
must not exceed tise value
Symbol Map Symbol Value
t,024000 1.024,000
Allow omer values YES





AutO assiggn value FALSE
Comments. Determines if the switch node
should perform the discard
algibilty lest If enabled and
the netok is congested all
receved frames that have the DE
bit set are discarded





Auto assign value FALSE
Units of the buffer capacty
Low Range 00 iodusive
High Range 1 0 inclusve
Comments Congestion threshold Percentage
of buffer usage above which the
buffer is congested The buffer
remains congested until its usage
ails belOW me value specified
by the 'Disable congestion
status' attnbute
Symbol Map Symbol Value
07 07
Allow other values YES





Auto assign value FALSE
Units of the buffer capacity
Low Range 0 0 inausve
buffer usage falls below this
value he buter stops
discarding all frames
Symbol Map Symbol Value07 07
Allow other values YES





Auto asgn value FALSEUnits of me buffer capacity
Low Range 0 0 indusive
High Range 1 0 ndusive
Comments Stop discarding DE framesthreshod When buffer usage
falls below mis value, be
buffer stops discrding DE
frames
Symbol Map Symbol Value
06 06
Allow other values YES
Attnbute Disable congestion status propertesPropery Value
De ault Value 05Data Type douole
Attnbute Descnption Pnvate
Auto assign value FALSE
Units of the buffer capacity
Low Range 00 nousivHigh Range S inclusive
Comments Uncongeston thresoldPercentage of buffer usage below
whic the buffer is uncoegested
The buffer remains uncongested
until its usage rises above me
value specified by the 'Enable
congeston status" attbute
Symbol Map Symbol Value
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Process Model: ixfrswitch (cont'd)
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05 05
Allow other values YES





Auto assign value FALSE
Units bytes





Auto assign value FALSE
Units bytes





Auto assign value FALSE
Unts bytes





Auto assign value FALSE
Unuts oytes





Auto assign value FALSE





Auto assign value FALSE
Attnbute Pnonty 2 Start Discard properties
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Process Model erf Attbute
Attnbute begslm intrpt properties
Property Value Inhent
Asslgn Status nldaen
Initial Value enabled N/A
Default Value disabled YES
Data Type toggle N/A
Attnbute Descnptlon Pnvate N/A
Comments YES
This attnbute specifies whether a 'begin simulaton
interrupt' is generated for a processor module's root
process at the start of the simulation
SymbolMap NONE YES
Attnbute sadm intrpt properties
Pmopeny Value 11hn
Assign Status hidden
Initial Value disabled N/A
Default Value disabled YES
Data Type toggle NIA
Attnute Description Private N/A
Comments YES
This attnbute specifies whether an 'end simulation
interrupt' s generated for a processor module's rot
process at the end of the s mmuladon
Symbol Map NONE YES
Attnbutae olum trnpts properties
droprty Value Int
Assign Status hidden
Initial Value disabled N/A
Detault Value disabled YES
Data Type enumerated N/A
Attnbute Descnplon Pnvate N/A
Comments YES
This atnbute spectles whemer failure interrupts
are generated for a processor module's mot process
upon failure of nodes or links in the networ model
Symbol Map NONE YES
Attnbute Intrpt interval properties
Pmory Inhauerit
Assign Status hidden
Initial Value disabled N/A
Default Value disabled YES
Data Type toggle double N/A
Attnbute Descnptlon Privat N/A
Units sec YES
Comments YES
This attnbute specifies how often regular interrupts





Auto assign value FALSE
Unts of the discard-DE-only range
Attnnbut Priority 3 Start Discard propertiesPmOe8tn value
Default Value 05
Data Type double
Attribute Descpton PrivateAuto assign value FALSE
Units of the discard-DE-only range




Auto assgn value FALSE
Units of the ascard-DE-ony range
Attnbute Pnorty 3 Stop Discard propertiesPmopeny Value
Default Value 075
Data Type double
Attnbute Descnption PnvateAuto assgnvalue FALSEUnits of the duscard-DE-only range





Auto assign value FALSE
Units of the discard-DE-only range




Auto asgn value FALSE
Units of the discard-DE-only range
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are scheduled for the root process of a processor module




nitial Value 0 N/A
Default Value 0 YES
Data Type integer N/A
Atntbute Descriptlon Prrvate N/A
Low Range -32767 indusve YES
High Range 32767 inclusive YES
Comments YES
This attrnnbute is used to determine the execution order
of events that are scheduled to occur at me same
simulaon time
Symbol Map NONE YES
Attribute r covery Intrpte properties
Property Value inhent
Assign Status hidden
Intial Value disabled N/A
Defaut Value disabled YES
Data Type enumerated N/A
ArnDute Descnption Frivate 
N/A
Comments YESThis attnbute spefes whether recovery interrupts
are scheduled for the proessor module's root process
upon recovery of nodes or link in the network model
Symbol Map NONE YES
Attnbute super pnorlty propertes
Property Value Inhent
Asstgn Status hidden
Inital Value disabled N/A
Default Value disabled YES
Data Type toggle N/A
Attnbute Descnption Pnvate N/A
Comments YES
This attribute is used to determine the executmon order
of events that are schduled to occur at the same
simulaton time.
Symbol Map NONE YES
I Heaer Beo ,
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Process Model: ixixrnswitch (cont'd)
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Process Model: ixifr-.switch (cont'd)
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Process Model: ix-fr-switch (cont'd)
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Process Model: ixfrswitch (cont'd)
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color RGB323 color RGB333
drawing style line toggle spllne
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statu forced toggle unforced
5e9r94 gr e uee
d (LTRACEDATA ACT F)
5 P
condition string
'12 0mLO~b 011tm_ ,'o. r .OO nV m PI
color RGB233 color RGB333
drawing style line toggle spne
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Process Model: ixfrswitch (cont'd)
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71 .p_,(fi99ram  lu)
attnbute value two dyfait value
name tr6 string tr
condthion stnng
execuWve stung
color RGB233 color RG333
drawIng style line toggle spine3
forced =e traairryt
name tr0an20t stng st
enter execs (See below) texllst
exit execs (etmpy) tex0tst (empty)
statu orce10d toggle unforced
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ondition snng
excutive stnng
color RGB233 color RGB333
drawng style hne toggle splne
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A.4.3 Process Model: ix_fr_trans
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extemal file set lnk delay t e
PM Mood Comm ntp
General Decnptton
The ix_fr trans process model was derved from trms_tran This process
model receives incoming frames from either he FRAD module or Me nelwok
it then tomards them either to the FR_mgmt or FR Mswtcl modules based on
the frame type It also accounts for the processing and switching delays
encountered at the node i which it is contained
ICt Intertaces
The frms fr strm ndex' ICI is used to convey the incoming stream index
information to the FR_switch module It contains an integer field ('stream
index in') which is used by the FR swItch module in conjunction with the
input DLCI number for switching the incoming frame
Paclet formats
This process model uses the 'ixlnsamefmt" packet format, which is
used to send frame relay data and control information Th process model
also uses he Ix ifrns admin frame" packet format, whih is an
administrauve frame used to setup a PVC from me source FRAD module to
the destlnation FRAD module It carnes information needed to set up




I Published Attnbutes NONE
2 Expected Altributes NONE
Restrtons
This process model must be contained within a queue module
Process Model Attribute
Intial Value disabled WA
Default Value disabled YES
Data Type enumerated WA
Attrinbute Descnpton Pnvate NWA
Comments YES
Thus attbute speuftes whether falure interrupts
are generated for a processor module s root process
upon failure of nodes or lInks In the networ model
Symbol Map NONE YES
AnnDute intrpt interval properties
Property Value Inhent
Assign Status hidden
Inltlal Value disabled WA
Default Value disabled YES
Data Type toggle double N/A
Aftnbute Descnption Pvatle N/A
Units sec YES
Comments YES
This annbute spectfies how often regular nterrupt
are scheduled for the root process of a processor module




Intlal Value 0 N/A
Default Value 0 YES
Data Type integer WA
Attnbute Descnption Prat N/WA
LaOw Range -32767 inlduse YES
High Range 32767 Inclusne YES
Comments YES
This annbue ts used to determine the execution order
of events that are scheduled to occur at me same
smulaston time
Symbol Map NONE YES
Attnbte recovery ntrpti propermes
Propery Value nherit
Assign Status hidden
Inltat Value disabled WA
Defult Value disabled YES
Data Type enumerated WA
Antbute Descnption Private N/A
Comments YES
This attnbute speotfles whether recovery Interrupts
are scheduled for the processor module's root process
upon recovery of nodes or links In me network model
Symbol Map NONE YES
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Auto asign value FALSE
Units framepsec
Low Range 00 Oinlusve
Comments Number of inoml g frames that
can be forwarded Admtnlstratve
frames are forwarded to the
management entty, data frames
are omrwarded to the switching
enbty
Symodl Map Symbol Value
5.000 5.000
Allow other values YES
Proess Mdel Interfac Atibutee
Atrdbute begslm in"lp properties
Property Value Inhent
Assign Status hidden
Initial Value enabled NIA
Default Value disabled YES
Data Type toggle N/A
Attnnbute Descnptlon Private N/A
Comments YES
This attnbute specifies whether a 'begn simulation
Interrupr is generated for a processor module's root
process at the start of the simulation
Symbol Map NONE YES
Attnbute ndelm intrpt propertes
Propert Value Inhent
Assign Status hidden
Inltal Value dlsabled N/A
Default Value disabled YES
Data Type toggle NIA
Attnbute Descnption Pnvate N/A
Comments YES
This anttnbute specfies whether an end simulation
intemupft is generated for a processor module s rot
process at and of the stmuaton
Symbol Map NONE YES
Attnbute failun intrpls properties
Proprty Value nhent
Assign Status hidden
Attnbute super priority propertes
Property Value nhent
Assgn Status hidden
Initial Value dsaled N/A
Default Value disabled YES
Data Type toggle WA
Antdbute Descrptlon Private WA
Comments YES
This annbute is used to determine the execuuon order
of events that are scheduled to occur at the same
Smulatlon time
Symbol Map NONE YES
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Process Model: ixfr_trans (cont'd)
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name t stnng st
enter execs (See below ) textlst
ext execs (empty) textlist (empty)
status forced toggle unforced
10330,0 a ,S nnnr_ .n askp .0o nmo ._,mC o a0.0
3n0. .u o,o _o
Paue vae twoag value
name tr_0 string f
cond ltion strng
execute sting
color RG8233 color RGB333
drawing style line toggle splime
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Process Model: ixfr-trans (cont'd)
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name idle sting st
enter execs (empty) textilst (empty)
"t exes (See below ) telst
status unforced toggle unforced
ai(op_In ~ttyli 0OPC NTRPT TM)
k.., A
"" .. ..... . .. .ep nutccipoO isor t
ir ico, TpiroDi i-SOM SCFOI'oA F lPlFMiTiito
atptyul valu" u fault value
name trr stmng tr
condtion ADMINFRAMEARRVL stnng
execute sting
color RGB332 color RGB333
drawing styte line toggle spline
P. Mo. Rportx F ram .Mon Fe 02 13 433 18 Page 15.. r
no to - l
name tr_2 string tr
condition stnng
executoe stnng
color RGB233 color RGB333
drawing style line toggle spline
forced state data
attriute value tye efaul value
name dta sting sr
enter execs (See below) texisl
exit execs (empty) lexist (empty)
status forced toggle unforced
dat. ooi D., 0 i
. ,~r 1, g .. t
. to. . otc.. crec.0 Do R tt
f LTCh IATA _ACTtvFi
to in oi9l 1
.opso..dosrst.n. .... l 0 ee OPITL 1
rl- MOP -TRlUEl _. uC~l~m~J T LP OP , ,*I) OR .,,.,,. Z ,oSath# I(
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Sorisng il -> datm
attribute vuet deafuf value i
name tr_5 strng tr
condition DATA_FRAME_ARRVL string
exen.ve string
color RGB332 Color RGB333
drawing style line toggle spline
aValue te efauot value
name tr_8 stnng tr
condition SVCCOMPLETE stnng
execubve stnrng
olor RGB332 color RGB333
drawing style line toggle sphne
f abut value hyoe default value
name to mgmt stnng st
enter execs (See below) textlst
exit execs (empty) textlst (empty)
status forced toggle unforced
ro bs* rpr lo rsri
f(LT AC -ADMIACTVE )
15 .
20 Vpne-dirkp
,f (L0 AC[ TAACTV E)
40 I
at .paacbp.iia or.. oee.,ro
tr re .m.i ,o ..e. e re. ~-. t oc to
, p aii on drta ->idle
an value be defauli value
name tr.6 strng tr
condition default stnng
executive string
color RGB323 color RGB333
drawing style ikne toggle sphne
at e date->,start value M" default value
name tr7 string T
codlon SVCSTART stng
executlve string
color RGB332 color RGB333
drawing style line toggle spline
attrittte y@ ait value
name svcstar string st
enter exeCs (See btlow) teatlst
exit execs (empty) textist (empty)
status forced toggle unforced
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Process Model: ixfr_trans (cont'd)
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tMshon SvC Ar->art- idle
name tr12 strng tr
Condition stnngc lor RGB233 color RGB 333
fed Traie to swithst
atnhute valg feault value
name to_switch stnng st
enter execs (See below) textist
ext execs (empty) texthst (empty)
status forced toggle unforced
Pe i ModelReo .... ..... a. nF 02135319 ) Page .... ,
condition default stnng
executwe stnng
color RGB323 color RGB333
drawing style line toggle spline
Sra sqon to switch -> gV stv t aeaui value
name tr_10 stnng tr
conditon IBUFFER EMPTY stnngexecutive stnng
color RGB332 coor RGB333
drawing style line toggle sphne
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A.4.4 Node Model: ixfr4_vfrad base
4, e Moe Om Igs
General Node Functions
The Ix fr4 vtrad bas was denved from
the fr4_wkstsase node model This model
represents a Frame Relay node modal which
has client-server appliations running
over Frame Relay This model was modified
to represent a source FRAD for voice
traffic
Protocols
Frame Relay (ANSI Ti 606 ANSI T1 617
ANSI Ti 618. ANSI T1 606a, ANSI Ti 513,
ANSI T1 606b ANSI Tl 617a)
intrconnections
4 Frame Relay inputs and 4 Frame
Reayoutputs The four Frame Relay
connections have selectable data rates
Attibutes
Packettzed Voice is the only attnnbute
which allows for the specification of
application traffic generation in the
node
*TPAL Address' This annbute allows
for the specification of the address of
the node
'Network PVC Configuration* specifies
tme PVC connections attached to this
Frame Relay node May also be used to
spelfy PVC connections between omier
Frame Relay nodes
Restnctions
All Frame Relay nodes including
rx fr4 vfrad base nodes, must have unique
node names Naming two nodes with the
same name even if they are located In
different subnets, will result in
unpredictable simulation time behavnor
<<Summay>
General Function worstatlon
















High Load NO (
Allow other values YES

















Parameters for the email
appllcaton The applloaion
starts one sessin for generating
emais (if appropriate) and
another for requesting emalla (it
appropnate) Both seelorrs are
open for the entire imulaUon
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Annbute Descpton Prvate N/AComments YES
Parameters for the FTP
application The cd nt
always downloads one ile
per session The server may
change for each sessraion
Symbol Map YESSymbol Suppressed Value
Off NO
Allow other values YES



















Start bme for all
applicatons A value
greater man 0 ensures
that the lower connoons




Attrbute Client Video Conteeeclg properties
Property Value Inhent
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Suppeded Protoo ls Frame Relay
Port Infface Decrptlon










Node Model Interface Attdbutes





Inal Value Oft NWA
Default Value Off YES
Data Type compound N/A
Annbute Descnption Private N/A
Comments YES
Speafies parameters for a
simple clent application
wie detailed access to its




Allow other values YES
Attrbute Client Database Appliation properties
Prperty Valnnt
Old Names N/ANames client Database Application
Assign Status hidden
'YC~
Node Model: ixfr4 _vfrad_base (cont'd)
Nie Model Report hIa l l bSed MonFb 0213 49 49 x PI 0te1
High Load NO ( )
Allow other values YES





Initial Va/ue 00 N/A
Default Value Off YES
Data Type compound N/A
Annbute Descnption Private N/A
Comments YES





Symbol Map YESSymbol Suppressed Value
Off NO
Low Load NO ( )
Medium Load NO
High Load NO ( )
Allow other values YES
Atntbuts Close Connection Timer Duron properties
Old Names N/A
dlent gnach Close Command Rstransmis1on
Assign Status hidden
Inlbal Value 20 N/A
Default Value 20 YES
Data Type double N/A
Artnbute Descopton Pnvate N/A
Units sac YES
LoW Range 00 exclusive YES
Comments YES
Amount of t/me the client waits
for the close conhrm packet from
the server It the packet is not
received after the delay
peoi/ed, the client resends the
NodModel Report Ix_4 vrad bee Mon Fa 02 13 49 41998 Pa oft6
Symbol Map YESSymbol Suppressed Value
NONE NO
Allow other values YES





Delault Value Off YES
Data Type compound N/A







Allow other values YES





Initial Value Auto Assigned N/A
Default Value Auto Assigned YES
Data Type stnng N/A
Attnboute Description Pnvate N/A
Comments YES
TPAL address of the node This
value must be unque for each
node
Symbol Map YESSymbol Suppressed Value
Auto Assigned NO Auto Assgned




Initial Value 00 NIA
Default Value a 0 YES
Data Type double NIA
Atnbule Descnptlon Pnrivate N/A
Comments Ths annOute represents the distance of a
satellte
from sea4evel an the surface of the earth
No Modl R epo x ba_ a vmd_ F-a 02 13 4 9 as8 p 6 ot e1
packer
Symbol Map NONE YES
Attribute Max Frnm Size pmperties
Old Names NA
FRAD xfrad corn Maximum Frame Size
Assign Status set
tni/al Value 4,032 N/A
Defaul Value 4,032 YES
Data Type integer N/A
Attnbute Oesciption Private N/A
Units bytes YES
Low Range 262 indlusve YES
Comments YES
Maximum size e frame reay
network can process Frames
larger Man this size are
segmented
Symbol Map YESSymbol Suppressed Value
1.500 NO 15004.032 NO 4032
Allow other values YES
Attnbute Network PVC Configustlon properties










Use the sub-object attnbutes to
speat the PVC connections for
th/s node or for the entre
network




Initial Value enabled N/A
Default Value enabled YES
Data Type toggle N/A
Attribute Oescnpton Private N/AComments YESThis attnbute represents the operational status of a
node
Symbol Map NONE YES
Attribute phase propertiesProperty Value /0//ant
Assign Status hidden
Initial Value 00 N/A
Deault Value 0 0 YESData Type double N/A
Attnbute Descnption Pvate NIA
Units sac YESComments' YESThts attnbute supports the translation i time
of a satel/s's orbit
Symbol Map NONE YES
Attnbute pdoaty properties
Pn er vStau Inherit











0 incdusve YES32000 nclustve YESYES
This attnbut represents a node's phonty
When multiple vents are scheduled for the same simulation time
those for a higher pnonty node wi








Node Model: ixfr4_vfrad_base (cont'd)
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Attnbute a dad propertles
Assign Status hidden
Intlal Value 0 N/A
Default Value 0 YES
Data Type Integer N/A
Atnbute Descnpton Pnvate N/A
Comments YES
This attnbute is an nteger which is provided for
user-spefc idOentflcaton purposes
Symbol Map NONE YES
pe r FRAD
atnyr vaIe tpe defau value
name FRAD stnng p
process mode e xfrad mgr typed ile sink
Icon name processor Icon processor
PVC Conhguration promoted compound
begstm intrpt enabled toggle disabled
ende m mntrt disabled toggle disabled
falure Intrpts disabled enumerated disabled
intrpt interva disabled toggle double disabled
/x_frad conn Maximum Frame Size promoted mteger 4032
pnonty 0 integer 0
recovery ntrpts disabled enumerated disabled
super pnonty disabled toggle disabled
aikatreqan FRAD [01-> Ot 0 [01
attribute value two default alue
name strm 4 stnng strm
smr stream swe stream (0] enumerated sm stream [0)
deal stream dest stream [0] enumerated dest stream (0]
inttpt method scheduled integer schedued
delay 0 0 double 0 0
color RGB023 color RGB030
name strm 5 stnng strm
sm stream src stream (1] enumerated src stream [01
Sest stream dest stream [0J enumerated dest stream (0l
Intrpt method scheduled Integer scheduled
delay 0 0 double 0 0
Color RG023 color RGB030
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dest stream dest stream [01 enumerated dest stream ([0
intrpt method scheduled integer scheduled
delay 00 double 0 0
coor RG8300 color RGB030
mckegre , tl [0 -> FRADO 41
attribute value type efautl value
name strm 222 stnng strm
srC stream src stream (0[ enumerated src stream [0
Sest stream dest stream [4] enumerated dest stream [0
mtrpt method scheduled Integer scheduled
delay 0 0 double 0 0
color RGB023 color RGB030
name client
process model ix_net app_mgr
icon name processor
Custom Apphcation promoted
Custom Application Transport FR







Packet/zed Voice Transport FR
Start tme promoted
Video Conferenong promoted
Video Conferenong Transport FR
X Windows promoted






















































































































enumerated sm stream [0]





enumerated rc stream (01






enumerated src stream [0)



















enumerated src stream (0]
I MonFo 02 1349 49 198 i Pae 1211 ot
enumerated src stream [01




attnbute value tP defaul value
name pr*0 stnng pr
channel (See below ) compound
ecc threshold 00 double 0 0
icon name pt_ Icon p-n
cktnel or Ochanne1
aftnobute value tp default value
count snteger 0
list (Se beOw) obtact Iist
/ut or 0.channel 101
attnbute value type default value
data rate unspeced double 1,024
packet formats frmnsadmm_frme, f stng a formatted
Lyke slrmia or 0 [01-> FRAD [01
name strm_0 stnng strm
are stream sro stream (01 enumerated src stream [01
dest stream Sest stream [0] enumerated deat stream [0]Intrpt method scheduled integer scheduled
delay 00 double 0 0
color RGB300 color RGB030
al-o-pt ree~ or I
attriute value Moe detaulf value
name pr I stnng pr
channel (See below ) compound
eeC threshold 00 double 0 0




Node Model: ixfr4_vfradbase (cont'd)
Nod.ModelO R orp h 4 i ttr d baee Fab 02M13 49 49 1998 1 3 16
I r Dr 1,.hann
oI a rnte alue te default vaulr
count 1 inter 0
Ist (See below ) oblect liost
fot pr 1 channel1 y.
alnbutg valug t1e doault value
data rate unspecified double 1 024
packet formats Irms_admiltframe, f stong al lormatted
ckawstn u pr 1 0] > FRAD 11
Iatnbutr value tne default value
name strm 1 strng stn
src stream Src stream [0) enumerated src stream 10]
dest stream dest stream (11 enumerated dest stream [0]
intrpt method scheduled integer scheduled
delay 00 double 00
color AGB300 color RGB030
oar,.t rrceiver Or 2
a tnuta value type desuit value
name pr_2 stnng pr
channel (See below ) compound
ecc threshold 00 double 00
icon name pt_r rcon pt_rx
chane or 2.channe 
f
J arnbute value le defaut valuea
count 1 integer 0
list (See below ) oblet list
/a or 2.Channei [1
Saltitu value two default vlue
data rate unspecified double 1.024
packet formas frms admln frame, I stnng all formatted
S->FRAD 121
value e default value
strm_2 stnng strm
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a nute value tye default value
count 1 integer 0
list (See below ) object list
tat ot 0 channel [01
atrntuLte value te default value
data rate unspecified double 1.024
packet formats frms admin frame, I stung all onrmated,
vt-f( trqqman tter Ot 1
atnbute value twe default value
name pt 1 stnng pt
channel (See below) compound
loon name ptlt icon pt_to
-t -lue value type default ovalue
count 1 integer 0
Ihst (See below) Object list
tat ot 1,channel [f1
atnbute value te default value
data rate unspecified double 1,024
packet formats fnns admin_frame I stng all formated
tof-we tronsmuter ot 2
attnoute value p default value
name pt_2 stnng pt
channel (See below ) compound
icon name pt_tx icon ptlDt
altnobute alue tye default value
count 1 integer 0
list (See below ) obect list
Node Mode Report 114 ld Men Feb 02 13 49 49 1M IP 14 of 16
src stream sen stream [01 enumerated src stream (0)
del stream deea stream [2] enumerated dea stream (0]
Intrpt method echeduled integer scheduled
delay 00 double 00





















value tye delault value
unspeafled double 1,024
Irms_adminframe, f stnng all formatted
9" o sftem.' or 3 rol -> FRAD [31
attnbute, Yal/ r default value
name strm3 tnng strm
src stream sun stream [01 enumerated src stream (0]
dest stream dest stream 31] enumerated dest stream [01
intrpt method scheduled integer scheduled
delay 00 double 00
color RGB300 color AGB030
anute value type default vaoue
name pt0 stnng pt
channel (See below) compound
Icon name pt a Icon pl t










attrbute value We detaul value
name pt13 stong pt
channel (See below) compound
icon name ptx con ptltx
channel Ot 3 channel
atrnbute vc1l type default value
count 1 Integer 0
list (See below 1) ODect list
a te Valui type default value
data rate unspeafied double 1 024




A.4.5 Node Model: ixfr4_vsrv_base
Noe Model RPeort I t4 v _ bse MonFsb021350 1 e Ies RPe o 12
Node Model Commes
General Node Functions
The ix_fr4_vsrv base was denved from the
fr4 serer base node model This model
reresents a Frame Relay node model whic
has client-server applications running
over Frame Relay
Protomols
Frame Relay (ANSI T1 606 ANSI Ti 617.
ANSI Ti 618. ANSI T1 606a ANSI T1 513,
ANSI T 606b. ANSI TI 617a)
Interconnecuons
4 Frame Relay inputs and 4 Frame
Relayoulouts The four Frame Relay
connections have selectable data rates
Attnbutes
*ServerConflguration Table speciies
the services provided by the servers, and
the "Selection Weight" for each service
There should only be an entry for
'Packetlzed Voice in the table
TPAL Address speclies the transport
layer address of the server
Network PVC Configuration specifies
the PVC connections altached to this
Frame Reiay node Mayalso be used to
speafy PVC connections between other
Frame Relay nodes
Restnctions
All Frame Relay nodes including
ix Ir4 vst .ase nodes must have unique
node names Naming two nodes wth the
same name, even if they are located in
different subnets will result In
unpredictable simulaton time behavior
<<Summary>>
General Function workstalon
Suppored Protocols Frame Relay
Pon Interface Descnption
I Node Model Reort IX r4 verv base I Mon Fe 0213 0161998 Pge 3ot12
Initial Value NONE N/A
Default Value YES
Data Type compound N/A
Attnbute Description Pnvate N/A
Comments YES
Use the wsub-blet a tnbutes to
speay the PVC connectlons for




NONE NO ( )
Allow other values YES





Initial Value Auto Assigned N/A
Default Value Auto Assigned YES
Data Type stnng N/A
Attnbue Descnption Private N/A
Comments YES
TPAL address of the node This




Auto Assigned NO Auto Assigned




Initial Value 00 N/A
Default Value 0 0 YES
Data Type double WA
Annbute Descnption Private N/A
Comments YES
This annbute represents te distance of a
satellite
from sealevel on the surface of the earth
NodeMoael Repo ht _vsm_bM MonFeb02 13 50 16 19 P 2 of12










Ned. Moel Interiem Alitrbutes
Atbute Max Frames Sta propertIes
Proer r Value /Inhernt
Old Names N/A
FRAD xfrad conn Maximum Frame Size
Assign Status set
Inital Value 4,032 N/A
Default Value 4,032 YES
Data Type integer NIA
Attnbute Descnpton Pnvate N/A
Units bytes YES
Low Range 262 Indusve YES
Comments YES
Maximum size the frame relay
networ can process Frames






Allow other values YES





I o Model ROerr 4 vha n baU




Inttal Value enabled N/A
Default Value enabled YES
Data Type toggle N/A
Annbute Descnpton Pnvate N/A
Comments YES
This annbute represents he operational status of a
node




Inba Value 00 N/A
Default Value 0 0 YES
Data Type double N/A
Anttute Desnption Private N/A
Uruts sec YES
Comments YES
This attnbte supports the translation in tme
of a stellite's orbit




















This attnbute represents a node s pnonty
When multiple vents are scheduled for the same simulaton hme.
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Node Model: ixfr4_vsrv_base (cont'd)
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enumerated src stream (0]












i Pa6 of 12
name strm_6 stnng strm
N/A em stream s stream (2] enumerated sec stream (0i
YES deel stream dest stream (01 enumerated dest stream [01
N/A intrpt method scheduled integer scheduled
N/A delay 00 double 0 0
YES color RGB023 color RGB030























stnng strm recovery in
enumerated src stream (0] super pnon
























enumerated src stream (0]





a tue default value
name server
process model ix_net app serv
con name processor




Pacetized Voice Transport FR
Processing Rate 1 0
Server Contguration (See below )
Stabsec Wndow 10




































strm 7 stnng strm
src stream [31 enumerated src stream [0]
























enumerated src stream [01

















enumerated src stream (0]
Nod MdeaM Repot Ia f4vervbe Mon Feb 02 13 50 16 1998 Page 8 ot12
Setecton Weignt 10 double 10tO
atrnoute value type defaut value
name str 220 stnng strm
sm stream src stream [0] enumerated src stream [0]
dest stream dest stream [21 enumerated dest stream [0]
Inttpt method scheduled integer scheduled
delay 00 double 00
color RGB123 color RGB030
rF. o-F teor o0 0
attriute value tDyp default value
name pro stnng pr
channel (See belowm) compound
acc threshold 00 double 0 0
icon name ptrx icon ptnr
rhannr pr 0.chppag ,
attnbute value mve default value
count 1 Integer 0
lst (See below) object list
atnbute value tcDe default value
data rate unspeafled double 1 024
packet formats nnfrs admn rame. f stnng all lormated
Packet sa or 0 01-> FRAD [1
attnCute val typ deIauft value
name strm0 stnng strm
src stream src stream [01 enumerated src stream (0]
dest stream dest stream ([0 enumerated dest stream (0]
intrpt method scheduled integer scheduled
delay 00 double 00
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Node Model: ixfr4_vsrvbase (cont'd)
Node Model Report. lt4_ v ae Mn Feb 021350 16 1998 ) P o 12
01-pt Dregtver or 1
attntgg value e default value
name pr1 stung pr
chnnel (See below ) compound
ecc threshold 00 double 00
icon name ptrx Icon ptrx
c fpnnel Or 1.ohenal
I 4ne ea value dtau valius
count 1 nteger 0
list (See below ) 0oect list
hst or I channel 101
aMnbutr value default value
data rate unspecfied ouble 1,024
packet formats frnsadmn_frame, f stnng al formatted.
yk r 1 0 -> FRAD
agntute value tw fault value
name strm 1 stnng stnr
src stream src stream (0] enumerated src stream (0]
dest stream dest stream [1] enumerated dest stream (01
intrpt method scheduled integer scheduled
delay 00 double 00






















Node Model Report txr4 _vsr bae Mn FeO02 1350 161:8 9 Pae 11 of 12
affnqute valq 1oe default value
name pt_0 sting pt
channel (See below) compound
icon name pt_tx icon pttx
c 4an{l t .channei
Satriute value da fault value
count 1 integr 0
list (See below ) oblet list
I atnodute vel/a tope defaul value
data rate unspeofled double 1.024
packet fomats rms admm_frame, f stnng all formatted.
atvl e tw eauft value 1
name plt strng pt
channel (See below) compound
icon name pt_tx icon pt_tx
Sdanbnua value 00e delaul value
count 1t nteger 0
list (See below ) object list
lit bt 1 charn rOl
Ia art value to deault value
data rate unspeated double 1.024
packet lormals frms admnframe. f stnng aN formaned.
#.4o-,g trinsmiaer ot 2
atbute alue tye default value
name pt2 stnng pt
channel (See below) compound
icon name pltx icon pt_tx
SNo Modl Report tMf4 voe b i Mon Feb 0213 016 1998 Page 10o 12
ackt .onmat Irm mm_ frame, I sg ae fonmaned.
PC pr.geg of 2[ 01 -> FRAD 
vtat elue default Xglue
name strm2 sing strm
src stream sc stream (0] enumerated src stream [01
deal stream deat stream (21 enumerated dest stream [0]
intpt method scheduled intger scheduled
delay 00 double 00


























oarka rmam or 3 [1 -> FRA
p 
1
nbut valie "a deat value
name strma3 stnng stm
src stream sre stream (0] enumerated src stream [0]
dest stream dest stream [3] enumerated dest stream (0]
intrpt method scheduled rnteger scheduled
delay 00 double 00
color RGB300 color RGB030
N Model Report x r4 vs_Mbae Mo0FO02 13 50 16 1998 Par12 o12
gcnnel at 2.chonnel t
count 1 oteger 0
lIst (See below ) obect list
attibutea vf tun defaut value
data rate unspeotled double 1,024
















fIns admtn_frame, I stnng al fomantted,
A-38







A.4.6 Node Model: ixfr4_dfradbase
.. .. . . .. . . .. .. ... . ,I.. . .. .
Nme Mode epon Ix fr4_di SO
Inital Value On N/A
Detault Value On YES
Data Type compound N/A
Attnbute Descnption Pnvate N/A
Comments YES





Low Load NO (
Medium Load NO (
Hr-h Load NO (
Allow other values YES





Initial Value On N/A
Default Value Off YES
Data Type compound N/A
Attnbule Descnption Pnvate N/A
Comments YES
Parameters for me emadl
application The application
starts one seeson for generating
em/ls (if appropnete) and
another for requesting emals (it
appropriate) Both sessions are
open for the entire smulation








Allow other values YES





Indilal Value Onff N/A
Default Value Off YES
Data Type compound N/A
( Mon Fa o2 1352o 1 I s 1 O 1
Node M iode Re rt md Mon Feb 02 13 52 09 1998 Pae 4 f 1
Annbute Descption Pnate N/A
Comments YES
Parameters for the FTP
applcation The ent
always downloads one file
per sesson The server may
Symb anMap or each YES
Symbol Suppressed Value
Off NO
Allow other values YES






Initial Value 5 N/A
Default Value 10 YES
Data Type Soule N/A
Attnbute Oescnpton Prate N/A
Units seconds YES
Laow Range 00 Indusve YES
Comments YESStart time for all
applioatns A value
greater than 0 0 ensures
tat me lower connections
have been setup before
attempting to create
cleet-serve seasons
Symbol Map NONE YES





Inital Value On N/A
Default Value On YES
Data Type compound N/A
Atnnbute Descnption Pnvete N/A










The ix r4_dfrad _base was denved from
the fr4 wkst base node model This model
represents a Frame Relay node model which
has citent-semrer applications running
over Frame Relay This specal
implementation of a GNA cdlent node
used as the source bursty-data FRAD
Protocols
Frame Relay (ANSI T1 606. ANSI Tl 617,
ANSI TI 618 ANSI TI 606a ANSI T1 513.
ANSI TI 606b ANSI TI 617a)
Interconnections
4 Frame Relay inputs and 4 Frame
Relayoutputs The tour Frame Relay
connections have selectable data rates
Annbutes
This client node is modified to only
suppor the FTP client application
conhigurable with dtiferent traffic
generatton parameters
"TPAL Address' This attnbute allows
for the specdfication f the address of
the node
*Network PVC Configuration' specifies
the PVC connections attached to this
Frame Relay node May also beused to
specify PVC connections between other
Frame Relay nodes
Restnctions
All Frame Relay nodes. including
II fr4 dfrad sass nodes must rave unique
node namels Naming two nodes with the
same name, even if they are located in
different sunets, wiit result in
unpredictable simulation time behanor
<<Summary>>
General Function workstation
I N- Mode-i R-n: I 114 dfd b No Mdet Repr r4 dhadb. MonFU e 02a13 rot 19 P Ra 2oil
Supported Pmtooela Frame Relay
Porl Interface DescrIpton












Noe Model Intsrface Atufibutsl





Intial Value Off N/A
Default Value On YES
Data Type compound N/A
Attnnbue Descnpton Pnvate N/A
Comments YES
Specifies parameters for a
ample client application






Allow other values YES
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Node Model: ixfr4_dfrad_base (cont'd)
Node Model Repo.h IXf4dd _b Mon Feb O213 2019958 PS o(t
High Load NO ( )
Allow other values YES





Inal Value Off N/A
Default Value Off YES
Data Type compound N/A
Annbute Descnpton Pnvats N/A
Comments YES











Allow other values YES
Attnbute Close Connecton Timer Duration properties
Pmropy Value Int nt
Old Names N/AOld Names nt gna ci Close CommandRetransmisson
Assign Status hidden
Initial Valu 20 N/A
Deflault Value 20 YES
Data Type double N/A
Annbute Descption Private N/A
Units sec YES
Low Range 0 0 exdusve YES
Comments YES
Amount of time the client waits
for the close confirm packet from
he server If the packet is not
rsceived after the delay
specified, the dlent resends the
I




Allow other values YES





Inital Value Auto Assined N/A
Default Value Auto Assigned YES
Data Type snng N/A
Attnbute Descptlon Pnvate N/AComments YES
Comments TPAL address of the node This
value must be unique for each
node
YES
Symbo a Symbol Suppressed Valus
Auto Assigned NO Auto Assigned
Allow other values YES
Atnbule altitude propertes Inent
Property Value
Assign Status hidden
Intial Value 0 0 NIA
Default Value 0 0 YES
Data Type double N/A
Atnbute Descnption Private N/AComments YES
This attnbute represents the distance of a
satellite
from sea-level on the surface of the earth
Symbol Map NONE YES
Annbuite clenLPacketized Voice propertiesvalue Inherit
Assign Status promoted
Defaut Value Off YES
Data Type ompound N/A
Annbute Descnptlon Pnvate N/A
Comments YESParameters for the
packetized voice YESSymbol MapYE
Symbol Suppressed Value
Off NO ( )
Allow other values YES
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packet
Symbol Map NONE YES
Attbute UMa Frnm Size propertnssPrnoetny VAl Inhent
Old Names N/AFRAD or frad conn Maximum Frame Size
Assign Status set
Intial Value 4,032 N/A
Default Value 4,032 YES
Data Type integer NA
Attribute Despton Private N/A
Units bytes YES
Low Range 262 indusve YESCommentr YES
Maximum siz te e ame relay
network can process Frames
larger than this sze are
segmentedSymbol Map YESSymbol Suppressed Value
1.500 NO 150O
4.032 NO 4032
Allw other values YES













Use the sub-object annbutes to
speafy te PVC connections for
this node or for the entire
network




lnital Value enaled N/A
Default Value enabed YES
Data Type toggle N/A
Annbute Descnption Pnvata WA
Comments YES
Thss attnbute represents the operational status of a
node
Symbol Map NONE YES
Attribute phase propertes
Pro ey Value Inthent
Assign Status hidden
Initial Value 00 N/A
Defaunlt Value 00 YES
Data Type double WA
Attribute Descnpbon Private N/A
Units Slec YES
Comments YESleme annbut supporttr the translatdon  sme
of a satellite's orbit




IniUal Value 0 N/A
Default Value 0 YES
Data Type nmtger N/A
Attribute Dessn ption Privat N/A
Low Range 0 musive YES
High Range 32000 inclusive YES
Comments YES
This aftnbute represents a node's Pnonty
When multple events are lcheduled for the same sinulaton time
those for a higher pronty node will be executed hrst
SymbolMap NONE YES
A-40
Node Model: ixfr4_dfrad_base (cont'd)
NosMeMoAelpors_ I  1rdrmdte. I Mo nF 021352091998 I Peeotls
A lue ulser Id properttes
Pmp Val a tInent
Assign Status hiden
InUal Value 0 N/A
Default Value 0 YES
Data Type Integer N/A
Attnbute Descnpon Private N/A
Comments YES
Thas at/nbute is an integer which Is provided for
user-speafct denuicatlon purposes
Symbol Mao NONE YES
vriess- FRAD
name FRAD sthng p
process model x frad_mgr typed file slnk
icon name processor icon processor
PVC Configuration promoted compound
begsim intrpt enabled toggle disabled
endsm intrpt disabled toggle disabled
failure tntrpts disabted enumerated disabled
ntrpt interval disabled toggle double disabled
ix frad conn Maximum Frame Size promoted nteger 4032
pnonty 0 integer 0
recovery ntrpts dIsabled enumerated disabled
super pnonty disabled toggle disabled
aleter mp FRAD r0l -> at a f01
attribute value PIne default yalu
name stm 4 stnng strm
sm stream src stream [01 enumerated arc stream [0]
dest stream dest stream [01 enumerated dest stream (0)
intrpt method scheduled integer scneduled
delay 00 double 0 0
color RGB023 color RGB030
m=rkq,,trm, FRAD [1-> ot 1 [01
attnpute value tpe efault value
name strm_5 stnng strm
sro stream src stream (1I enumerated src stream [0]
dest stream dest stream [01 enumerated dest stream [0]
nmtrp method shoneduled integer scheduled
delay 00 double 0 0
color RG8023 color RGB030
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dest stream dest stream [0] enumerated dest stream [0]
tntrpt method soneduled integer scteduled
delay 00 double 0 0
color RG8300 color RGBO30
pnak iresam tol [01-> FRAD r41
atibute value e defau value
name stn 222 string st n
smr stream src stream (0] enumerated src stream (0]
dest stream dest stream [4] enumerated dest stream [0]
Intrpt method scheduled integer scheduled
delay 00 double 0 0
color RGB023 color RG030
attnoute value
name client
prcess model ox_net app mgr
icon ame processor
Custom Applicabon promoted








Packetized Voice Transport TCP
Stan rme promoted
Video Conferenang promoted
Viden Conferenong Transport FR
X Wndows promoted
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a.k irriiiin FRAD 1721 -, ol 10 M
name strm 6 stng strm
sro stream sr stream (2) enumerated src stream [0]
dest stream dest stream (0] enumerated dest stream [01
intpt method scheduled integer scheduled
delay 0 0 double 00
color RG023 color RGB030
I winkrag FRAD r3l -> t ] [nl
aruaue mye de augt va&ue
name stm 7 stnng strm
src stream snr stream [31 enumerated src stream 101
dest stream dest stream [0] enumerated dest stream (0]
int/nt method scheduled integer scheduled
delay 0 0 double 00
color RGBO023 color RGB030
Akerwm FRAD 41-> t [
anttiute value type defauit value
name sutm_221 stnng srm
srb stream werc stream [41 enumerated src stream [0]
dest stream dest stream [01 enumerated dest stream [0]
intrpt method scheduled integer scheduled
delay 00 double 00
color RGB300 color RGB030







































enumerated src stream [0]
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sr stream src stream (01 enumerated src stream (0]
dest stream dest stream [1] enumerated debt stream [0]
Intrpt method scheduled integer scheduled
delay 00 double 00
color RGB123 color RGB030
pfo-'f revyr r 0
atnute value twe de(aul value
name pr0 stnng pr
channel (See below) compound
ecc threshold 00 double 00
icon name pt_rx con ptrx
chanel or OChann",
armbute,, aloe I , d0/aul/ value
count 1 integer 0
list (See below ) oblect list
Ilt or 0,chrnM 101
attribute a/s t do/lt vMa #IU
data rate unspea Aed double 1,.024
paket fonrmats frns admm frame. f stnng aH fonrmated
zhty sa.ram or 0 11 -> FR, 1 (01
name strm0O stnng strm
src stream src stream [0] enumerated src stream [0]
dest stream deas stream [0] enumerated dest stream [0]
Int/pt method scneduled nteger scheduled
delay 00 double 0 0
color RG8300 color RGB030
o-- rereiver 21 1
a ftm b u t e vy l u e tr e e d e f a u l t v a lu e
name pr t stng pr
channel (See below ) compound
ac threshOld 00 double 00
icon name pt_n Icon pt/rx
A-41
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Node Model: ixifr4_dfrad 
_base (cont'd)
NodModel R xrtO  545mdb M FMriF02135096 S 2 O3n 16
channei or 1 channe
4aMnnut value type default vue
count 1 integer 0
list (See elow ) ooect list
lot or I channel [01
packet formats frms aaomnframe f stnng all formatted.
kac stram or 1 [01-> FRAD [1l
name strm 1 stnng str
src stream stc stream [0] enumerated src stream (01
dest stream dest stream [1] enumerated dest stream [0)
intrpt method scheduled integer scheduled
delay 00 double 00
color RGB300 color RGB030
attiute value ee Ifault value
name pr 2 stnng pr
channel (See below ) compound
ecc treashod 00 couble 00
Icon name ptrt Icon ptrx
¢haanei or 2.channei
nbute value te Oefauit value
count 1 integer 0
list (See below) object list
Ianoute value tpe default val/ue
data rare unsperated double 1,024
packet formats frs_admlnframe, f stnng all fomatted.
stnng strm
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channel ot 0ophannel
Iadnbute value tn1etault value
count 1 nteger 0
list (See below) object list
i Pst o0.channel f01
anoute value tne detaun value
ta rate unspeoted double 1,024
packet formats rmns admn_frame I stnng all formatted.
l.-o-o rransmiger ot 1t
attnute value te default vaiue
name ptl stnng pt
channel (See below ) compound
tcon name pttx Icon p tx
hfannel ot1,e11nne
arnbute value tye defaut value
count 1 Integer 0
tist (See below) object list
lat ot I.chnnel rg1
atnribute vaWu tul defaut value
data rate unspecfled double 1,024
packet formals Irms_admmn rame., string ae formated,
atonbut 2 vaiue W1 defau value
name pt_2 stnng pt
channe (See below) compound
icon ame pltx con pt_L
channel ot 2,channel
attnbute Value tnl default value
count 1 Integer 0
list (See below ) object hst
NoeModel Romt 4 ded bee MeonFeb e22135g2 i lo 1g
sm stream am stream [0] enumerated sm stream (01
dest stream dest stream [2] enumerated dest stream (0]
intrpt method scheduled integer scheduled
delay 00 double 0.0
color RGB300 color RGB030
a4-i rymcger or 3
altnbute Value tpe peVlau .. lue
name pr_3 stnng pr
channel (See below) compound
ocmthshold 00 double 00
ioon name pt_rx oan ptlrx
chanwif or 3.chnnel
afrtda value twe defaut valu
count 1 integer 0
tst (See below ) object list
( or 3 chann [0?
atudute value tree detaut value
data rate unspeonled double 1.024
packet formats Irms admn ftrame, t stnng all formatted
nakd tista of 3 (01 -> FRAD r31
atrbute value fynO defaut lau
name strn_3 stnng strm
src stream src stream [01 enumerated src stream [0]
dest stream dest stream [3] enumerated daest stream [0)
Intpt method scheduled Integer scheduled
delay 00 double 00
color RGB300 color RGB030
_a(n ute Value twe detau/l vaiue
name ptLO string pt
channel (See below ) compound
icon name pt r icon pt ,a
Node Model epom l r d baee Mon Fb 02 13 52 09 1998 Pae 16 of 16
{uir at 2.channefl [01
I attnbute value te default vaiue
data rate anspecled double 1.024
packet formats frms admint rame, f stnng all formatted,
#l-to-Lt ranmAgtr ot 3
atitute va lus ye dfault value
name pt-3 stung pt
channel (See below) compound
con name ptlt Icon pt _t
aurnbute val/u tune defaut value
count 1 integer 0
hst (See below ) oblect lIst
tat Pt 3.chsnnel tol
annkbute value t default value
data rate unspeafled doule 1,024
packet formats frmsadmin frame, stunng all formatted.
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A.4.7 Node Model: ixfr4_dsrv_base
.. . . .- . . I
Node Model Cor'eet
General Node Functions
The ax fr4 dsrv base was derived from he
fr4 server _asa node model This model
represents a Frame Relay node model wonic
has dent-server appliatons running
over Frame Relay Thi node was modified
to serve as me destinaton FRAD for
bursty data tramec
Protocols
Frame Relay (ANSI Tl 606, ANSI Ti 617.
ANSI TI 618, ANSI Tl 606a. ANSI Ti 513,
ANSI Ti 606b ANSI Ti 617a)
Interonnectons
4 Frame Relay Inputs and 4 Frame
Relayoutguts The four Frame Relay
connections have selectable data rates
Annbutes
*Server Configuratlon Table" specifies
the services provided by the servers, and
the Selection Welgnt for each service
Only the "FTP- should appear in the
table
'TPAL Address' secifies the transport
layer address of me sewerv
"Network PVC Configurabon specifies
the PVC connecbons attached to this
Frame Relay node May also be used to
specify PVC connections between other
Frame Relay nodes
Restctlons
All Frame Relay nodes, including
ix -fr4dsrvbase nodes, must have unique
node names Naming two nodes wth tle
same name even if they are located In
diferent subnets will result in
unpredictalie simulation time behavior
-eSummaryon
General Function workstation
NodeModel Reoan Ir4_dsr se MonFeb02 13525 1998 I Pe 3of 12
FRAD PVC Conhguraton
Assign Status set
Initial Value NONE N/A
Default Value YES
Data Type compound N/A
Attnbute Description Pnvate N/A
Comments YES
Use the su-object attnbutes to
specify te PVC connections for





AUow other vaues YES





Irltial Value () N/A
Default Value None YES
Data Type compound N/A
Alnbute Descnpton Prvate N/A
Comments YES





Allow other values YES





Imtal Value Auto Assgned WA
Default Value Auto Assigned YES
Data Type stnng N/A
Node Modal R meor d4 do_b u Mo Fe02 13 52 56 1996 Pe 4 of 12
Annbute Decnptlon Pnvate NIA
Comments YES
TPAL address of the node This




Auto Assigned NO Auto Assigned




Initial Value 00 N/A
Default Value 0 0 YES
Data Type double N/A
Attnbute Desnption Pnrivate N/A
Comments. YES
This attnbute represents the distance of a
sallte
from sa-leel on the surface of the earth




Initial Value enabled WA
Default Value enabled YES
Data Type toggle N/A
Anttbute Desrpion Prvate N/A
Comments YES
This atnbute represents the operatmnal status of a
node




Intbal Value 00 N/A
Default Vaue 0 0 YES
Data Type double N/A
AtMibute Desdiptlon Private WA
Units sec YES
Comments YES
This attribute supports the translation i  time
of a satellite's orit
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Supported Protocls. Frame Relay
Port Interface Doecrpton












Node Model Inteirea Attibutae
Attnibut Max Frame Slze properies
P ropery Val q  inhrt
Old Names N/A
FRAD a frad_conn Maximum Frame Size
Assign Status set
Inltial Value 032 N/A
Default Value 4.032 YES
Data Type integer N/A
Antbute Descnption Pnvate N/A
Units bytes YES
Low Range 262 indusive YES
Comments YES
Maximum size tie frame relay
networ can process Frames






Allow odher values YES
AMbute Netw PVC Conflguration properties
Property Value inhernf
Old Names N/A
Node Model: ixfr4_dsrv_base (cont'd)
lueaFao2rvra o ru 02 3 oSro I
Assign Status hidden
Inibal Value 0 N/A
Detault Value 0 YES
Data Type integer N/A
Attbute Descption Private N/A
Low Range 0 inusive YES
I-gh Range 32000 indclusive YES
Comments YES
This atrnbute represents a noe's pnonty
When multiple ev nts are scheduled for he same smulaton time.
those for a higher pnonty node will be executed first
Symbol Map NONE YES
Annbute user Id propertilee
Proae, Value inherit
Assign Status hidden
Initial V lue 0 N/A
Default Value 0 YES
Data Type integer N/A
Attnbute Descnption Prrvate N/A
Comments YES
This arnnbut is an integer which is provided for
user-speoflc Identification purposes
Symbol Map NONE YES
prewsur FRAD
Atnute vtoe pe etauq value
name FRAD stnng p
process model ix/ radmgr typed file sink
icon name processor icon processor
PVC Configuration promoted compound
begsm ntrpt enabled toggle disabled
endsm tntrpt disabled toggle disabled
failure intrpts disabled enumerated disabled
ntrpt interval disabled toggle double disabled
axfrad_conn Maximum Frame Size promoted integer 4032
pnonty 0 integer 0
recovery ntrpts disaDled enumerated disabled
super pnonty disabled toggle disabled
oacket gream FRAD f9]-> Of 0 f09
ano value te default vle
name strm 4 stnng strm
src stream soc stream [0] enumerated src stream [0]
dest stream dest stream [0] enumerated dest stream 101
intrpt method scheduled Integer scheduled
delay 0 0 double 0 0
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begsm intrpt enabled toggle disabled
endsim ntrpt disabled toggle disabled
fadure intrpts da ed enumerated disabled
ntrpt interval disabled toggle double disabled
pnonty 0 integer 0
recovery intrpts disabled enumerated dtsabled
super pnonty disabled toggle disabled
pckdslream tia [1e> e r [0]
aRntbute value nine delautr value
name strm_210 stnng strm
sm stream arc stream [21 enumerated src stream [0)
dest stream dest stream [0] enumerated dest stream (0]
Intrpt method scheduled integer scheduled
delay 00 double 0 0
color RGB300 color RGB030
acke ttreen tRaj fi -> PFFAD f41
I atn uto value tve defaul value
name strm 222 strng stM
src stream src stream (0 enumerated src stream I0]
mtrpt method scheduled integer scheduled
delay 0  double 0




proess model ix_netapp serv
ico name processor




Padezed Voice Transport FR
Processng Rate 1 0
Server Configuration promoted
Statistic Wndow 10
Video Conferencng Transport FR
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enumerated src stream ([0






enumerated src stream [0]






enumerated src stream [0)




value e default value
stm 221 stmi sirm
src stream [4] enumerated src stream (0)
dest stream [0] enumerated deft stream [0]
scheduled integer scheduled
0 0 double 00
RGB300 color RGBO030
antsu value 1 default value
name tpa stnng p
process modal tpal typed file sink
icon name processor con processor
Address promoted stnng Auto Assigned
Node Model Report t4_darv_be Mon Feb02 13 52 56 1998 Page 8of 2
recovery intrpts disabled enumerated disabled
super pnonty disabled toggle disabled
attnute value two defaul valu
name srlm_220 stnng strm
arc stream src stream (0] enumerated src stream (0
dest stream dest stream (2] enumerated dest stream [01
sntrpt method scheduled integer scheduled
delay 0 0 double 00
color RGB123 color RGB030
attnbte value tyw ##fault yaue
name prO stnng pr
channel (See below ) compound
ecc threshold 0 0 douDle 0 0
Icon name ptrx Icon pt_rx
..ddbute rr/O tcfult hle
count 1 integer 0
list (See below) oblect list
hy Rr Ochannel Ol
attnftute value twae dO/auit va/ce
data rate unspeohed double 1,024
packet formats frms_admnframe f astnng all formaned,
valevi itream or 0 tO1 -> FRAD [1 1
aftnute value tpe default value
name strn0 stng sirm
sme stream src stream (01 enumerated src stream [0]
dest Stream dest stream [0 enumerated dest stream [0]
Intrpt method scheduled integer scheduled
delay 00 double 0 0
color RGB300 color RGB030
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Node Model: ixfr4_dsrv_base (cont'd)
Node Moos Repo Ixh4.d bM M Feb 02 13 52 5 1998 9 of 12
-p.4 o resve r 1
name prt tnMg pr
channel (Seea below ) compound
eca threshold 00 double 00
icon name ptrx on ptrx
atntne value tuDe default value I
count I Integer 0
list (See below ) object lst
it Dr 1 chann ]
I atnute value tne defaug value
data rate unspe ied double 1,024
packet formats frms admmframe f stnng al formatted,
Packe sam pr 1 [01 > FRAD 1
name strma stnng strm
acs stream src stream [(0] enumerated src stream (0]
dest stream dest stream [1] enumerated dest stream [0]
intmt method scheduled Integer scheduled
delay 00 double 00
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atlnfbute value Woe dta/fu value
name pt 0 stang pt
channel (See below ) compound
icon name pt_tx icon pt_N
channel Ot 0 hann l ,
attbute value twe defau value
count 1 Integer 0
list (See below ) object list
attrpute value type dault tsalue
data rate unspecied double 1,024
packet formats frms_admiln rame, f stnng all formated,
at-ta.ky trqatuger ot 1
a nute yalue tDe detault value
name pt string pt
channel (See below ) compound
Icon name pt_tx icon pttx
attnobute value 0e default value
count 1 integer 0
list (See below ) obect list
nut ot 1.channel FO1
pttbute value twe defaut value
data rate unspeatcified double 1,024
packet formats frmsadmlnframe, f stnng all formatted,
Lto-t trarnumaer ot 2
atnbute yalue 1me defautt value
name pt_2 stnng pt
channel (See below ) compound
Icon name pt_x Icon pttx
NodeModel Rebmf4 dM_ e Mo Fb 02 13 52 561a8 Peoelt
1 2
packe( tormat trm.a n_frame, f Sing al foatted,
vaetyrrefm or 2 f01 -> FRAD r21
ttriue value efu.? vau i
name srm_2 stng stim
sc stream aC stream (O) enumerated src stream [0]
dest stream dest stream (2] enumerated dest stream (0]
mntrpt method scheduled integer scheduled
delay 00 double 00
color RGB300 color RGB030
at tte vlue tpetefault value
name pr_3 stnng  pr
channel (Sea below) compound
ecc threshold 00 double 00
icon name ptlr icon pt_x
attnbute value toe dfault value
count 1 Integer 0
list (See below ) object list
lit or 3.channel f01
atbute value nt laut value
data rate unspeoaed dou0le 1,024
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channel .1 2.0anne
amnbute value tOe efdultai value
count 1 integer 0
list (See below) oblject list
tat at 2.chmnnel rol
Sattibute value defauIt value
data rate unspeafied double 1,024
packet formats Irms admin frame, f stnng all formatted.
f-io- trtaimisr ot 3
attntlutliu ve qaut value
name pt_3 snng pt
channel (See below) compound
loon name pt_b Icon pt
aonbute valuedefau value
count 1 nteger 0
list (See below ) object list
ut at 3.channei f0n
attribute Y atvalue e deaualu
data rate unspeailed double 1,024
packet formats rms admin frame, f stnng all formatted.
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eFile Set5. defoult ce




gna is a simple. general model of client-server network applicatons Its
behawor can be modiled through parameters and configuration attnbutes
In order to make at act like a mwide vanety of network applicalons.,
incuding text or graphca virtual terminal sessions database
appcatons and file transfer utlilbes It does not model tn detal the
benavor of any partcular applcatlon All traffic between gna dients
and servers is organized into sessons
The ix_net app_mgr process model is based on net_app_mgr This process is
the dcent dispatcher process and it must be the root process in its











The gna_cd process model must be declared as a child process of the
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Auto assign value FALSE










Allow other values YES




Attnbute D scrpton Private
Autoasgn value FALSE
Comments Parameters for the video
conferenang application




Allow other values YES




Annbute D scnpton Pnvate
Auto assign value FALSE
Units seconds
Low Range 0 0 ndusive
Comments Start me for all
appllcabons A value
greater than 0 0 ensures
that the lower connections
have been setup before
attempting to create
dient-server sessions





Comments Parameters for the email
application The applcation
starts one session for generating
ieunls (if appropriate) and
another for requesting emalIs (if
appropriate) Both sesone are
open for the entire simulabon
Each communicates with a single
server











Auto asagn value FALSE
Comments Parameters for the FTP
applicaton The cdient
always downloads one file
per sesson The server may
change for each session
Symbol Map Symbol Value
Off
Allow other values YES





Auto assign value FALSE
Comments Parameters for the
packetized voice
Symbol Mac Symbol Value
Off ( )
Allow omer values YES
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Auto assgn value TRUE
Comments Undedying transport p otocol
used for the mail applicaton







Allow other values NO





Auto assign value TRUE
Comments Underlying transport p otocol
used for m FTP applcation







Allow other values NO





Auto assgn value TRUE
Comments Underlying transport protocol
used for the remote login
application







Process Model: ix-net_app_mgr (cont'd)
process Model Aor tx ne tppmgr Mon F02 13 56 04 1998 e543
NONE none
Allow other values NO





Auto assign value TRUE
Comments Underlying transport protocol
used for the X Windows
applicaton







Allow other values NO





Auto assign value TRUE
Comments Underying transpor protocol
used for the video oonferenang
application







Allow other values NO





Auto asslgn value FALSE
Comments Parameters for the database
application
Symbol Map Symbol Value
PFces Model Report Il _at app_mr Mon Feb 02 13 5 04 199 P 7 of 43





Auto assign value TRUE
Comments Underlylng transport
protocol for the custom
application






Allow other values NO
Proces Model Interface Attbates
Attnbute begem mtrpt properies
Property Value Inhetn
Assign Status hidden
Inlal Value enabled N/A
Default Value disabled YES
Data Type toggle N/A
Attnbute Desepoton Pnvate N/A
Comments YES
This attnbute spetfies whether a begin smulation
aterrupr is generated for a processor module's root
process at the start of the smulabton
Symbol Map NONE YES
Attnbute ndsm intrpt properties
Property Value Inhent
Assign Status hidden
Inital Value disabled N/A
Default Value disabled YES
Data Type toggle N/A
Attnute Descnptlon Pnvate N/A
Comments YES
ThIs attnbute speclles whether an 'end simulation
interrupt is generated for a processor module s root
process at the end of the simulaton
Symbol Map NONE YES









Allow other values* YES





Auto assign value TRUE
Comments Undetyng transoort
protocol used tot the
database application







Allow other values NO











Specifies parameters for a
simple client application
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InMutial V lue disabled N/A
Default Value disabled YES
Data Type enumerated N/A
Attnbute Descnption Private N/A
Comments YES
mhis attnbute speclfes whether failure interrupts
are generated for a processor module's root process
upon faiure of nodes or lmkS in the network model
Symbol Map NONE YES
Attlbute intrpt interval properties
Property Value Inhent
Assugn Status hidden
InialU Value disabled NIA
Default Value disabled YES
Data Type toggle double N/A
AttNbuts Description Pnvate N/A
Units sac YES
Comments YES
This attnbute Specrfle how onften regular inter mpts
are scneuled for me mot process of a processor module




Initial Value O N/A
Default Value 0 YES
Data Type integer NIA
Attrbute Desenpon Pnvate N/A
Low Range -32767 indusive YES
High Range 32767 inclusve YES
Comments YESThis attnbute is used to determine the execution order
of events that are scheduled to occur at the same
simulation time
Symbol Map NONE YES
Attribute recover Intrpta propertes
Ppfrooe Value Inhent
Asign Status hidden
Initial Value disabled N/A
Default Value disabled YES
Data Type enumerated N/A
Annbute Descrption Ptvale WA
Comments YESThis attnbute specunfies whether recovery interrupts
are scheduled for the processor module's root process
upon recovery of nodes or inks in the network model
Symbol Map NONE YES
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Process Model: ix-net-app-.mgr (cont 'd)
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Pmo.665 ny roerie Value p1.06e
Assign5 Status set
1656041 Value disabled N/A
Default Valu6e disableo YES
Data Type toggle NWA
Atrbute Description Psloate N/A
Comsmensts YES
This attrbute is used to determi5ne the execution order
of leents that are scheduled to occur at the saam.
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Process Model: ixrnet-app-.mgr (cont 'd)
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Process Model: ix-net-app.mgr (cont'd)
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Process Model: ixrnet-app.mgr (cont 'd)
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Process Model: ix_net_appmgr (cont'd)
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Process Model: ix-net-app-mgr (cont'd)
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A.4.9 Process Model: ix_netappserv
ProcssModel AR nmt apprs Mon Fsm02t324 Ps 1028
F a (tntiue value tww au valu
external file set isd win av file
Prce Mdel Coam n
General Process DesCnptoon
The net_app_ser process accepts and processes requests from clients at a
processing rate that can be specified by the user A request may ask for
zem,t one. or many response packets to be sent from the server to the
cent
Each response requires a certain amount of server proce ag before it can
be sent. so the netapp serv process models a single shared processor that
handles responses Larger response packets require more time to complete
Only one response (or job') may be in progress at a time for a smngle
session but If a server has several active sessions. each of them may
have a job In progress All responses from a server take longer to
complete if more than one ob is in progress at a time
iCI Interfaces
tpal_servreg ICI is used for semrvice reglstraon It contains fields
"protocol 'servce name', port" and 'populanty"
tpa_req' ICI Is used in conlunction with packet transfers to the lower
layer It contains fields "Transport IO'. "esson ID0', fags"
'Appicatlon ID' 'Remote Pot, ".Service name, "ocal Port' "Remote
Address' and "Protocol*
Packet Formats
*gna' packet format is used by all the gna process models The packet
contains the following hoelds response" which may contain a response
packet o be sent from the server to me client alter the request has been
processed, "job size' which is the number of lob processang units that
must be spent before the response can be sent and "command' which, if set
to a non-zero value, is the Integer code of a request hat should be











Auto assgn value TRUE
Comments Services provided by the
local server
Symbol Map Symbol Value
None
AllOw other values YES





Auto assign value FALSE
Comments Undery g transport protocol
used for the ema applcaton







Allow other values NO





Auto assign value FALSE
Comments Underlyng transport protocol
used for the FTP application







Alow other values NO









e In MonFeSat21356241998 I Po * 2 ° 2s
Connecdons to te lower layer must be made on input and output streams 0
Process Moe Attlbse e





Auto assgn vaslue TRUE
Units. oblse
Low Range 0 0 excusve
Comments Number of Job units the server
processes in one seoond The
server uses this value to compute
the request response rate
Attnbute Stabttic Window propertes




Auto assgn value TRUE
Units seconds
Low Range 0 0 excuslve
Comments Wndow size or windowed
statsAcsnbute See
Attnbute Server Configuedon Properties
I- MO FsEO t35000---' rage I teoO
Data Type stng
Anttbute Desctipon Private
Auto assgn value FALSE
Comments Underlying transport protocol
used for the remote login
applicaton







Aow other values NO





Auto assgn value FALSE
Comments Underlymg transport protocol
used for the X Windows
appoiation







Allow other values NO
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Process Model: ix-net_app_serv (cont'd)
pmcasesModReA tl lat pp_ at. | Mon F 021356 2419 I Pp528
Attnbut bgm inept propertes
Value Inherit
Assign Status hidden
nitial Value enabled N/A
Default Value disabled YES
Data Type toggle N/A
Atbute Descnptlon Pnvate N/A
Comments YES
This attnbute specifies whether a 'begln smuladon
interrupt' sgenerated for a processor module s root






This attnute s used to detenrmnin e e executon order
of events that are schteduled tooccur at the same
simulaton time
NONE YES
At bute recovery iurpts properties
Pryoeny Value Inhenrt
Assign Status hidden
Intlbal Value disabled N/A
Detault Value disabled YES
Data Type enumerated N/A
Attnbute Descnptlon Private N/A
Comments YES
This attnbute spectles whether recovery interrupts
are scheduled for the processor module's root process
upon recovery of nodes or links in the netwotk model
Symbol Map NONE YES
Attnbute uper pnorty pmopermes
Pmoart Value Inhei
Asgn Status hidden
Intial Value disabled N/A
Default Value disabled YES
Data Type toggle N/A
Atmbute Descnpuon Pnvate N/A
Comments YES
This annbute is used to determine me execution order
of events that are scheduled to occur at the same
simulatlon time
Symbol Map NONE YES
0i V Ilt o . _=. ,
ol.mt ulohoiand ln.-
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process at the start of the sirulaton
Symbol Map NONE YES
Attnbute .edalm nmp propertiesProperty VIn hert
Asagn Status h dden
Initlal Value enabled N/A
Default Value disabled YES
Data Type toggle N/A
Attribute Descolpton Pnvate N/A
Comments YES
This annibute speas whether an'end simulaon
interrupt is generated for a processor module's mot
process at te end of the smulabon
Symbol Map NONE YES
Attribute falure Intrpts propertmeePropety Value Inhenrt
Asslgn Status 
hidden
Intltal Value disabed N/A
Default Value dlsaoled YES
Data Type enumerated N/A
Attnbute Descnption Private N/A
Comments YES
This attbutle specifies whether falure interrupts
are generated for a processor module's root process
upon failure of nodes or links n the network model
Symbol Map NONE YES
Atribute intrpt interval propertes
Provpet Value Inhent
Assign Status hidden
Initial Value disabled N/A
Default Value disabled YES
Data Type toggle double N/A
Attnbute Descnphon Prtvate N/A
Units sec YES
Comments YES
This arbute soeifies how often regular interrupts
are scheduled for the root process of a processor module
Symbol Map NONE YES
Attrinbute priority propertiesProperty Value Inent
AssIgn Status hidden
Inital Value 0 N/A
Default Value 0 YES
Data Type integer N/A
Attnbute Descnptlon Pnvate N/A
Low Range -32767 Indusve YES
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Auto assign value FALSE
Comments Unoderltyng transport
protocol used for me
database applicaton







AllOw other values NO





Auto assign value FALSE
Comments Underying transport
protocol used for the custom
applicatlon







AlIw other values NO
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Process Model: ix-net-app..serv (cont 'd)
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Process Model: ixnet_app_serv (cont'd)




name lIt strng st
enter execs (See below ) texthst
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color RGB333 color RGB333
drawing style line toggle spline
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A.4.10 Process Model: gna_cli
Process ModelRort Commentscl F02 1505 3 198 ge 41
General Process Oescrpton
The gna dl process model represents a client session Atl traffic between
clients and servers is organized into sessions An instance of this
process model Is spawned for every season it models a single
conversation between a client and a server Dunng a session, the client
alternates between penods of low trafftc (lull penods) and penods of
high traffic (burst penods)
ICI Interlaces
•tpal req' ICI is used in conjunction with packet ransfers to the lower
layer It contains fields *Transport ID'. *Session ID', "flags"
*Application iD' 'Remote Port'. Service name' 'Local Port'. Remote
Address' and 'Protocol'
Packet Formals
"gna" packet formal is used by all the gna process models The packet
contains the following fields "response' which may contain a response
packet to be sent from the server to the client after the request has been
processed. "ob size' which is the number of job processing units that
must be spent before the response can be sent and 'command' which. if set
to a non-zero value, is the integer code of a request that should be





Expected Atnbutes prolocol (tpal)
Restrctions
The gna_dl must be declared as a child process of the neLapp_mgr process
model Connections to the lower layer must be made on Input and output
I streams 
0
I Process Model Attributes
Process ModelRepod gna cll Mon Feb 02 15053318 Pa e3 o41
Assign Status hidden
Initial Value disabled N/A
Delault Value disabled YES
Data Type enumerated N/A
Attrbute Descnotlon Pnvate N/A
Comments YES
This attnbute specifies whether failure interrupts
are generated for a processor module's root process
upon failure of nodes or links in the network model
Symbol Map NONE YES
Attnbute antrpt interval properties
Propery Value Inhernt
Assign Status hidden
Initial Value disabled N/A
Delault Value dlsabled YES
Data Type toggle double N/A
Attnbute Description Pnvale N/A
Units sec YES
Comments YES
This attribute specfles how often regular interrupts
are scheduled for the root process of a processor module




Initial Value 0 NIA
Default Value 0 YES
Data Type integer N/A
Annbute Descnptlon Pnvate N/A
Low Range -32767 inrclusive YES
High Range 32767 inclusive YES
Comments YES
This annbute is used to determine the execution order
of events that are scheduled to occur at the same
smulatlon time
Symbol Map NONE YES
Atinbute recovery imtrpts properties
Propery Value Inhenf
Assign Status hidden
Initial Value disabled N/A
Default Value disabled YES
Data Type enumerated NIA
Attnbute Descnrptllon Prvate N/A
Comments YES
This attnbute specifies whelher recovery interrupts
are scheduled for the processor module's root process
upon recovery of nodes or I.nks in the network model
Proces Model Reon ne cll Mon Feb 02 15 05 33 1998 Page 2of41




Auto assgn value FALSE
Units sec
Low Range 0 0 exclusive
Comments Amount of time the client waits
for the close confirm packet from
the server If the packet is not
received after the delay
speolled the client resends the
packet
Process Model Interfa Attributes
Antnbute begitm itrpt properties
Proerty Value Inhent
Assign Status hidden
Initial Value enabled N/A
Default Value disabled YES
Data Type toggle N/A
Attnbute Descnptlon Prvate N/A
Comments YES
This attribute specifies whether a begin simulation
Inlerrupt is generated fot a processor module s root
process at the start of the simulation
Symbol Map NONE YES
Attnbute endsom intrpt properties
Property Value Inhent
Assign Status hidden
Initial Value disabled N/A
Default Value disabled YES
Data Type toggle N/A
Attnbute Description Pnvate N/A
Comments YES
This attnbute specifies whether an 'end simulation
interrupt' is generated for a processor module s root
process atthe end of the simulation
Symbol Map NONE YES
Attbute failure intrpts propentes
ProgerY Value Inhent
Proves MOdel Report gr_cl 1 Mon Feb 02 15 05 33 1998 Page 4 o41
Symbol Map NONE YES
Atbute super prinonrity propertes
Property Value Inherit
Assign Status set
Initial Value disabled N/A
Default Value disabled YES
Data Type toggle N/A
Attnbute Description Pnvale NA
Comments YES
This attnbute is used to determine the execution order
of events that are scheduled to occur at the same
simulation time
Symbol Map NONE YES
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I Process Mode( Report goo-cil6
GLOBALVIDO 0LOAO.0 .op.03 ('D1-10 'I-0 e-to.00..64 _00. 63. 0000.. oPO.0A7.P00
000000 75600 009.00.01(00000 0..0060mooooo eo.o OTAT..00jp 0560. 000..00054
GOL -V6Yt050..T400.B .opO.0m(.o.'u600 000 t 000..60 55000030. 0050400(yte'. OPCJ.TA7 00000..
VIDE0.OLOAD.OPRlS-00900003 ' 06. 400.000060 -06. Lees7 (40.0.000 OPC..07A7.0600.700 NON
OLOBAL..MOtOED0OAD-0P3 .osp. 0..01 l ('0d6. 000.. eelb -10006060. L-10 (00Ss4000..'. OOCM
V(~o 7000-l 003n~ O,5.0.sC(000 00.0060 005030000000.0000 033776051056.
OLOOALVtOEOJOOO.00PS 0,505.00res 01-,1 56000000000 S50S6I .. 0.040 ' OPC.OT)
V IDE0.LOO6O.00BPS0..050'6 0000000 , 63-1. 0.007 Ib50400.000 00STAT..06000..56055 ON
G0.050LVIDOLOAD-030Ss..oo-sq(u00 006 000. CooO..0060 M-100 0.00 00500,' 000 STAT.0(0E0 750000 -BPS -V6l 00(0600 -t0.-.0060 Th,-qrs300 005o.0000o 003.51707.00050ON 0  00
GLoRALY(000.7000..003 - 5000 I u6.001 060..e -9-1,9006000300000 wt--05.000' 0030707
XWEN - lEPlxT5.0000t..Oo.00(0 I01000. 0.003.. Time0 (-00 OPC..TAT6000.16000.003 STATLOCAL
06.0006. 0000 0005SOO.55.. 006.50('66000 It 0605700 00003..0.00 0si 000 000es O STAT_000600 5305100660 tNRk!SO S000.0.0( lZ 007o.0qV W 00000.00Size tss'.OPCSATJNDF0.X-r4ONF-OPC..0TAT-L0C)
GLOBAL-000050..ESP.7006. p-._roq('66o4010OX6w-0 ..T_.0. P-T707.06000.30060
0000 0.000 o.._06.oo('0 0606... l 6307. 0.007 sl 0000 OKOSTATN'DEX_.SONF.O00.STATLOCAI
GLOIIAL- xWINLOAO.0 00p_-1..503('660001 0 607.0 m-061 0.000 00306. 000.STAT.06000.56051
X060.Th00.O oop..6.oq('0600 I-- o.om o.o..O' 003STAT_05600X.760530 003.STAT 0.000L
000L.10050.ITHRU_.0 p_- 0500,(06000 0 06.70. 5500,003 000000... 00,3.CSTAT-IND05XNO053.,
0WN000.0006003000 (0x 060000. -006l 6.. lbyt.00' 003STAT_..650000..5605.003 767.6O000)
GLOBAWN0A0.066500060 005. .03'0001b X670 630.60 - .0 00000 000-1 37675600060000.0_ O
0000.70008.000. ('0t~r I_ 070 I 30000 05000 000.Slbtsi lxTAT..050000.O50 003.o7A7..0.0000.
00.0000..W5035500..0 0 550001 (--I00... I 600040 300003000 ,byte.)o' 000..5AT-.000(0036000 000,
0000.0.00p..OPS-poooovojo0 -- lo. iaed. O.0 00500000' 0.STAT-160020.50560.000.370
GLOBAL.000000.P _ q X0NLODRlS .03 ('6600010 I560000 6 m-1 0.07 ox~sstsi,=). .0033707.000EX-
XW03..75U5-pSoo.00.0(' 06040. 0300033000 OPCSTA000000000'N 0000.00T OSP.0 STAT.
00.OBAL..XWmjTHRU_.PS .qo .0..so('06000 00000 030003.6 000003.000 0002707060600.
0000 LouDS B00..Oo o(-I 111000 --06060.007 05.00000 STAT 70000 5.005.000.STuT_0.
GOBAL..0W90.LOADO..B03 li-G~ I00 WI-(6,.0 A-000001 630 00000 0000 O00.STAT-ID000.5OI
0000.7000BF 00.00.3 x 06000 030330050..0000STAT-005100 505.0. 000STAT..LOC
00.0000...0006T600.PS os5.006.oO('066001 X600 030db ,030 050.0000 003.1-O.STAT.(56000..7600
OSQOLOY ~ ~ ~ ~ Q, I-PT0.5..000(0 I..0 0000050 .oI' 07TAT 06000 5.000.000 TATL
00.IOBA0...O0.00
0
0.oOOP.SIZE-.05L07.rx10 010001 606.0 000300 $s.0 0000000' 00STAT-INDEX-N51
DB.00510Y_000P..3(Z00.50.006.50('*5Q 06.07, I00.006. (byte00' 0000707 556000 5 00.000.0707T_
G0.0000. B-Q06053..00P.T600. . 3u_(ci D'0 o 00., 06*07 lite00 -60 00 00STAT 06000.060j
OBQEROA- 70.5000..050 ('O 9--,y000 A-1 7 0.05.0.* 000..07A7..26000.5600 0 0707.0.
0000OB.OOOOUEY-LOA0.0 -00 5.000303l ('66.0.6 0 5.600 U-10600 00060000 0000707s 050 504_TT_4FX
DRB QUFRY..Th00. . 5.00.553el(000 6 07 03000306 *oom . 000STAT 06000XN.360.0 707.074-L
GLO0BAL-0 OOOOUFYT
000
.oos..00..0eS'060006D 000- 030.6e00000000.0 0007-0) 0 6P TTN _(A
00 O(UERY. L000. 0005.0.3m ('B0055 6306. 0.000~e (y- oo OPC_0STATD6000..5605 000 STAT0.0036
GLOBAL- Ile- 0055.0.O.005.000.s~tje(010001 no 6007 630,01 -00 00500-' 000-STrAT- 0600010N~
L UAL 
_DHQUEOYC  . 00 0 6 036 .0 0* 06007 03000300 o O P000 TA7..50D EX0J00560(20 QUloYLOAD-0.PS oop.0003('60 06.., -30.1 -100 r0300000 00 ..... 706000.5.005.00031FO
G0.00AL0-Q SB.O O AY..00.0S-o5..00603 ((-Go"I0000 DO 00U 1 6307 0,0000.00 00STAI.066
DR _O00.OY.TS606..PS-T35300L0('00 -, 6.055 030065300 ..000.00 -1 O.STAT.06000.50560.000.S1
00.OB.L.O0..OOLOY-THOOO..000 (-1- Do5 00. .. 000 .000 I5 003 - OP 0-0000 0.0 7.6
(to..Q00.B5.j.000..0 303(00o 9600" 6A1 .. 7 I 005000000' 00.07ATI060 N00.000STA1
GL.000L.D..OOF.Y..0.000..PSOOIS.00..( 66,001 000o 0 0000.6 6307 .00.0000 000.2707 06003-INE
t(0Q0707.7'000000.S-. 
_rzJso('DO 0.., Th ..0 50 00000000 000 0707 INDEX-N0560 00  -STAT ]
00.0000..00.QUEORY-TH000.0050005..00O(66000 00n 00 Query 003 00700I.000 0007670600.7hX
630050000 530004 (030 000035 0505
path (See bel(0w) object (00
(7be(5100 promoted compound
o 89 double 00
p 57 double 00
afnbt value62 Nat0('0 defauO 2o
x90 double 00
y 125 double 00
00205 oeec (empty) te~Alst (empty)
exit execs (See beom) 16)uSillt
status unforced4 toggle unforced
position pr0om0ted compound
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P..osssModel0 Reot oI-l Mon Feb 0215 0534 1998310Pa 1
01.00OYO7.OSP..SOO..o-o.63. ('40 11stry tissocse S.esmoIsee) OTAT0D00..POOO0PTA
00..010'TY..0.DAO..0 .P~i .00 ('Do 00o.w 1o07es, sit,.o~ 000e OxTAT_55iD0XJ40N0.OCSTAT06
26OLOBAL.DB.026'T -I)RY..L060..0l~ Do030(10. Box Ase.005 0 06 (see.0 00.00  00.0ATJNDEX NoW
DBEOOTYL0A0..p_..0J,('D§ ft,"5 030.000. 00ooeo..0 000 7TA7..06000OOOOOCTA..0.6
263 L00OB DBETRY-TL0.0.09..op og m(06.0.6 Do a0str U-1 oo30oo tr~t.'*.. 000..AT.00000.500
DBEOrTSWAD..0 p.oOsqM('0 sairy Th06 6.7 bpe .o 000.07AT060X 00 OPC-STAT.UA
26 LOBALODB 000707 0.060.6 .p..jo (uun. Doy .000 r ooso..o 000..SATViIDEX00B5.
DIIIEOTOY..7000.B-a0.0or('Di Ot" - i0~oomd o.o iy- OCSADXWNEO.0A..000.650.00STATLOOA
GL.OBAL-..0E000TH.700.. . ap.ooo sq ('66.006 Do06 sooomoo 0050.00 (bte) .CSTAT_066000..ONE.C270C1
00..EO~htYOS..005.PS .09.p0.a~,('0 000.05 - .oo - oo .7 0PC..STAT..06000360530.OPO.01
G0L.OB..024T07..LOAO..0P5 .ospo..sqo'o60 00 ob 60610r 0 o0*3o.x0 arc i tse* PZSTAT.(N00
00.506_7.7000 003ops..oeojoenr mra0005m 030 .630.0 o.. oo..000SAT0600031050.0P..S
275 OBONOYLOADBPS .po..._rejj(00 Miry.-1 00.' 003..STAT060FX0N.6. Oj C5567
0LO0AL.OIOIPTOY0.00O.BPS. poosq ('06000 no 20007 000.6. 1007 005.oo'c) OPO STAT_060004
06.0570503000 6PxS-xt&rj(o sutr 00303pu 00b000006 050-00O0 OlxC..0A7.06000.NONE. 000 57AT4
OLOBAL..00.010r0.7001..00 P 0 ('.1-1 DO 001 0000301 03so0, oO.0oOPC0.5AT.060607..0
291) CUSTAPIPOTIME .o..000.00(06.0e A5016.06. Tle... 50. o.o'OPC_3TATJS6006.N000 OK
OLOBAL.LPPOSP..005 -0904030(010001 06004 00011.060 -- p-e sixsoWx OPCSTA1(
COOT..APP.005P -SOB. 09.00.50(06.6. Amli610etz6.. is 0050.. 000.57TAT-INDEX-N56000
G L O B A L C O S T A P f P 0 0 3 .0 0 Vo s .00 j ( '0 ( 0 0 . 0 6 .0 , 0 0 0 1 1 0 .0 1 0 0 t. p x ox0 T i e s (0  O C ..S A T .205 0530? APPLO)ALD_.px&m 0.90.0(--0. 000107.007 m-66107'op.o OOIC AT (500)00.W P
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290 OLOAL..OOST.OPP.0.OAD_..0 p550' 00('06,0.1 Cut-0 Abipl000600 U-1.0 0..005 OPO3STAT_060
COSTAPP..TH00.L-op.0500030('cuA00 0001100016 n-whwx0,0 (byte,)- 000..TAT-ONOF.X.0056 0.07)
0LOBALCUST..OPP.THRB4006 _,% .s.o6 o100.1~ 06000. 000160006, 0300.6030.0 500.. OPC..STAT_760[
CUSTA"_LOADOPS .09.0055036cu. 060,.011. mx100.1 - 0*6. 0 OPxC.STATINDEXN60
201 GLOBALCUST 60,0 _LOAD 003S.000003(660001 -- 00 00061000100 63 ,0 -.. 00600 . 0004P
CUST..APS..0000 S .op~oo sq (06.0. 000660. -3000 00.. - ', OPCSTAT-4000..N0
GLOBA0.CSTAPPThOOORPS.oo,sq('61.o.6 cu-0006006 300000000 000000.00 OPCj
COST.APP-L.DAD..BPS .op-.060.s('06000. liti A-10.6060. 63 7 0050o,st-0' 000.0TAT_6000J6060.
OLOBALCOOT APP _LOAD BPS .s--oo 01,.1 cu.-. 60016.010 63000 -40 ;bpSv. - .ST,
100 CUST-APPTh00.03.o...om-q ('06.0. 000160.010 5550060000 y-.0.00 OI.STAT..S6000,760560
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name ts..3 string (5
condition ESTAB string
ex0cutiv0 SCHECS CLOSE 50065
color 9G8333 color RGB333
drawning sly(B line toggle spline
dest state promoted co0mpou06d
Brc state promoted omspound
path (See below) object (ist
(abel pos pr0om0ted compound
p 148 double 00
p 148 double 00
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Process Model: gna_cli (cont'd)
Pro Moda RepoMl n _dil Mon Feb 02 15 05 34199 I P 3of41
y 131 double 00
mho -> oppn i121
Itnoute Vatiuia twne default value
47 0ouble 00
y 161 double 00
attlnbute value default value
x 62 dOuble 00
y 154 double 00
name tr 24 ang 1
condihon CLOSED sting
executive string
color RG333 color RG333
drawing style ine toggle spline
deal state promoted compound
src state promoted compound
path (See below object list
label pos promoted compound
poo open - closed [01
attribute value tve default value
114 loule 00
y 164 double 00
atinute ,vAtUo, type default value
425 double 00
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cond lon default stdng
executive stnng
color RG8333 color RGB333
drawing style spline toggle spline
dest state promoted compound
smc state promoted compound
path (See below ) oblect list
label pos promoted compound
k h lull -> lull 0
atirnpule value t"I default value
345 double 0 0
y 125 double 00
aUnbuta value twoe default value
349 double 00
y 100 double 00
oafh lull - lull 121
attbute ulue type defaut value
s 365 double 00
y 118 double 00
"h lull lull [131
attniute value tne dafaultl v
x 350 double 00
y 129 double 00
anlull yburst le defauff value
name tr_16 sting tr
conditon BURST sting
execunve SCHED_LULL string
color RGB333 color RGB333
drawing style line toggle spllne
dest state promoted compound
arc state promoted compound
path (See below) Obnect list
label pos promoted compound
Pr ass Motdl R prne ot I Mon Fb 02 15 05 34 1998 I P 34o41
nitial disabled toggle disabiled
CM -, ODS - "bL. V
unh_ s..O= p ar o k uItae.alu " )pl uprLoo rae_,e g Hs')
,m.J,"I - 0_l.lto,,is.aeir o teens m in. .
d (uiylJP - OPC OTRPTsELF n mac d - GNACCLI StEND)
P10 h ed (Ou).
P..n-r 0
at valuftaff e type eflost valva
name tr4 stnng tr
condition DONE stnng
executive CLOSE stnng
color RGB333 color RGB333
drawing style ine toggle spline
dest state promoted compound
sro state promoted compound
path (See below ) object list
label pos promoted compound
at h lull -> close 101
[anttbute value tun detault value
r 344 double 00
y 174 double 00
Path lull-> ctos [1
attribute value tuno delault value
o 434 double 00
O 246 double 0 0
I name tr_14 stnng tr I
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aidt lull-> bu rt IrO] :
attinbute value tnpe detauLt value
x 357 double 00
y 140 double 00
path lull-> burst 11
attiaute value tyne default value
x 543 double 00
y 140 double 00
transiton lull -> clsed
a4tlnbute yalu type default value
name Vtr22 string tr
condition CLOSED stang
exeuMe string
color RGB333 color RGB333
drawing style splke toggle spline
deat state promoted compound
src state promoted compound
path (See below) object list
label poe promoted compound
Varh lull -> closed [01
affntiute value tweo default value
x 329 double 00
y 177 double 00
Sul -> closed 11
atrntbuta value twe defaut value
x 363 double 00
y 312 double 0 0
Path full -> closed 2l
aOmlute vue tpe default valuef
x 430 double 00







Process Model: gna_cli (cont'd)
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exlt execs (See below ) textlst
status unforced togge unforced
poslbon promoted compound
intaJ disabled toggle disabled
r uut0r 9 aut. 74r II
aeUtr I p5nrp1p
, iph _ . . wkLso* = O
dawinstyne toge spsnu
pp Lbhhbkp)( olce )e
lranllypn cplose- close
a_ but@ value te datI" alue
name tr13 s0ng tr
condition default stnng
executve stnng
color RGB333 color RGB333
drawing style solne toggle spine
dest state promoted compound
src state promoted compound
path (Se below ) object ist
label pos promoted compound
noth close- close [01
x 477n double 00
y 260 double 00
X 488 double 00
y 253 double 0 0
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ilo(nyl - IOPCINTRR SELF & ,nyun ~ - GNAC-CUtSEND)
l(,nm_3 -3 ~rPC- TPTSTRM)3
condliion LULL sting
executive SCHEDBURST strng
color RGB333 color RGB333
drawing style line toggle spline
dest state promoted compound
sm state promoted compound
path (See below) object list
label pos promoted compound
path burst 1 1! 1101
affi7ute tale te deau#L value
x 542 double 0
y 153 double 00
a truei value oe delaut value
x 358 double 00
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a et a" -> claw 121
atnbute valiu tua defaud velue
x 488 double 00
y 280 double 00
1 lose - close [31
atrnoute value we daefud value
i 1 d1ble 00
277 double 0 0
to value te u
name v_21 suing tr
condi on CLOSED strmg
exeCutive stng
color RGB333 color RGB333
drawing stWe une toggle sphne
= Cf0t c Ycuo se v lefault Value
name tr_75 sting t
condition CLOSE TIMEOUT stnng
executive CLOSE stnng
color RGB333 color RGB333
drawing style spline toggle spline
unome burstburst ng t
enter execs (empty) textlist (empty)
exit execs (See below) textlist
status unforced toggle unforced
position promoted compound
mitial disabled toggle disabled
I-/
u, t oplauptl o,
chuo A .os, oioarp Vtme o
euT e ot pJn cl  ns e ()
Pr .eAu d R rt or oia 0 Mon Fb0 
1505 1998 1 P luOofe
"alrbte value two default value
555 double 00
1 73 double 00O
double 0.0
double 00






































Process Model: gna_cli (cont'd)
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I traqznva burst -> clngI
( a tuter Value type d a l V aue
name tr23 stng tr
condroon CLOSED sr01
execuave stng
color RG8333 color RGB333
drawing style spire togglee lme.
:I[ a fnu f cs flue dfault value
name dosed sulng st
enter execs (See below) twst
exit execs (empty) texthst (empty)
status unforced toggle unforced
position promoted compound
nutal disabled toggle disabled
R-tes C a (se
p-PrLb hkp4 (-r.. clo.)
h. ntlrpt ahedurlem l lim0l GNAC_lND_ ESS CLOSED opd d.dO )
Il (.Ipr_..ai (,l -h) OPCFALSe)
111 y,,._l,_m*w(U..= to nourly cli.nt .,r.u the .... ,on as closd )
it) a..dLprl , rl .aI...i-Ia O._lo). ))
~j r 1 O. d O RIL))15 er d M m ru c*
,f(.,-P.'-0PCVlQu
A-74
A.4.11 Process Model: ixfrad_mgr
PmcessModei Reort aid_mgr Mon FE 02 13 55 09199 Ps0lo
I. ind=i Fde S.
extemat file set link delay fyped ile
oms typed file
General Desnptlon
The ix_frad_mgr process model was denved from Irms frad mgr This process
model is the root process of the FRAD module It creates and invokes the
connection processes (Ix_freadconn) to handle data traffic to and from the
IX frame relay network
ICi Interfaces
The firms frdestinfo" ICI is used to convey destination spectic
information from the application module to the FRAD module The "SAP*
field denotes a service access point allowing the FRAD to distingulsh
application connections The destinallion address field specdies the
destination FRAD and application process information
Packet Formats
This process model uses the "ix frmsframetrot packet format which is
used to send frame relay data and control information This process model
also uses the "ix_trms admin frame" packet format, which is an
administrative frame used to setup a PVC from the soumrce FRAD module to
me destination FRAD module it carries intomation needed to set up




1 Published Attnbules NONE
2 Expected Attributes SAP module oblild
Restnctons
This process model must declare the lix_frad conn" process model as a
child process
[ Process Model At Ibute
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Attnbute failure intrpt properties
Propery Value Inent
Assign Status idden
Initial Value disabled NWA
Default Value disabled YES
Data Type enumerated N/A
Attribute Descnption Pnvate N/A
Comments YES
This atnbute specifies whether failure interrupts
are generated for a processor moduls mot process
upon failure of nodes or links in the network model
Symbol Map NONE YES
Atnbute Intrpt terval properties
Property Value Inhent
Assign Status hidden
Initial Value disabled N/A
Default Value disaed YES
Data Type toggle double N/A
Annbute Descnption Pnvate N/A
Units sec YES
Comments YES
This annbute specifies how often regular interrupts
are scheduled for the oot process of a processor module




Inltal Value 0 N/A
Default Value 0 YES
Data Type integer N/A
Attribute Descnption Private NA
Low Range -32767 indusve YES
High Range 32767 nclusive YES
Comments YES
This attnbute is used to determine the execution order
of events that are scheduled to occur at me same
smulation time
Symbol Map NONE YES
Attribute recovery ntrpts properties
Prooerty Value Indert
Assign Status hidden
Initial Value disabled NA
Default Value disabled YES
Data Type enumerated N/A
Attnbute Descnption Pnvate N/A
Comments YES
This attnbiute species whether recovery interrupts
Prame o po tR a mgd r ] n FeMn 0213 55 0 199 Pas 2 of




Auto assign value FALSE
Comments Use the sub-object attnbutes to
speafy the PVC connections for
motis node or for the entire
network
Symbol Map Symbol Value
NONE
Allow other values YES
Proee Mod Inentim Attrbutes
Attribute begem Inept properties
Property Value Inhent
Assign Status hidden
Intbial Value enabled N/A
Default Value disabled YES
Data Type toggle N/A
Attnbute Descnption Pnvate N/A
Comments YES
This annbute specifies whether a 'begin smuiation
interrupt' is generated for a processor module s root
process at the start ofthe simulation
Symbol Map NONE YES















This annbute speoties whether an 'end simulation
interrupt is generated for a processor module s roo
process at the end of the simulation
NONE YES
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are scheduled for the processor module's root process
upon recovery of nodes or links in the network model
Symbol Map NONE YES
Attnbute super priority propeties
Proety Value innent
Assign Status hidden
Inltua Value disabled N/A
Default Value disabled YES
Data Type toggle N/A
Anribute Description Pnvate N/A
Comments YES
This attnbute is used to determine the execunon order
of events that are scheduled to occur at the same
semulation time
Symbol Map NONE YES
Stee Block
W." 0 st
Pdew .An...a P .n n
'1rm MAX HOP5 10
- M ede.a, kelne,.k f...
".110 FOADMIi FOAME 0
Idenft FRDATAoFRAME 20
eda APPL.DuTA- AMF t0
LCI ,o, , r
dati- DLCtS _nR , -_ EQUIRD I
I SLCI SETti NOT REQUbRED
:0
NdeNee ADMI_REQ.ARVL ((op _napty(oI-OPCOriOFT REMOTE)&A \
[pl-r p-ce0de - FIMSCFADSTRT_.ADMPR0C))
Iee ADMD FRAME_ARVL ((op_leba typeO-OP -~RPTSTM)&&
Mden DATA.FRAME-A.VL((op"spt.1peO5 - OPC(TPTSTPM) &a
((snmte - FIRiDATAjFstMF) I (fmtp - AP~ DATA_FRAME)))
to aIMde.LTRACE-ACT dWalLnsa
Ndle LTACEbRCSACTtVE(pWpnLIbe eu e( tn. _- ))
eaIsEDLTRACO NNACTIVE IPeLdbJors ee ten*_ctn S)
OddeflmLTRuAC-DATA AC IE e.prLedblbeserse.it('ns.) ti
A-75
Process Model: ix-frad-.mgr (cont'd)
IoessMod.44 Reprt ixtold- Mon Fe 02 13 SS09 1 M P.age4
.054.FAfI2CONN-0CAPACITY 16
,o Io 4. 90FALSE
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Process Model: ix-frad..mgr (cont'd)
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Process Model: ixlrad-mgr (cont'd)
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Process Model: ixlfrad->mgr (cont'd)
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Process Model: ix-frad-mgr (cont'd)
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Process Model: ix-frad-mgr (cont'd)
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A.4.12 Process Model: ixfrad_conn
Pro -es Model eom nn e Mon Feb 021r3 55a rs t lo
Generl Desonpbon
The xfredconn' process model is based on fIrs_frad non' This
process transport applcahon packets for one conection also
par tpates in the congeston control procedures by cnecing the CIR. Bc
and Be parameter for the PVC it manages
ICI Interfaces
The Inrs fr applinto ICI is used to convey specific application process
informabon from the FRAD module to me application module It contains
the 'SAP held to enable Me selection of the aplication process for
which the data is destned
Packet Formats
This process model uses he "ix_frms frame tmt', which is he frame relay




1 Publisned Attributes None
2 Expected Attnbutes None
Restrictions
This process model can only te invoked as the Cdild process model of the
process x frad mgr
Process Model Attrbutes
Process Model Repor Ix d_cnn I MonF02 135529 1998 i Psg3o32
Default Value disabled YES
Data Type enumerated N/A
Attnbute Descnption Private N/A
Comments YES
This anttribute specifies whether failure interrupts
are generated for a processor module's root process
upon failure of nodes or links in he netmork model
Symbol Map NONE YES
Attnbute intrpt interval properties
Pmoperv Value Inhett
Assign Status hidden
initial Value disabled N/A
Default Value disabled YES
Data Type toggle double N/A
Attnbute Descnption Pnvate N/A
Units sec YES
Comments YES
This attnbute spcifeas how often regular interrumpts
are scheduled for me root process of a processor module




initial Value 0 N/A
Default Value 0 YES
Data Type integer WA
Antinbte Descnption Pnvate N/A
Low Range -32767 indusive YES
Hgh Range 32767 inclusNe YES
Comments YES
This attribute is used to determine he execution order
of events that are scheduled to occur at the same
smuallon time
Symbol Map NONE YES
Atinbote recoveryo intpt properties
Property Value Inhent
Asslgn Status hidden
Inital Value disabled N/A
Default Value disabled YES
Data Type enumeated NWA
Attibute Descnption Pnvate N/A
Comments YES
This attnbute specifies whether recovery interrupts
are scheduled for the processor module's root process
upon recovery of nodes or inks in the netmwot model
Symbol Map NONE YES





Auto assign vaue FALSE
Units bytes
Low Range 262 Indusve
Comments Maximum sre the frame relay
network can process Frames
larger than this size are
segmented
Symbol Map Symbol Value
1,500 1500
4,032 4032
Allow omther values YES
Anbute begem mtrp properies
Property Value Inhent
Assign Status hidden
Iunal Value enabled N/A
Default Value dlsaoled YES
Data Type toggle N/A
Attbute Desnptlon Pnvate N/A
Comments YES
This attnnbute specflles whthmer a 'begin smulation
interupt is generated for a processor module s root
process at the stan of the simulation
Symbol Map NONE YES
Attnnbute ndlm Intpt properties
SProoeriy Value Inhent
Assign Status hidden
Inltlal Value disabled N/A
Default Value disabled YES
Data Type toggle N/A
Attnbute Description Private N/A
Comments YES
This attnbute specIfies whether an end simulation
Intermpt is generated for a processor module s root
process at the nd of the simulaton
Symbol Map NONE YES
Attribute failurm ntrpt properties
Pronarty Value Inhent
Assign Status hidden
Initial Value disabled N/A
Pe Model Report I fdomn Mon Feb 02 13 55 29 1998 Pae 4 of 32
Attnbute super pnonrty properties
Propety Value Inhent
Assign Status hidden
Inltal Value disabled N/A
Default Value disabled YES
Data Type toggle N/A
Attnbute Descnption Pnvate NWA
Comments YES
This attnbute is used to determine he execubon order
of events that are scheduld to occur at the same
simulation time
Symbol Map NONE YES
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Process Model: ixlfrad 2 conn (cont'd)
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Process Model: ixifradxconn (cont 'd)
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Process Model: ixfradconn (cont'd)
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Process Model: ix-frad-conn (cont'd)
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A.4.13 Packet Format: ixfrmsframefmt
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A.4.14 Packet Format: ixfrmsadmin-frame
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A.4.15 Link Model: IX_FR_linkbase
Link Model etor n I l hi be Mo Feb 02 14 02 04 19M I Pa I of 6
Link Model Connset
General Descnpoon




2 Ix -ns frame fmt
3 nrms_tpa setup frame
Model Annbutes
'DLC Identifier speofes the most recently assgned Data Link
Connection Identfier (DLCI) value on the link
"Propagation Speed' specifies the propagatbOn speed (in meters/sec) for
the medium If the delay" annbute of the link is set o Distance
Based' this speed Is used to calculate the propagation delay based on







Link Type Supored Default Icon
ptsmp NO
ptdup YES fr_duplex link
bus NO
bus tap NO
Ank M del Attinbutes













This attnbute specifies the
propagation speed (in
LinkModel Reor IX FR link base MonFeo 021402 0 1998 Pa 3 of
Antbute closure model properties
property Value Inherit
Assign Status set
Inlllal Value dbu closure N/A
Default Value dbu closure YES
Data Type typed file N/A
Annbute Desciption Pnvate N/A
Comments YES
This attnbute specifies the name of a pipeline procedure
capable of determining the connectivlty between any
transmitter and recerer on the bus
Symbol Map NONE YES
Attnbute coil model properties
poerty Value Inhent
Assign Status set
Initial Value dbucoll N/A
Defaut Value dbu coll YES
Data Type typed tile N/A
Attnbute Descnption Pnvate N/A
Comments YES
This atnnute specflis the name of a pipeline procedure
which is invoked to register mat a collision has occned
when two packets are smultaneously present at the same
receiver channel on the bus link.




Initial Value enabled N/A
Default Value enabled YES
Data Type toggle N/A
Annbute Descnption Prnrale N/A
Comments YES
This attnbute represents the operational status of a
bus tap




Inbal Value 00 N/A
Default Value 00 YES
Data Type double N/A
Attnbute Descnption Pnvate N/A
Low Range 0 0 incusve YES
Comments YES
This attnbute is a double precision floating point
U n Mode Ro PX f e MoFeb 02 14 02 04 998 Pag 2 of 6
metersec) for the medium
If Oe delay attribute of
Ink ,s setto Distance
Based', this speed is used
to calculat the propagation
delay based on the distance
between two nodes
Symbol Map Symbol Value
Speed of ULight 300000000
Allow omer values YES





Auto asslgn value FALSE




Initial Value 00 N/A
Default Value 00 YES
Data Type double N/A
Attribute Descnpton Pnvate N/A
Units eribit YES
Low Range 0 ncusive YES
High Range 0 indusve YES
Commenis YES
This attnbute can be used to specify the probability of
bit errors in packets which are transmitted over a
bus
Symbol Map NONE YES
Atrbute 00*0001 count propertiesS unt p es Value Inhemt
Assign Status set
Initial Value 1 N/A
Default Value I YES
Data Type integer N/A
Attibute Descnption Private N/A
Low Range 0 exclusive YES
Symbol Map NONE YES
Link Model R E _ilnk bal Mon Fb 0214 02 04 1998 Page 4 of 6
number. which is pnmanly Intended as a routing
parameter
Symbol Map NONE YES
Attribute data mrt ppertles
Propey Value Inhent
Assign Status set
Initial Value DSO N/A
Default Value DS0 NO
Data Type double N/A
Annbute Descnpton ublic data rate N/A
Units bps NO
Low Range 0 0 exclusive NO
Comments NO
Speofies the speed of data










OC12 NO 622 080000


















0 0 indusve NO
NO
This attmbute speofles the
propagaton delay which
wi be incured by packets
sent overthe link It
Distance Based is selected
e propogaton delay will
be determined based on the




Dhstance Based NO 1E+15
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Link Model: IX_FR_link_base (cont'd)
un, -.m-_ li- ba " 21 l
Allow other value YES
Attn/bat ec modeal propermeVe
= Cooedn, Value Inherit
Assign Status set
nitial Value dpLano N/A
Default Value dbu ecc YES
Data Type typed file N/A
Atdbute Descption Pnvate N/A
Comments YES
This alnbute specfiee se name of a ppeline procedure
wtchts deerneus a iratan or ot a packet transmitted over a
bus link
can be accepted by the recerer in a destination ode
Symbol Map NONE YES
AttnDute err model propes ue nhe
Assign Status set
Initial Value dpt error NA
Default Value dbu error YES
Data Type typed file N/A
Attnbute Descnption Pnvate N/A
Comments YES
This annbute specifies ia name of a plpeline procedure
which calculates me number of bit enors in a given pa cel
transmianed over a
bu link
Symbol Map NONE YES
Annbuta packet formats properles
PrmIty Valve Inn/en
Assgn Status set
Inilal Value frms_adminmfame, fts-frame fmt. rms_tpal_sd frame, ix nrms
Default Value all formatted, YES
Data Type stnng N/A
Attribute Descnption Pnvate N/A
Symbol Map NONE YES
Attribute proplde mode propemes
Properw Value inhei
Asgn Status set
Inilal Value dpt_newpropdel N/A
Default Value dbupropdel YES
Data Type typed file WA
Anniute Descnption Pvate NWA
Comments YES
Thin attnnbute speafes me name of a pipelne procedure
which calculates propagabon delay between a transmitter
and a receiver communlcabng via a
UL Model IP 1 X_ blln aa Fb 02a14 02 04 (1 6I al 6
bus lnk.
Symbol Map NONE YES
Atl o"bu ade e model proper s
PToffV VI//q Inhenf
Aslign Statue ea
Irnial Value dpltdb(el N/A
Default Value dbu txda YES
Data Type filped N/A
Attribute Deenpiion Private N/A
Comments YES
This alitbute spe laes the name of a pipeline procedure
which calculates transmlsaion delay assoaated with the
transmission of a packet over a
bus link.
Symbol Map NONE YES
Attribule user f propertie
Proery, Value Inheam
Asgn Status set
Ini/al Value 0 N/A
Default Value 0 YES
Data Type integer N/A
Attbute Descdiption Privata N/A
Comments YES
This annbute is an integer wnn is prowded for
uSer-speafic identfcabon purposes
Symbol Map. NONE YES
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/** ix frms interfaces h
I** File that defines data structures and constants **/
/I' used in the IX frame relay modeling suite examples **/
/I Include header file to use math library functions */
I' u-ed in the model */
#include <math h>
/* Define macros to denote the different types of /
/' packet formats used in the frame relay example */
/* model '/
#define FRMSC FRFRAMEPKFMT "xfrms_framefmt"
#define FRMSCFRADMINPKFMT 'ix frmsadminframe'
#define FRMSCFRTPAL_SETUP-PKFMT 'frms-tpal_setup_frame'
/* Define macros to denote the different types of ICI */
/' formats used in the frame relay example model */
#deflne FRMSCFR_APPL_INFO ICIFMT 'frmstr applinfo'
Idefine FRMSC_FR DEST_INFO_ICIFMT 'frms_fr_dest lnfo'
#define FRMSC-FR STRM INDEX ICIFMT 'frmsfr strmindex'
/- Define macro to indicate that the statistics used */
/* in the example models
#define FRMSC NETWORK RER STAT NAME
















#def ine FRMSCFRAD_ TPUT_BITS_SECGLOBAL_NAME
(bits/sec)'
#def Ine FRMSCFRADTPUT PKTS_GLOBAL_NAME
ets)'
#define FRMSC FRAD_TPUT PKTS_SECGLOBALNAME
(packets/sec)*
'I
'FR Residual Error Rate'
"Global FR End to End Delay
'Global FR End to End Delay
'FR Network Congestion Sta-
'Global FR Actual Load
'Global FR Actual Load
'Global FR Actual Load
"Global FR Actual Load
"Global FR Throughput
'Global FR Throughput
'Global FR Throughput (pack-
'Global FR Throughput
/* Define macro to indicate that the FRAD nodes need */
/* initiate frame relay administrative procedures of */
/I setting up switching tables at all the switching '/
/* nodes in the network */
#define FRMSC_ FRAD_STRT_ADM_PROC 90
/* Macro for the maximum string size used in this model */
#define MAXSTR SIZE 64
/* Macros to distinguish different types of Frame */
/* Relay applications for the process registry scheme */
Idefine FRMSC REG_PLAIN APPLICATION 11
#define FRMSC REG_IP-APPLICATION 22
/* Macro to indicate the PVC setup procedures and '/
/* network configuration
#define FRMSCSAPUNSET -1
#define FRMSC PVC_CONFINCOMPLETE -I
#define FRMSC PVC_CONF IN PROGRESS 0
#define FRMSC PVC_CONF COMPLETE 1
/* Macro to indicate the FR Switch port information */
/* and DLC configuration */
#define FRMSC SWITCH STRM IN 0
Idefine FRMSC SWITCH DLCIIN 1
#define FRMSC SWITCH STRM OUT 2
#define FRMSCSWITCHDLCIOUT 3
/* Define macro to indicate the names of the local ETE
/* delay, variance, load and thruput statistics
Idef ne FRMSC FRAD ETELOCAL NAME 'FR
#define FRMSCFRADETEVAR_LOCAL NAME 'FR
#def ne FRMSC FRAD LOAD BITS LOCAL NAME 'FR
#define FRMSC FRADLOAD_BITS_SEC_LOCAL NAME 'FR
#define FRMSC FRAD LOAD_PKTS LOCAL NAME 'FR
#define FRMSCFRAD_LOADPKTS SEC LOCAL NAME *FR
#define FRMSC FRADTPUT BITS LOCAL NAME 'FR
#define FRMSC_FRADTPUT-BITS_SECLOCAL NAME 'FR
Idefine FRMSC FRAD TPUT PKTS_LOCAL NAME 'FR
#define FRMSC FRAD TPUT PKTS SECLOCAL NAME 'FR
per FRAD module */
End to End Delay (sec)'









/* Define macros used in the Application Configuration compound attribute
'/
#define FRMSC_APPL_APPL.CONF 'Application Configuration'
#define FRMSC APPL_GDF FILE 'External File'
Idefine FRMSC_APPL_SRCAPPL 'Source Application'
#define FRMSC_APPL_DEST.APPL 'Destination Application'
#define FRMSC_APPLDEST-FRAD "Destination FRAD'
#define FRMSC-APPL START TIME "Staot Time'
#define FRMSC_APPLEND TIME 'End Time'
Idefine FRMSCAPPL_PKSIZE_PDF 'Packet Size Distribution
#define FRMSCAPPLPKSIZEARGO "Packet Size ArgO'
#define FRMSC_APPLPKSIZE-ARG1 'Packet Size Argl'
#define FRMSC_APPL IAT_PDF *Interarrival Distribution'
#define FRMSCAPPL_IAT_ARGO 'Interarrival ArgO'
#define FRMSC APPL_IATARGI 'Interarrival Argl'
/* Macro to indicate the the "End Time' attribute is set to '/
/* the end of the simulation
#define FRMSC_APPL END_OF_SIM
/* Define macros used in the
#define FRMSC FRAD PVC CONF
#define FRMSCFRAD SRCFRAD
#define FRMSC FRAD SRC APPL
#define FRMSC_FRAD DEST_FRAD
Idefine FRMSC FRAD DESTAPPL
#define FRMSCFRAD CIR
#define FRMSC FRAD BC
#define FRMSC FRAD BE
#define FRMSCFRADFXP
#define FRMSC FRAD FDP
10











/* Macro that Indicates that the source FRAD is set to the current node
-/
Idefine FRMSC_FRAD_SRCAUTOASSIGN 'Aut
/* Animation display (custom animation) macros
#deflne FRMSCANIH OFF XPOS 350
#define FRMSCANIMOFFYPOS 20
#define FRMSCANIM DELXPOS 350
#define FRMSCANIMDELYPOS 45
#define FRMSC ANIM_DES XPOS 350
#def ne FRHSC ANIMDES YPOS 70
#define FRMSC_ANIMRER XPOS 350
#define FRMSC ANIM RER YPOS 95
#define FRMSC GRAPH PROPS1 OPC ANIM



















/* Data structure to store the contents of selected /
/* routes into array of integers for easy manipulation /I




Int node_id array [MAXSTR_SIZE],
) FrT_PVCRteDesc,
/* Data structure to store definitions for PVC link */

































/* Data structure to contain Information about all the */
/* PVC link descriptor arrays
typedef struct
int numdescs,
FrT PVCLink Desc* link-descarray,
) FrTPVC Llnk Table,
/* Data structure that contains Information about the */
/* source and destination FRADs and applications '/
/* This data structure is embedded in the ICI that is "/
/I set to the packet going from the higher layer to 'I
/* the FRAD layer
typedef struct
char srcFRAD_node [MAX_STRSIZE],
char dest FRAD node [MAX STR SIZE);
char src_APPL name [MAXSTRSIZE],
char destAPPL_name [MAXSTR_SIZE],
) FrTAppl_Dest_Info,
/* Data structure to store definitions for FRAD connection
/* descriptor for a node This is also used to map the
/* incoming data traffic from application based on the







char srcappl [MAX STRSIZE],
char dstappl (MAX STRSIZE],
char src_frad (MAX STR_SIZE),
cD
char dst_frad [MAXSTRSIZE], typedef struct
Boolean conn_exists, 
-.
Boolean appl_SAPset, Int sum pkts,
Prohandle connprohandle, int sum_bits,
) FrT_FradConn_Desc, ) FrmsT_Ld-Tput_Stat Data,
/* Data structure to contain information about all the */
/* FRAD connection descriptor arrays "/
typedef struct
int num_descs,
FrT_Frad_Conn Desc* conn descriptor,
) FrT_Frad_ConnTable,
/* Data structure to contain information about the I/







/* Data structure to contain information about all the I/
/* switch port descriptors /
typedef struct
Int numports,
FrT SwitchPortDesc* port descriptor,
} FrT_Switch_PortMap;
/* Data Structure to contain information about the */






/* Data Structure to contain information about the */
/* statistic collection parameters
typedef struct
double num framessent,
double num frames rcvd;
double num_framesdestroyed,
i FrmsT_RerStatData;
/* Data Structure to contain information about the */
/* statistic collection parameters
/* gna h Definitions and declarations for the */
/* GNA generic network application model /
/....*..*.. .............* ...... ***/ .... ....... .. . ..
Copyright (c) 1995
by MIL 3, Inc
All Rights Reserved
Modified August 1997 by Geoff Lee Seyon
#Ifndef GNAH
#define GNA-H
/*...* Constants .. /.
/* This code is used by the GNA client process to indicate to the
manager that the session has closed. Since the delivery mechanism
is a remote interrupt, it is important that this code doesn't
conflict with any of the indication codes used by TPAL
*/1
#define GNACINDSESS_CLOSED 1
/* This number gives an offset for all the application port numbers
based on the application Indices
define GNA
Odefine GNACPORTBASE 100













































Intl ftp loadreq ptr,
int" ftp thru_rqepti,
intl ftp load_byteptr,


























GnaT Cl Params sess info,
) GnaT Cli_Rec,
/* GnaT App. enumerate all applications base
typedef enum (
Ftp = 20, Rlogin = 23, Email = 25, Video
DB_Query, DB_Entry, Cust_App
) GnaT App,
#endif /* 'defined GNAH */
on the port numbers */
= GNAC_PORT_BASE, Xwin,
A.5 Model Figures
This section contains the figures for all models reported in the previous section.
A-3: ixfr8switch_base node model





Figure A-5: Node model for ixfr4vsrv_base and ixfr4_dsrvbase
Figure A-6: ixfrswitch process model
A-104
Figure A-7: ix frt~rans process model
Figure A-8: ixnetappmgr process model
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Figure A-10: ixnet_appserv process model
Figure A-11: ixfradmgr process model




In this appendix, we given the points which were tested in order to generate the admission
regions under the various service schemes used.
B.1 About Data Points
In order to simplify the process of obtaining results from OPNET, we gathered two sets of
data for each simulation:
1. the frame loss ratio for data, FLRd, and
2. the maximum voice delay, Dmax
In our implementation in OPNET, we did not use 150 ms voice queues. Instead we used
large voice queues and allowed delays to exceed 150 ms and simply recorded whether Dmax
had remained below this for the duration of the simulation. We used the global frame loss
statistic supplied with the FRMS models to measure FLRd. While this may have let to
conservative results, we felt this was adequate for evaluating our model.
In the following sections, we present all data points gathered from the simulations. For
each, we recorded the number of voice circuits, N,, the number of data circuits, Nd, the
frame loss ratio for data, FLRd, the maximum delay encountered for voice, Dax, and
whether or not this point met the QoS requirements.
B-1
B.2 Default Settings, MFS = 4032
Nv 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00
Nd 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47
FLRd [%] < 0.1 < 0.02 < 0.1 < 0.1 > 0.1 > 0.1 > 0.15 > 0.1 > 0.1
Dma,,,[ms] n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a
QoS met? y y y y n n n n
Nv 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 02
Nd 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 39
FLRd [%] 0 0 < 0.1 0 < 0.03 < 0.1 < 0.1 >0.2 <0.1
Dmax[ms] < 50 < 50 < 50 < 50 < 50 < 50 < 50 < 50 < 50
QoS met? y y y y y y y n y
Nv 02 02 02 02 02 02 02 03 03
Nd 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 41 42
FLRd [%] < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 > 0.1 > 0.1 <0.04 <0.1
Dmax [ms] < 50 < 50 < 50 < 50 < 50 < 50 < 50 < 50 < 50
QoS met? y y y y y n n y y
Nv 03 03 03 03 04 04 04 04 04
Nd 43 44 45 46 41 42 43 44 45
FLRd [%] > 0.5 <0.1 <0.1 > 0.3 <0.1 <0.03 <0.04 <0.1 > 0.1
Dmax [ms] < 50 < 50 < 50 < 50 < 50 < 50 < 50 < 50 < 50
QoS met? n y y n y y y y n
N, 05 05 05 05 05 05 06 06 06
Nd 40 41 42 43 44 45 40 41 42
FLRd [%] 0 < 0.02 1 < 0.1 > 0.3 > 0.2 <0.03 <0.04 <0.06
Dmax [ms] < 50 < 50 < 50 < 50 < 50 < 50 < 50 < 50 < 50
QoS met? y y n y n n y y y
B-2
N 06 06 07 07 07 07 07 08 08
Nd 43 44 40 41 42 43 44 40 41
FLRd [%] < 0.1 > 0.1 <0.02 <0.1 <0.04 > 0.1 > 0.4 < 0.01 < 0.02
Dmax[ms] < 50 < 50 < 50 < 50 < 50 < 50 < 50 < 50 < 50
QoS met? y n y y y n n y y
Nv 08 08 08 09 09 09 09 09 10
Nd 42 43 44 40 41 42 43 44 39
FLRd [%] > 0.1 >0.3 >0.5 <0.1 > 0.1 < 0.1 > 0.1 > 0.75 0
Dmax[ms] < 50 < 50 < 50 < 50 < 50 < 50 < 50 < 50 < 50
QoS met? n n n y n y n n y
Nv 10 10 10 10 10 11 11 11 11
Nd 40 41 42 43 44 40 41 42 43
FLRd [%] < 0.006 0 0 > 0.4 > 1.0 <0.08 > 0.1 > 0.1 > 0.75
Dmax [ms] < 50 < 50 < 50 < 50 < 50 < 50 < 50 < 50 < 50
QoS met? y y y n n y n n n
Nv 11 12 12 12 12 13 13 13 14
Nd 44 39 40 41 42 39 41 42 39
FLRd [%] > 0.1 0 < 0.1 < 0.006 < 1 < 0.006 < 0.02 1 0
Dmax [ms] < 50 < 50 < 50 < 50 < 50 < 50 < 50 < 50 < 50
QoS met? n y y y n y y n y
N, 14 14 15 15 15 15 15 16 16
Nd 40 41 35 36 37 39 40 36 37
FLRd [%] 0.4 0.5 0 0 < 0.1 > 0.25 > 0.1 < 0.01 < 0.005
Dmax[ms] < 50 <50 <50 <50 < 50 < 50 < 50 < 50 < 50
QoS met? n n y y y n n y y
B-3
Nv 16 16 17 17 17 18 18 18 19
Nd 38 39 37 38 39 37 38 39 36
FLRd [%] < 0.04 > 0.1 0 < 0.05 0.125 0 < 0.015 < 0.03 0
Dmax[ms] < 50 < 50 < 50 < 50 < 50 < 50 < 50 < 50 < 50
QoS met? y n y y n y y y y
N, 19 19 20 20 20 20 20 21 21
Nd 37 38 34 35 36 37 38 33 34
FLRd [%] < 0.4 0.4 0 0 0 0.4 > 0.1 0 < 0.1
Dmax [ms] < 50 < 50 < 50 < 50 < 50 < 50 < 50 < 50 < 50
QoS met? n n y y y n n y y
Nv 21 21 21 21 22 22 22 22 23
Nd 35 36 37 38 34 35 36 37 34
FLRd [%] > 0.3 0 0 0.2 < 0.01 < 0.04 < 0.1 0.05 < 0.01
Dmax [ms] < 50 <50 <50 <50 < 50 < 50 < 50 < 50 < 50
QoS met? n y y n y y y y y
N, 23 23 23 24 24 24 25 25 25
Nd 35 36 37 35 36 37 32 33 34
FLRd [%] < 0.1 0.25 0.1 0 < 0.04 1.5 0 0 0
Dmax [ms] < 50 < 50 < 50 < 50 < 50 < 50 < 50 < 50 < 50
QoS met? y n n y y n y y y
N, 25 25 25 26 26 26 26 26 27
Nd 35 36 37 32 33 34 35 36 34
FLRd %] 0 0.6 2 0 0 0 0.3 0.2 0
Dmax[ms] < 50 <50 <50 <50 <50 <50 <50 <50 <50
QoS met? y n n y y y n n y
B-4
N 27 27 28 28 28 28 28 29 29
Nd 35 36 33 34 35 36 37 33 34
FLRd [%] > 1 > 0.13 0 < 0.06 0 0 1 0 > 0.1
Dmax[ms] < 50 < 50 < 50 < 50 <50 <50 <50 <50 < 50
QoS met? n n y y y y n y n
Nv 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 31
Nd 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 31
FLRd [%] 0 0 0 0 0 > 0.3 > 0.6 < 0.01 0
Dmax [ms] < 50 < 50 < 50 < 50 < 50 < 50 < 50 < 50 < 50
QoS met? y y y y y n n y y
Nv 31 31 31 32 32 32 32 33 33
Nd 32 33 34 31 32 33 34 32 33
FLRd [%] 0 < 0.01 > 1 0 0 < 0.01 1 0 > 0.4
Dmax[ms] < 50 < 50 < 50 < 50 < 50 < 50 < 50 < 50 < 50
QoS met? y y n y y y n y n
Nv 34 34 34 35 35 35 35 35 36
Nd 31 32 33 28 29 30 31 32 29
FLRd [%] < 0.003 > 0.5 > 1 < 0.1 0 >0.2 <0.05 > 0.3 0
Dmax [ms] < 50 < 50 < 50 < 50 < 50 < 50 < 50 < 50 < 50
QoS met? y n n y y n y n y
N, 36 36 36 37 37 37 38 38 38
Nd 30 31 32 29 30 31 29 30 31
FLRd [%] > 0.1 0 > 1 0 < 0.003 < 0.1 < 0.003 < 0.15 1
Dmax [ms] < 50 < 50 <50 < 50 < 50 < 50 < 50 < 50 < 50
QoS met? n y n y y y y n n
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N 38 39 39 39 39 40 40 40 40
Nd 32 26 27 28 29 24 25 26 27
FLRd[%] 0.175 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Dmax [ms] < 50 < 50 < 50 < 50 < 50 < 50 < 50 < 50 < 50
QoS met? n y y y y y y y y
N, 40 40 40 40 40 40 41 41 41
Nd 28 29 30 31 32 33 27 28 29
FLRd [%] 0 0 0 > 1 >2 >2 0 0 > 1
Dma,,[ms] <50 <50 <50 <50 <50 <50 <50 <50 <50
QoS met? y y y n n n y y n
N, 41 45 45 45 45 45 50 50 50
Nd 30 23 24 25 26 27 21 22 23
FLRd [%] > 0.2 0 0 < 0.05 < 0.03 > 0.75 0 < 0.002 0
Dmax [ms] < 50 < 50 < 50 < 50 < 50 < 50 < 50 < 50 < 50
QoS met? n y y y y n y y y
Nv 50 50 60 60 60 60 60 60 60
Nd 24 25 17 18 19 20 21 22 23
FLRd [%] 0 0.2 0 0 0 0 > 1 > 0.4 > 0.4
Dmax[ms] < 50 < 50 < 50 < 50 < 60 < 50 > 200 < 110 < 60
QoS met? y n y y y y n n n
N, 61 61 61 61 61 63 63 63 64
Nd 18 19 20 21 22 19 20 21 18
FLRd [%] 0 0 0 0 > 0.9 0 1 > 1.5 0
Dmax [ms] < 75 < 105 <80 <60 < 70 <80 > 150 <130 < 100
QoS met? y y y y y y n n y
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Nv 64 64 64 64 64 65 65 65 65
Nd 19 20 21 22 23 17 18 19 20
FLRd [%] > 0.5 0 < 3 < 1.5 < 2 0 0 0 0
Dmax[ms] > 150 < 150 < 250 < 175 < 50 > 150 > 150 > 50 > 75
QoS met? n y n n n n n y y
Nv 65 66 66 66 66 67 67 67 67
Nd 21 18 19 20 21 17 18 19 20
FLRd [%] > 1 0 > 0.1 > 0.3 > 1.5 0 0 > 0.8 > 0.4
Dmax[ms] <70 < 100 > 150 > 150 > 150 <80 <50 > 150 < 150
QoS met? n y n n n y y n n
Nv 68 68 68 68 68 69 69 69 69
Nd 16 17 18 19 20 14 15 16 17
FLRd [%] 0 0 0 > 1 > 0.1 0 0 0 0
Dmax[ms] > 150 > 150 > 150 > 150 > 150 > 150 > 150 > 150 > 150
QoS met? n n n n n n n n n
Nv 70 70 70 70 70 70 74 74 74
Nd 13 14 15 16 17 18 09 10 11
FLRd [%] 0 0 0 0 0 > 0.5 0 0 0
Dmax[ms] < 150 < 102 > 150 > 150 > 150 > 150 < 125 < 130 > 150
QoS met? y y n n n n y y n
Nv 75 75 75 75 75 75 75 75 76
Nd 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 08
FLRd [%] 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Dmax[ms] < 50 < 90 < 90 < 65 < 65 > 150 < 150 > 150 > 150
QoS met? y y y y y n y n n
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Nv 76 76 76 80 80 80 80 80 80
Nd 09 10 11 00 02 03 04 05 06
FLRd [%] 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Dmax [ms] < 140 > 150 >150 < 10 <55 <50 <60 <140 >190
QoS met? y n n y y y y y n
N, 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 81 81
Nd 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 02 03
FLRd [%] 0 0 0 0 0 > 0.2 0 0 0
Dmax [ms] > 150 > 150 > 150 > 150 > 150 > 150 > 150 < 60 < 90
QoS met? n n n n n n n y y
Nv 81 81 81 81 85 85 85 85 90
Nd 04 05 06 07 03 04 05 06 00
FLRd [%] 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Dmax[ms] < 60 < 90 > 175 < 150 < 80 < 150 < 75 > 250 < 10
QoS met? y y n y y y y n y
Nv 90 90 90 90 90 91 92 93 94
Nd 01 02 03 04 05 00 00 00 00
FLRd [%] 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Dmax[ms] <50 <90 <60 >250 >200 <9 < 125 < 11 < 15
QoS met? y y y n n y y y y
N, 94 94 94 94 94 95 95 95 95
Nd 01 02 03 04 05 00 01 02 03
FLRd [%] 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Dmax[ms] <50 >250 >150 <150 >150 <40 <60 <80 >150
QoS met? y n n y n y y y n
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Nv 95 96 96 96 96 97 97 97 97
Nd 04 00 01 02 03 00 01 02 03
FLRd [%] 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Dmax[ms] >150 < 15 <50 <125 > 150 <40 > 150 < 100 < 150
QoS met? n y y y n y n y y
Nv 98 98 99 100 100 100 100 100 100
Nd 00 01 00 0 0 1 2 3 4
FLRd [%] 0 0 0 0 0 0 > 0.15 0 0
Dmax [ms] < 10 > 150 < 100 < 80 < 80 < 50 > 800 > 200 > 300
QoS met? y n y y y y n n n
N, 101 101 102 103 104
Nd 0 0 0 0 0
FLRd [%] 0 0 0 0 0
Dmax[ms] > 250 > 250 < 30 > 400 > 250
QoS met? n n y n n
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B.3 Default Settings, MFS = 262
N 00 00 00 00 00 20 20 20 20
Nd 41 42 43 44 45 33 34 35 36
FLRd [%] > 0.1 > 0.15 > 0.1 > 0.2 > 0.3 <0.02 <0.07 <0.1 > 0.1
Dmax [ms] n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a < 31 < 31 < 31 < 31
QoS met? n n n n n y y y n
N, 20 20 20 21 21 21 21 21 21
Nd 37 38 39 32 33 34 35 36 37
FLRd [%] > 1 > 1.5 > 1 0 > 0.1 > 0.1 > 0.2 >0.15 >0.2
Dmax, [ms] < 30 < 30 <30 <31 < 31 < 31 < 31 < 31 < 30
QoS met? n n n y n n n n n
Nv 21 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 60
Nd 38 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 17
FLRd [%] > 0.5 0 < 0.1 > 0.5 > 0.2 > 1.5 > 3 > 3 0
Dmax [ms] < 31 < 35 < 35 < 35 < 35 < 35 <35 <35 > 125
QoS met? n y y n n n n n y
Nv 60 60 60 60 60 60 80 80 80
Nd 18 19 20 21 22 23 04 05 06
FLRd [%] 0 < 0.1 > 0.5 > 1 > 0.9 > 0.9 0 0 0
Dmax [ms] > 250 > 150 < 125 > 150 < 90 < 50 < 60 < 150 > 175
QoS met? n n n n n n y y n
N, 80 80 90 90 90 90 100 100 100
Nd 07 08 02 03 04 05 0 1 2
FLRd [%] 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 > 0.15
Dmax [ms] > 150 > 350 > 175 < 125 < 150 < 100 <80 <45 > 800
QoS met? n n n y y y y y n
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Nv 100 100 101
Nd 3 4 0
FLRd [%] 0 0 0
Dmax [ms] > 250 > 350 > 250
QoS met? n n n
B.4 Non-Preemptive Priority
N 00 00 00 00 02 02 02 10 10
Nd 40 41 42 43 43 44 45 38 39
FLRd [%] < 0.1 < 0.1 > 0.1 > 0.1 < 0.1 > 0.1 > 0.25 < 0.02 < 0.08
Dmax [ms] n/a n/a n/a n/a < 5.5 < 6.0 < 5.5 < 6 < 6
QoS met? y y n n y n n y y
N, 10 10 10 10 10 20 20 20 20
Nd 39 40 41 42 43 32 33 34 35
FLRd [%] < 0.1 < 0.1 > 0.3 > 1.5 > 1.5 <0.02 < 0.01 0 < 0.02
Dmax [ms] < 6 < 5.5 < 6 < 6.0 < 6 < 6.5 < 6.5 < 6.5 < 6
QoS met? y y n n n y y y y
Nv 20 20 20 30 30 30 30 30 40
Nd 36 36 37 30 31 32 33 34 28
FLRd [%] < 0.1 < 0.1 > 0.3 < 0.0003 < 0.05 > 0.3 > 0.3 > 0.6 <0.1
Dmax [ms] < 6 < 6 < 6 < 7 < 7 < 7 < 6.5 < 6.5 < 8
QoS met? y y n y y n n n y
N, 40 50 50 50 50 56 56 56 56
Nd 29 21 22 23 24 19 20 21 22
FLRd [%] > 0.5 0 < 0.001 < 0.001 > 0.1 0 < 0.03 > 0.15 > 0.15
Dmax[ms] <8 <9 <8 <8 <8 <8 <9 <9 <8
QoS met? n y y y n y y n n
Nv 70 70 70 70 80 80 80 80 90
Nd 14 15 16 17 10 10 11 12 07
FLRd [%] 0 < 0.04 > 0.1 > 0.3 0 < 0.03 > 0.1 > 0.1 < 0.01
Dmax[ms] < 10 < 11 < 12 < 9 < 10 < 12 < 12 < 10 < 20
QoS met? y y n n y y n n y
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Nv 90 90 90 90 90 95 95 99 99
Nd 08 09 10 11 12 06 07 01 02
FLRd [%] > 0.2 > 0.2 > 0.3 > 1.5 > 1.5 < 0.01 > 0.4 0 0
Dmax[ms] < 100 < 60 < 50 < 75 < 75 < 80 < 70 < 50 > 250
QoS met? n n n n n y n y n
B-13
N, 100 100 101
Nd 1 2 0
FLRd [%] 0 < 0.1 0
Dmax[mS] < 60 > 400 > 350
QoS met? y n n
B.5 'Optimized' Weighted Round Robin
In this section, results are listed as recorded. Each point tested is indicated on a separate
line, with suffix of 'v' denoting the number of voice circuits and 'd' denoting the number
of data circuits. The brackets on the left of each result represent a checkbox for QoS
compliance which is empty '[ ]' if QoS was not met for point, and checked '[/]' if QoS
requirements were satisfied. 'D' denotes Dmax. 'FLR' denotes FLRd. Numbers in square
brackets are the [W1,W 2 ] values which were used, specified in bytes. Lines beginning with
'%' denote annotated comments. Simulation time was 800 seconds for each run, unless
specified otherwise by 'T'.
%% Attempts for (10,41)
[ ] 1Ov, 41d, [200,2000]: D<4000, FLR>0.15%
[ ] 10v, 41d, [5000,23000]: D>175, FLR>0.3%
[ ] 1Ov, 41d, [4500,24000]: D>400, FLR>0.3%
%%. Attempts for (20,37)
[ ] 20v, 37d, [1OK,262]: D<6, FLR>0.3%
[ ] 20v, 37d, [1920K,262]: D<6, FLR>0.3%
[ ] 20v, 37d, [1K,262]: D<6, FLR>0.3%
[ ] 20v, 37d, [512,262]: D<8, FLR>0.3%
[ ] 20v, 37d, [256,262]: D<9, FLR>0.3%
[ ] 20v, 37d, [128,262]: D<15, FLR>0.3%
[ ] 20v, 37d, [1024,524]: D<8, FLR>0.3%
[ ] 20v, 37d, [64,262]: D>900, FLR>0.3%
[ ] 20v, 37d, [80,262]: D>275, FLR>0.3%
[ ] 20v, 37d, [320,1048]: D>275, FLR>0.3%
[ ] 20v, 37d, [640,2096]: D<9, FLR>0.3%
[ ] 20v, 37d, [1280,4192]: D>300, FLR>0.3%
[ ] 20v, 37d, [2560,8384]: D>300, FLR>0.3%
[ ] 20v, 37d, [5120,16768]: D>350, FLR>0.3%
[ ] 20v, 37d, [10240,32536]: D>400, FLR>0.3%
[ ] 20v, 37d, [128,19200000]: D>6000, FLR>0.3%.
[ ] 20v, 37d, [128,753]: D>375, FLR>0.2%
[ ] 20v, 37d, [128,1129]: D>4500, FLR>0.2%
[ ] 20v, 37d, [128,1506]: D>4500, FLR>0.3%
[ ] 20v, 37d, [128,2000]: D>5000, FLR>0.3%
[ ] 20v, 37d, [128,625]: D>2000, FLR>0.2%
[ ] 20v, 37d, [256,13501: D>3500, FLR>0.2%
[ ] 20v, 37d, [512,2700]: D>3500, FLR>0.2%
%% try other points which worked with other settings
[ ] 30v, 33d, [3940,4032]: D<30, FLR>0.3%
%% scaled weights from above
[ ] 30v, 33d, [128,131]: D<10, FLR>10%
7% too much data lost. Try increasing W2 by 50%
[ ] 30v, 33d, [3940,6048]: D<90, FLR>0.3%
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[ ] 56v, 21d, [512,262], T=800: D>150, FLR>0.15%
[ ] 56v, 21d, [1024,524], T=800: D>150, FLR>0.15%
[ ] 56v, 21d, [1024,524], T=800: D>150, FLR>0.15%
[ ] 56v, 21d, [18500,9500], T=800: D>200, FLR>0.15%
%% This point was interesting. Most of the voice delay stayed below 60ms
7. and only one "spike" went past 150ms. Now try to increase W2 (and scale
%% W1 as well) up to 28000 and see if this will give the data more
%% throughput - note that gamma = 0.5 here
[ ] 56v, 21d, [49000,28000], T=800: D>300, FLR>0.15%
%% This point was also interesting. Most of the delay stayed JUST below
%% 150ms, but several points bursted higher. FLR stayed the same. Seems
%% no significant improvement can be made for 56v
%% The following point failed for NPP
%% rho(80,11)=0.9031, gamma = 0.74
%% try gamma scale with W2=28000
[ ] 80v,11d, [80K,26K], T=200: D>400, FLR=O
[ ] 80v,11d, [140K,28K], T=200: D>175, FLR<O.1%
%% This point just barely keeps delay below 150ms. Try now with W2
%% slightly less and for full 800 secs.
[ ] 80v,11d, [140K,27K], T=800: D>250, FLR>0.1%
%% Delay just barely below 150, but exceeds limit a few times. Loss is
%% just above threshold. Seems we typically only miss by one cycle, so
%% let's try going half/half.
[ ] 80v,11d, [70K,13.5K], T=800: D>250, FLR>0.1%
7W Delay below 75 now, but still peaking past 250. Let's try increasing
%% WI alone
[ ] 80v,11d, [280K,13.5K], T=800: D<80, FLR>0.1%
%% No success.
%% The following point failed under NPP. Let's see if we can make it
UW work with general WRR
%% rho(90,9)=0.9434, gamma=0.795
[ ] 90v, 09d, [140K,27K], (T=200): D>700, FLR<0.02%
[ ] 90v, 09d, [270K,27K], (T=200): D>350, FLR<0.02%
UW Let's try halving the timeout which voice sees
[ ] 90v, 09d, [270K,13.5K], (T=200): D>220, FLR<0.09%
%% Ok, now most of the delay is below 75ms, but this time, one peak
%% jumps up to 3x75 = 225! So while we seemed to have managed to give
%% the voice a second shot, we also increased the probability that it
%% would need more than 2 shots. Data loss seems to have increased, but
%% still just below the threshold. Let's try more service for voice.
[/] 90v, 09d, [540K,13.5K], (T=200): D<150, FLR<0.08%
%% YES it worked. Run for 800s now to verify
[ ] 90v, 09d, [540K,13.5K], (T=800): D<150, FLR>0.15%
.7 Actually at 800s it didn't work.
%% Try a bit less bandwidth on the voice.
[ ] 90v, 09d, [450K,13.5K], (T=800): D>150, FLR>0.2%
%% Okay... most delay stayed under 80ms, but a couple burst above
%% 150ms. Frame loss ratio increased.
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